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INTHODUCTION 

The prevalent concern with alienation and the existen-

tial dilemma which dominates contemporary literature and 

philosophy assumes a disordered society, a chaotic universe. 

In such a world, outward abstractions rather than inward con-

creteness form the basis of man's life; hence, he visualizes 

his life as futile and irrelevant. Yet existential literature 

and philosophy not only illustrate modern man's dilemma but 

also emphasize the need for an inner awakening in order to 

establish human purpose, meaning, and authenticity. 

Like numerous other twentieth century novelists, Walker 

Percy has incorporated these concerns in his three novels: 

The Moviegoer (1960), 1.h.2 ~Gentleman (1966), and~ in 
the Ruins (1971). His works present the consequences of 

alienation; however, they also offer options for suppressing 

alienation. These options reflect his profound interest in 

Soren Kierkegaard's philosophical discourses, especially 

those concernine the three stages of existence. The purpose 

of this study is to examine the three levels of existence 

defined by Kierkegaard and incorporated into Percy's three 

novels. The validity of a comparison between.Kierkegaard's 

philosophy and Percy's novels may be corroborated not only 

through Percy's pervasive use of Kierkegaard's terminology, 

but also through Percy's own acknowledgement of Kierkegaard's 

influence on his life and his works. 

1 
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In an interview conducted by Ashley Brown, Percy relates 

the effects Kierke[;aard as well as several other European 

philosophers and novelists had on his life: 11 In somewhat 

this order I have read Kierkeeaard, Heidegger, Gabriel Marcel, 

then Sartre and Crunus. These writers were a revelation to 

me. They filled a tremendous t;ap in my view of the world; 

indeed they seemed to take it over at one time. In one way 

or another they all dealt with this important question: 

What is it like to be a man in a world transformed by science? 

'!'hey have put tremendous stress on the concrete predicament 

of man's life. How is this related to my novel writing? 

Perhaps a novel is the best way to render this concrete-

ness.111 In other words, these writers helped Percy to per-

ceive the limitations of science, to understand that science 

is incapable of dealine with inward consciousness. Percy 

relates that it was Kierkegaard in particular who saw the 

consequences of basing existence on science: 11 He saw it most 

clearly ••• that science cannot utter one single sentence 

about what a man is himself as an indi vj_dual. 11
2 

Percy's remarks offer substantial justification for a 

study that perceives his novels in relation to various 

1 Ashley Brown, 11 An Interview ~vi th Walker Percy, 11 
Shenandoah, 23 (1967), 6. Subsequent references will be 
cited as Brown Interview. 

2John Carr "An Interview with Walker Percy, 11 Georgia 
Review, 25 (1971 ~, 321. Subsequent references will be cited 
as Carr Iriterview. 
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philosophical concerns. Indeed no adequate literary critique 

of Walker Percy is complete without some consideration of the 

philosophical underpinnings of his works. The one recently 

published book on Percy's novels by Martin Luschei discusEes 

the numerous philosophical influences prevalent in his 

works.3 Nost articles similarly allude to the Kierkegaardian. 

overtones which prevail in his novels and philosophical 

treatises. However, no study has yet considered the precise 

relationship of Kierkegaard's three stages to Percy's works. 

These stages seem to be absolutely relevant (as Percy's own 

remarks indicate), and their relationship is the subject of 

this thesis. 

Percy perceives the stages as offering alternatives to 

alienation which give his protagonists, as well as many minor 

characters, degrees of authenticity that ranee from the 

invalid equated with an aesthetic existence, to the increas-

ingly or temporarily valid equated with an ethical existence, 

to permanently valid alternatives equated with a relieious 

existence. This investigation, then, will examine the alter-

natives to alienation as Percy presents them in his novels, 

in terms of the stages of awareness that each protagonist 

experiences as he progresses to the religious stage. 

3Martin Luschei, 1.hQ Sovereir;n Wayfarer (Baton Rouge: 
Louisiana State Univ. Press, 1972). 
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In this study, l-~ierlrnt;aard' :c philooophical treatises on 

the three staces of lif'e nill fo1·1i1 a bacl:ground to under-

standinc Percy's three novels. Thoroforo, in .:tddition to 

this oxw:ninatio:n i'Jill also rely upon n.iorl:.oGaard 1 :::; Either/Or 

I, II, l~opotition, Focir and 'l'rm11bljnr;, Sicl:nem.; Unto Uoath, 

Concept of Dread, and Concludinr; Unscientj_fic Postscript. 

References nill c.1.l.so be L'lade to the nm:ierow.--J philoDophical 

essayc :rublichud by Percy, such as 11 l-1an on the 'i1rain, 11 

"Message in the Bottle, 11 and 11 Hotes for a Eovel About the 

End of tllo \Jorlcl. 11'i 

The thesis, then, is divided into five chapters. 

Chapter one 1·rill introduce Percy ::t:J :::i. novolict, philosopher, 

and psycl~ia t:-ciEt, and nill prov:i_dc pertineilt l.Jiocraphical 

information i:1hich will include a ctLscu::~sion of Percy rs debt 

to Kierkegaard. Chapters h!O, throe, and four 1·1ill cxarnine 

The Hovier;oer, 'l'he Last Gentleman, and l,ove j_n tlle l~uins 

respectively l.n tcr:.1c of the cGntral characters' :i1oecl. for a 

conscious m:a.renoGs of theuu::;el ves L1 orc.lor to overcome the 

desrair freCJuently associated \'Jith an aesthetic or a1ionated 

existence. Their progressions from an aesthetic 0.nd ethical 

L; 11/alker Percy, "llan on the '.i'rain: 'l'hree ixistential 
Hodes," J?articc..n neviot·1, 23 (1956), 11'?3-91:; 11 Ilossace j_!J. the 
Bottle, 11 :11hour;ht, jl1- (1959), 1105-.)3; "~ioto.s for a .Lrovol Auout 
the Bnd of tllc ~iorl d," ~~:J. tal1ar;ote (.Jourrwl of tlw COi!1rni t tee 
of Southern Clrnrclliiien, falshville) Ciintor 19C7-Go), 7-11:. 
Subsequent refcroncos 1·:ill be cited respecU_voly ac "'rrain,11 
"I·Iescci.c;e, 11 .::mcl "HoteD.11 
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to a religious existence will also be discussed. Included in 

these chapters will be a brief study of the effects of the 

past and tradition on the protagonists in the novels. Chapter 

five will consist of conclusions drawn from the preceding 

three chapters and will attempt to establish Percy's overview 

of contemporary man's dilemma and his understanding of the 

function of literature in a world transformed by science. 



CHAPTER I 

PERCY AND KlEHiCEGAARD 

Althoue;h Walker Percy is an eminent novelist, writing 

and literature were not his original interests. Percy 

entered the University of North Carolina as a chemistry 

major; after receiving his B.A. in 1937 he went on to 

Columbia's College of Physicians where he received his medi-

cal degree in 1941. However, his medical career was cut 

short when, during his internship at Bellevue Hospital, he 

contracted pulmonary tuberculosis. While convalescing in 

the Adirondacks he became interested in the works of such 

existential writers and philosophers as Dostoevsky, Kierke-

gaard, Sartre, Camus, Heidege;er and Marcel. As a result 

Percy, who still maintains an interest in science and 

medicine, "became aware of its [science's] shortcomings 

• • • • [and admits tha~ Kierkegaard helped [him] to see 

them." 1 In explaining his change in interests, Percy recalls 

it as a breakthrough: 

I remember at North Carolina that classical be-
haviorism in the psychology department was running 
very strone. And at Columbia, it v1as the idea of 
the mechanism of disease, which is very valuable, 
the idea that disease is a mechanism of response 
in the body to the disease agent. So I began to 
be interested in a view of man as such, man as man. 
And I saw one day ••• maybe it wac something of 
a breakthrough, something of a turning of a corner, 
that science can say so much about things, objects 

1Brown Interview, p. 4. 

6 
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or people, but by its very definition, by its own 
self imposed limitation, the scientific method can 
only utter a statement about a sincle object, a 
glass or a frog or a dogfish--or a man only insofar 
as it resembles other thines of its kind •••• 
Viel~ I suddenly realized that \'/hen you apply this 
to man, you stop short at the very point where it 
matters to man. Science can say ev~rything about 
a man except what he is in himself. 

After this breakthrough Percy beian writing philosophical 

articles that have appeared in such journals as Thou5ht, 

Psychiatry, Partisan I<eview, and Philosophy and Phenomenolo-

gical Research. The question repeatedly posed by both Percy 

and his predecessor Kierkegaard is "What is it to be a man 

and to live and die? 11 3 His novels and articles are an at-

tempt to ansvter this question. 

"Symbol as Need, 11 Percy's first article, was published 

in Thought in 1954; it illustrates his indebtedness to Suzanne 

Laneer. In her book Feelin8 .fill£ .f.Q.r.m (1953), she attempts 

to establish the difference between sign and symbol.4 

Similarly, Percy relates,"A symbol is the vehicle for the con-

ception of an object and as such is a distinctly human pro-

duct.115 On the other hand, Percy suggests that signs are not 

2carr Interview, P• 320. 

3Brown Interview, p. 4. 

4suzanne Langer, Feeling and Form (New York:. Charles 
Scribner's and Sons, 1953). Laneer's notions on sign and 
symbol were first set down in Philosophy in a New Key 
(Cambridge, Mass: Harvard Univ. Press, 1942j. 

386. 
5\'/alker Percy, "Symbol as Need," 'fhou;:r;ht, 29 (1954), 
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distinctly human conceptions; "Sie;ns announce their objects. 

Thunder. announces rain. The bell announces food to Pavlov• s 

dog. 116 Consequently the difference between sign and symbol 

is a difference between objectivity and subjectivity. "Sym-

bolization is the essential act of the mind • • • , and as 

such cannot be grasped by conventional biological concepts. 11'7 

Hence in his first article Percy discusses the difference be-

tween scientific objectivity and individual subjectivity. 

This attempt at distinction continues to permeate many 

of his articles as well as his novels. It is especially 

evident in "Nan on the Train: Three Existential Modes" and 

"The Message in the Bottle"; these articles contain the 

seeds that germinate in his three novels The Moviegoer 

(1961), ~Last Gentleman (1967), and Love in the Ruins 

(1971). Other articles exemplifying Percy's perceptions 

of the condition of modern man include "Symbol, Consciousness 

and Intersubjectivity, 11 "Symbol as Hermeneutic in 

Existentialism," and "Naming and Being. 118 

6Ibid., P• 385. 

7Ibid., I>• 388. 
8walker Percy, "Symbol, Consciousness, and Inter-

subjectivity,11 '11he Journal Q.f. Philosopht' 55 (1958), 631-
41; "Naming und Being, 11 Personalist, 41 1960), ll~8-57; 
"Symbol as Hermeneutic in Existentialism: A Possible 
Bridge from Empiricism," Philosophy ~ Phenomenological 
Research, 16 (1956), 522-30. 
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While writing these articles Percy made two attempts 

to write novels, but these attempts were failures. His first 

novel was read by Allen Tate, who remarked, "'This is dread-

ful--you 've simply got to put sor.ie action in it. 1119 As a 

result Percy abandoned it. He considered his second atter.ipt 

"dreadful" and abandoned it too. Finally, his third effort 

and first published novel The Moviegoer won national acclaim 

as the winner of the 1962 National Book Award. This novel 

was followed by The Last Gentleman, a 1967 runner-up for 

the .National Book Award, and lastly Love in the Ruins, 

published in 1971. 

Each of Percy's novels presents the turmoil and des-

pair associated with modern man's frai:;mented and alienated 

existence; their present popularity, ho\'/ever, especially 

results from the possible alternatives to alienation that 

Percy perceives. Alienation, defined in conventional terms 

by David Riesman in~ Lonely Crowd, 10 and elaborated upon 

by Sidney Filli(elstein in Existentialism and Alienation in 

American Literature, may be perceived as a decay or deteri-

oration of the limbs that constitute the crowd. Basing his 

comments on Hiesman, Finkelstein says that 11 In the 'lonely' 

crowd the individuals are estranged from one another, so that 

9Brown Interview, P• 4. 

10navid Riesman, 1fl&. Lonely Crowd (New Haven: Yale 
Univ. Press, 1950). 
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the links chafe like manacles, and communication and mutual 

understandinc are replaced by estrangement and hostility. The 

estrangement intensifies as the bonds become tighter. • • • 

The individual becomes 1ru.ienated, 1 that is, estranged not 

only from the others but from himself, from that part of his 

necessary life activity which creates and strengthens the 

very ties that appear so oppressive. 1111 Percy defineR 

alienation in his own vmy, rather than in the conventional 

sense, as 11 a reversal of the objective-empirical. • • • 

It is very simply illustrated in the case of the alienated 

commuter. 'rhis man--though he will have met every need 

which can be abstracted by the objective-empirical method: 

sexual needs, nutritional, emotional, in-group needs, 

needs for a productive orientation, creativity, corrununi.ty 

service--this man may nevertheless be alienated. Moreover 

he is apt to be alienated in proportion to his staking 

everything on the objective-empirical. 1112 'rhat is to say, 

alienation reverses the objective-empirical because the 

individual consciously tries to supplement objectivity with 

what he perceives as modern man's subjective needs, rather 

than attempting to discover his own individual needs in 

11 Sidney \'I • .Finkelstein, Existentialism and Alienation 
in American Literature (New York: International Publishers, 
196 7) ' p. 1 36 • 

12Percy, "Train, 11 p. 4 79. 
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order to counteract alienation. Alienation, then, is a form 

of estrangement which frequently results in despair over one's 

inability to function as a member of society; but more impor-

tantly, especially to Percy, it involves estrangement and 

despair over one's inability to function as an individual 

being in a society that emphasizes ends rather than means, 

objectivity rather than subjectivity, abstraction rather than 

concretion. 

Percy's interpretations may be perceived more clearly 

through an explanation of each of Kierkegaard's stages. In 

the aesthetic stage man lives only for the outward pleasure 

of the moment, in other words in the realm of immediacy. 

According to Kierkegaard ''the immediate man helps himself in 

a different way, he wishes to be another. • • • E~r the 

immediate man does not recognize himself, he recognizes 

himself only by his dress, he recognizes that he has a self 

only by externals • • • • 11 l 3 Consequently, when the externals 

no longer provide fulfillment the aesthete experiences 

despair and alienation--despair over his inability to discern 

concretely his identity and alienation from his real self 

which has taken on multifarious forms in an effort to achieve 

immediate satisfaction. This despair, however, may be sur-

mounted through an expansion of the inner consciousness 

13soren Kierkegaard, Sickness Unto Death, trans. Walter 
Lowrie (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1973), p. 186. 
Kierkegaard's use of aesthetic in terms of a stage of exist-
ence does not carry the usual connotations of the term aes-
thetic. Subsequent references will be cited as Kierkegaard, 
Sickness. 
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which enables the individual to perceive how he may function 

in a fragmented society. Awareness of the invalidity of the 

aesthetic promotes a need to discern more authentic options. 

The ethical stae;e, which in Percy's novels offers in-

creasingly valid options, involves an effort on the indi-

vidual's part to "divest himself of the inward determinants 

and express them in an outward way. 111 4 Discerning one's 

concrete existence is the problem the ethicist attempts to 

resolve. Al though the etM.cal al so concerns man 1 s responsi-

bility to laws and rules, Percy is primarily interested in 

that aspect which concerns one's reality; he insists with 

Kierkegaard that "the sole ethical interest is the interest 

in one's own reality. 111 5 For Percy's protagonists this in-

volves, among various other options, repetition or recol-

lection, 11 a backward movement" into the past in order to 

integrate one's past with the present in an endeavor to 

discern concrete actuality. The inadequacy of this stage 

rests in its impermanence; that is to say, al though the 

ethical view offers a synthesis of the extcr!lal and the 

internal or the universal and the particular, it will not 

14soren l~ierkegaard, ~ and 'l1remblinp;, trans. 1'/al ter 
Lowrie (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1973), p. 79. 

l5soren Kierkegaard, Concluding Unscientific Postscript, 
trans. David F. Swenson and Valter Lowrie (Princeton: 
Princeton Univ. Press, 1968), p. 288. Subsequent references 
will be cited as Unscientific. 
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endure through time. It is impermanent because it fails to 

suggest answers to the second of Percy's and Kierkegaard's 

most important questions, 11 How to die?" Ethics, as Kierke-

gaard states, "does not have the medium of being but the 

medium of becoming"; that is, the ethical stac;e is a transi-

tional stage between the aesthetic and the religious view. 

According to Kierkegaard, " ••• it j_s an essential re-

quirement that it [the religious vievJ should have passed 

through the ethical."l6 

The difference between the religious and the ethical 

is that the ethical is based on a relationship between the 

universal and the particular (i. e., the individual); whereas 

the religious view is based on a particular relation between 

God and man. With the achievement of a religious view, 

ethical principles are subordinated but are not necessarily 

annihilated. 'l'he religious sphere is a paradox involving 

complete resignation or surrender to God (i. e., forfeiting 

universal or ethical views) followed by the leap of faith 

through which the universal is returned not by man but by 

God. 1''ai th as defined by Kierkegaard in .Fear & Trembling 

"is the paradox that inwardness is higher that outwardness." 17 

He elaborates on this in Concept Q.f Dread where he states 

that "by turning inwardly man discovers freedom. Fate he 

1 6 Ibid., p. 34 7 • 

l 7Kierkee;aard, ~ ~ 'rrembling, p. 79. 
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does not fear, for he lays hold of no external task, and for 

him freedom is his bliss, not freedom to do this or that in 

the world, to become king and emperor, or the exponent of 

popular opinion, but freedom to know of himself that he is 

freedom. 111 8 Thus it is through this life view that Percy's 

protagonists attain valid alternatives to alienation which 

enable them to function in a fragmented and highly empirical 

society. They discover that the religious existence fuses 

existence in the finite world with spiritual transcendence 

to the infinite. Consequently the fragmented self exempli-

fied in Binx of ~ Moviegoer, Will of ~ Last Gentleman 

and Dr. More of 1.QE in 1h.!t Ruins is reunified in varying 

degrees by the conclusions of the novels, enabling them to 

resolve subjectively the problem of 11 How to live and how to 

di II e. 

As Percy's central characters develop they perceive 

the inadequacies of a society that bases existence on scien-

tific advancement, materialistic objects, and technological 

development. They realize that this society abstracts man 

from an inward awareness of self and leads to alienation. 

The objectivity associated with science pervades the novels, 

and it serves to illuminate Percy's perceptions of the con-

dition of modern man, who realizes that science destroys 

such subjective needs as hope, faith, purpose and meaning. 

18soren Kierkegaard, Concept of Dread, trans. Walter 
Lowrie (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1967), p. 96. 
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Consequently, existence becomes futile and irrelevant. By 

denying the subjective inward search, such individuals deny 

the ethical and religious stages. Furthermore, because 

science is unable to resolve the problem of how a man should 

live and die, the problem is ignored. Living, consequently, 

becomes a product of momentary pleasure; hence man dwells in 

the aesthetic stage, an invalid alternative to alienation. 

Science in Percy's three novels emerges as a form of 

abstraction since it suppresses subjectivity. Abstract 

thought, as Kierkegaard defines it, "is thought without a 

thinker. Abstract thoueht ignores everything but thought, 

and only the thought is, and is in its own medium. Existence 

is not devoid of thought, but in existence thought is in a 

foreign language. 111 9 By contrast concrete thour;ht "is 

thought with a relation to a thinker and to a definite par-

ticular something which is thought, existence e;iving to the 

existing thinker thought, time and place. 1120 The problem 

with abstract thinking and science is that they deal with 

external concerns in an objective manner which leads one away 

from a perception of himself; consequently, he becomes 

alienated. 

l9Kierkegaard, Unscientific, p. 296. 

ZOibid., P• 296. 
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The search for scientific knowledge, v1hich Percy calls 

the vertical search, pervades his novel.a and Kierkegaard's 

treatises because it emphasizes objective scientific knowledge 

at the expense of subjective self knowledge, or the horizontal 

search. ':l1he scientist 11 has abstrcicted from his own predic-

ament [i. e., inward searcl~ in order to achieve objectivity •. 

His objectivity is indeed nothing else than his rc~oval from 

his own concrete situation. • • • 1l 1he abstraction of the 

scientist from affairs of life may be so great that he even 

ignores news of the highest relevance for his own predic-

ament.1121 Kierkegaard also discusses the effects of 

stressing scientific knowledge rather than self-knowledge, 

"Science organizes the moments of subjectivity within a 

knowledge of them and this knowledge is assumed to be the 

highest stage, and all knowledge is an abstraction which 

annuls existence, a taking of knowledge out of existence. 

In existence, however, such a principle does not hold • • • • 
The task is not to exalt the one at the expense of the other 

but to give them equal status, to unify them in simulta-

neity; the medium in which they are unified is existence. 1122 

Percy emphasizes the one-sidedness of science not to 

suggest annihilation of the scientific search, nor to recom-

mend subordination of it for the subjective search, but to 

21 Percy, "Message, 11 PP• 416-Li-1 7. 
221·. k u \ier·ogaard, nscientific, p. jll. 
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depict the primary source of modern man's alienated existence, 

and to suggest that through ascertaining valid alternatives 

to alienation science will necessarily become synthesized 

with the finite and the infinite, the objective and the sub-

jective. Science then would become a servant to man, rather 

than a master who would deny the existence of his servant. 

In explaining why he prefers literature to science, 

Percy relates that literature seems to be more complete than 

science, since it deals with man's awareness of his own 

reality, but he also admits that science has its value. 

I think too often there is a feeling among artists, 
the creative people, that science represents the 
unpleasant, or the cold, the unemotional side of 
life, and that art represents the emotional or 
warm side. I think that is a mistake. In the 
first place we are living in a culture which is 
completely saturated by the whole scientific ethic, 
the whole scientific outlook, and anybody who pre-
tends he is not affected by science and doesn.1 t ben-
efit by science is simply deceiving himself. I run 
convinced of the value of the scientific vocation, 
of the practice of the scientific method. 

Now, in changing to writing, to creative 
work, I am equally convinced of tho absolute 
seriousness of that in much the same way. I 
think that serious novel writing, that serious 
art, is just as important, and just as cognitive; 
it concerns areas of knowing, of discovering and 
knowing, just as much as any science. In fact, in 
art, particularly in the modern novel, you are 
dealing with areas of life which cannot be reached 
in any other way. • • • That's why my primary 
concern is not in telling a story and putting 
characters together so that something is going 
to happen, but in using the fictional situation, 
a man in a concrete situation, exploring 
reality in a way which cannot be done any other 
way. It cannot be done with science, a micro-
scope, or v;i th sociology or psychology, how-
ever refined it is. • • • What you are doing 
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is exploring the quality of a particular con-
sciousness of a particular time when the 
contemporar~ consciousness is fracmented and 
imperiled.2..J 

Hence, Percy turned from science to literature expectine 

literature to deal more fully with the human dilemma.; his 

novels fulfill this expectation. 

23carl ton Cremeens, "Walker Percy, 'l1he Han ond the 
Novelist: An Interview 1 " 'rhe Southern Heview, 4 ( 1968), 
282-83. Subsequent references will be cited as Cremeens 
Interview. 



CHAPTER 2 

'l1HE SAD LITTLE HAPPINESS OH 'l'HE 

BIG SEARCH FOR 'rHE BIG lIAPPlllliSS 

In The Moviegoer, V/alker Percy presents the situation of 

modern man whose fragmented existence can only be reunified 

through a search for authenticity. Percy's protaeonist, 

Binx Bolling, and to a limited degree his cousin Kate Cutrer, 

illustrate this fragmented existence as well as the self-

fulfillment attained through reunification. During the time 

span encompassed in The Moviegoer, Binx progresses from a 

purely aesthetic existence that provides no valid alter-

natives to alienation, to an ethical existence where options 

become increasingly valid, and finally to a religious exist-

ence where he establishes and maintains valid alternatives. 

This chapter will exam1.ne Binx's search to determine authen-

tic options and his eventual discovery of them. 

Binx launches his search as a. result of perceiving the 

ineffectiveness of an everyday existence that stresses such 

finite entities as material possessions, professional 

achievement, tradi. tional heritage, and social status. Such 

secular enjoyments, associated with the aesthetic modality, 

fail to alleviate alienation because such options hold him 

in the finite, therefore widening the gap existing between 

the finite and the infinite. Binx recognizes that "the 

search is what anyone would undertake if he were not sunl<::. in 

19 
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the everydayness of his ovm life. • • • 'l1o become aware of 

the possibility of the search is to be onto somethine. Not 

to be onto something is to be in despair. 111 Consequently, 

the search is impossible if one is "sunk in everydayness." 

'l1he movies imply the pattern for the search; they depict 

indivj_duals seeking consciousness and coming to an avmreness. 

However, as Binx perceives, 11 they screw it up. The search 

always ends in despair. They like to show a fellow coming 

to himself in a stranee place but what does he do? He takes 

up with the local librarian, sets about proving to the local 

children what a nice fellow he is, and settles down with a 

vengeance. In tvlO weeks time he is so sunk in everydayness 

that he might as well be dead" ( 13). '1.1lie movies present an 

idealized image of reality that individuals, includin~ Binx, 

frequently identify with; but such identification is in-

authentic since it is based on externals outside the self. 

Binx, who is consciously searching for valid options, 

realizes that the movies distort reality, but he maintains 

an interest in the "peculiar reality" (17) of such actors 

as William Holden. The moviegoers do not perceive Holden's 

real identity since his screen image changes in each movie, 

never revealing his concrete self. 1'herefore, the search, 

for the v}.ewers, aims only at the idealized existence of a 

1VJalker Percy, The Moviegoer (New York: Noonday Press, 
1960), p. 13. Subsequent references will be inserted 
parenthentically following the quoled material. 
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film scenario. Awareness of Holden's idealized reality and 

his inability to be anonymous attracts Binx to Holden, since 

in contrast Binx must struggle to prevent his own anonymity 

and the everydayness afflicting his oxistence.2 

The minor characters in the novels, like the movies o.nd 

the actors, illustrate the inadequacy of impersonation and 

everydayness; however, they also accentuate the fragmentation 

engulfing modern man and exemplify the odds Binx struggles to 

surmount. Of the minor characters, Binx 1 s aunt, Emily Cutrer, 

and his mother, Mrs. Smith, stand out not only because of 

their everyday existence but also because, to Binx, they re-

present two polar extremes rooted in the aesthetic sphere. 

Aunt Emily emphasizes the importance of tradition; Mrs. Smith 

reduces life to simplicities; and it is through their dif-

fering yet aesthetic responses that Binx encounters dif-

ficulty in maintaining his search. Consequently, he vacil-

lates between an aesthetic or worldly existence and pursuit 

of the search. Nevertheless, the search eventually pre-

vails. His cousin, Kate Cutrer, also emerges as an important 

figure, since she, like Binx, is conscious of the fragmen-

tation afflicting modern man. 

2 Jerome ~'hale suggests that ". • • Binx kno\vs that his 
movie-c;oint; is really a flight from engacement with the con-
crete, for the movies are but ima5es of reality and the most 
grossly distorted images at that. 11 ("Alienation on the 
American Plan", Forum, 6 (1968), 38. 'l'hale, hovrnver, 
neglects to explain why Binx is attracted to the "peculiar 
reali ty11 of movie actors.) 
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The other characters, although minor, aro sie;nificant 

since they reestablish the despair resulting from an aes-

thetic existence. It is through his conversations with these 

individuals and his observations of them that Binx perceives 

the limitations of their existence and decides to continue 

his own search for authenticity. In Hercer, the Cutrers' 

butler, Binx perceives the consequenc~s of role-playing 0 
11 It 

is not easy to say who he Q·lercer] is anymore. o • • When 

he succeeds in seeing himself, it is as a remarkable sort of 

fellow, a man who keeps himself well informed in science and 

politics. 1l1his is v1hy I am always uneasy when I talk to him. 

I hate it when his vision of himself dissolves and he sees 

himself as neither old retainer nor expert in current events. 

Then his eyes cet muddy and his face runs together behind his 

mustache" (23). At these times, thoue;h, Mercer is aware 

of his nebulous identity, the result of constantly masking 

his real self. Mercer, then, represents the immediate man 

who in Kierlrngaardian terms "wishes to be another." Con-

sequently he 11 does not recognize his self, he recognizes 

himself only by his dress, he recoe;nizes that he has a self 

only by externals. "3 
When Binx meets h:Ls cousin, Eddie Lovell, he realizes 

that, like Hercer, Eddie's real self remains unacl\:.IlO\'tlede;ed 

because he understands only externoJ_s. Eddie's life, 

31aerkegaard, Sickness, p. 187. 
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consequently, requires no search. 11 He understands everything 

out there ••• 11 ; his vision, nevertheless, incorporates only 

externals. Binx, although temporarily perplexed over such 

an understandj_ng, eventually realizer; that this type of 

an existence, as Kierkegaard explains, is despair; yet its 

victim is unable to perceive it. 

It permits itself as it were to be defrauded by the 
others. By seeing the multitude of men about it," 
by getting engaged in all sorts of V10rldly affairs, 
by becoming wise about how things go in this world, 
such a rnan forgets himself, forGets what his name 
is, does not dare to believe in himself, finds it 
too venturesome a thing to be himself, far easier 
and safer to be like others, to become an imitation, 
a number, a cipher in the crowd. 1l 1his form of 
despair is harcUy ever noticed in the v/Orld. Such 
a man, precisely by losing his self in this way, 
has gained perfectability in adjustinc himself to 
business, yea in making a success in the world.11-

It is through his awareness of the self-anonymity associated 

with Eddie's life that Binx recognizes his "exile in Gentilly 

has been the worst kind of self deception ••• 11 ( 18), since 

conscious pursuit of anonymity relinquishes self-reality. 

~'/alter, Kate 1 s ex-fiance, reaffirms the insufficiency 

of the aesthetic view since he, like Eddie, measures self-

worth in terms of outward success. More importantly, however, 

Walter's succeos requires certification throuGh others 

rather than through himself. A houseboat adventure, under-

taken by him and Binx after the Korean 'iJar, illustrates his 

need for approval; Walter 1 s questions exemplify this need: 

"Goddam, this is all rie;ht, isn't it? Isn't this a terrific 

4Ibid., p. 166. 



set up, Binx? 11 (40). Certification, the need for others' 

approval of an experience as genuine, calls to ~ind Percy's 

comment in "Loss of the Creature"; in that article he states 

that such questionn 11 do not necessarily refer to the sovereign 

encounter of the person with the sicht that enlivens the mind 

and gladdens the heart. It means that nO\'J at last [he is J 
having the acceptable experience. 11 5 Walter must have his . 

experiences confirmed as real by others rather than by 

himself. 

In addition to his recoenition of these invalid options, 

Binx also recognizes in Jules, Emily's husband and Kate's 

father, the distorted viev1 of modern man 1 s perception of the 

ideal Christian. "He [Jules] has made a great deal of money, 

he gives freely of himself and his money. He is an exem-

plary Catholic •• •" (31 ). Outwardly, then, his life seems 

ideal, but as 13inx adds with an element of satire, 11 ••• it 

is hard to 1.:now v1hy he ta.k.es the trouble. For the world he 

lives in The City of Man is so pleasant that The City of God 

must hold little in store for him" (31). 

Throuch these indivj_duals Binx recognizes the inef-

fectiveness of such invalid alternatives as impersonation, 

certification, profescional and social nuccess. As Percy 

explains el sev1llere, 11 The self, that v;hich symbolizes, will 

if it perverts its native project of being conscious of 

something else and tries to grasp itself as a something, 

5walker Percy, "The Loss of the Creature," .F'or_y~, 11 
(1958), 10. 
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either fail and remain as the unformulable, a nothingness, 

the aching wound of self--or it will fall prey to miserable 

inauthentic tro.nsformations. 116 Hence, Binx recognizes that 

rather than exist in the despair of nothingnesa, these 

individuals have chosen an oqua1ly invalid al t0rnative; they 

have chosen to impersonate others rather than exist as them-

selves. 'rhe result of inauthentic transformations is 

despair, but as Kierkegaard suggests, II Jn spite of the fact 

that a man is in despair he can perfectly well live in the 

temporal life. \'/hat is called worldliness is made up of 

just such men, \'lhO pawn themselves to the world. 'l'hey use 

their toJ.ents, accumulate l!lOney, carry on worldly affairs, 

calculate shrewdly, etc. etc., are perhaps mentioned in 

history, but themselves they are not; spirituDJ.ly understood 

they have no self, no self for v1hose sake they could venture 

everything. 11 7 

Through his recognition of the worldliness of Hercer, 

Eddie, Walter, and Jules, Binx acknowledGes that a secular 

existence denies self-knowledge and self-fulfillment. 

However, Aunt Emily's belief in the virtues of a 

traditional heritage as v1ell as her power over him cause 

6i'/all:er Percy, "Symbol as Hermeneutic in Existentialism: 
A Possible Bridge from Empiricis1n, 11 Philosophy and 
Phenornenolor:j co.l Research, 16 ( 1956), 527. --

?Kierkegaard, Sickness, p. 168. 
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Binx to question and frequently renounce the search. Her 

idealized belief in tho importance of such a code results in 

the impersonation and transformation of others in order for 

them as well o.s for herself to fit the 11101 d of her trad:L tional 

code. 1:i.1heroforo, al thou~h she is sincere, her 11 .Socratic man-

ner," "Lorenzo posture" (32), and her ability to transform 

others to correspond to her traditional concept illustrates 

the falsity of her existence and her ideals, however noble. 

Consequently, she visualizes everyone in terms of roles which 

negate their real selves. Mercer she sees as 11 the old re-

tainer" and Jules, her husband, as the 11 Creole Cato, the last 

of the heroes • • • • All the stray bits and pieces of the 

past, all that is feckless and gray about people, she pulls 

together into an unmistakable visat;e of tho heroic or the 

craven, the noble. So strong is she, that sometimes the per-

son and the past are in fact transfigured by her, they become 

what she sees them to be" (49). Her ability to transfigure 

people extends to Binx, whom she imagines as a medical stu-

dent rather than as a stockbroker because she believes he has 

a 11keen mind and a natural scientific curiosity" (51 ). 

Aunt Emily's belief stems from a previous interest that 

Binx demonstrated in scientific research, v1llich he terms the 

vertical search. Yet, after reading 1.rhe Chemistry of Life, 

he recognized the limitations of science. 11 \'/hen I finished 

it, it seemed to me that the main goals of my search were in 

principle reachable • • • • The on1y difficulty was that 
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though the universe had been disposed of, I myself was left 

over. There I lay in my hotel room with my search over yet 

still obliged to draw one breath and then the next. But now 

I have undertaken a different kind of search, a horizontal 

search" (?8). Bj_nx realizes, as did Porcy, that science is 

unable to deal with the human dilemma and that 11The 

scientist • • • has abstracted from his own predicament in 

order to achieve objectivity. His objectivity is indeed 

nothing else than his removal from his own concrete situ-

ation.118 Like Kierkecaard, Binx becomes aware that 11 The 

real action is not the external act, but an internal decision 

in which the individual puts an end to the mere possibility 

and identifies himself with the content of his thought in 

order to exi.st in it. 11 9 Emily, however, fails to comprehend 

this perception. Instead she emphasizes duty and responsi-

bility in terms of one's profession and one's contributions. 

Hence, as Jim Van Cl eave suggests, 1111he dangerous conse-

quence of Aunt Emily 1 s idealism is imperso1;.ation. Binx may 

take her ideal for what he ought to be or what is his truest 

if unrealized self. Her power is enough to drive Binx from 

consciousness.1110 

0 

uPorcy, 11 'rrain, 11 p. Lr16. 

9Kierkegaard, Unscientific, p. 302. 

1 O Jim Van Cleave, "Versions of Percy, 11 11he Southern 
Review, 6 (1970), 1001. 
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Emily's idealism affects Binx precisely the way Van 

Cleave suggests; her unwavering belief in the virtues of a 

traditional heritage and her sincerity in promoting those 

virtues create a conflict within Binx between his heritage 

and his search. Accepting traditional codes is invalid 

because it forfeits understanding and results in conforming 

to the values of others rather than ascertaining what is of 

value to one's self. Consequently, belief in one's heritage 

leads to impersonation in order to live up to accepted 

standards of the past. Impersonation destroys individuality 

since it is based on the outward appearances of others, thus 

emphasizing the aesthetic modality. Likewise sensuality, 

because it stresses outward pleasure that endures only in 

the moment, is equally inauthentic. Neither option is valid 

since both deny inward consciousness. Although Binx is cog-

nizant of the ineffectiveness of the aesthetic modality, the 

idealism of his aunt and his own desire for sensual pleasure 

frequently cause him to abandon the search for self-fulfill-

ment. Consequently, he vacillates between the search 

on the one hand and sensual fulfillment on the other until 

he achieves an ultimate comprehension of inward conscious-

ness. The way in which Percy juxtaposes Binx's relationships 

with his secretary, Sharon Kincaid, and his cousin, Kate 

Cutrer, exemplifies the fluctuating aspects of his personality. 

It should be noted that his relationship with Sharon 

functions as rotation, an attempt to "experience the new 
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beyond the expectation of experiencing the new'' (144). In 

his relationship with Sharon one recognizes that his aware-

ness of the inadequacies of the aesthetic sphere, alter-

natives that provide only momentary pleasure, do not prevent 

him from deludine himself into thinkine that occasionally 

such options suppress alienation. Hole-playing and financial 

success are two important elements that exemplify his sub-

mission to aesthetic or immediate alternatives. He fre-

quently assumes not only a 11 Gregory Peckish11 manner towards 

Sharon but also devises schemes to seduce her. Additionally, 

the entire involvement will make money for him at the same 

time. Hence, he clevises schemes 11 in the interest of money 

and love • • • • Everything depends on a close cooperation 

between business and love. If ever my business should suf-

fer because of my admiration for Sharon, then my admiration 

for Sharon would suffer too. • • • 1Ehe trick, the joy of it, 

is to prospe1· on ull fronts, enlist money in the· service of 

love and love in the sorvice of money" (102). As Binx em-

braces worldliness, he abandons his prior perceptions of the 

inadequacy 01' aesthetic options. His concern with worldly 

matters illustrates Kierkecaarcl' s influence on Percy's 

wri tine;: 11 VJha.t is called worldlinocs is made up of just 

such men who })c::t\':h themselves to the world. 'l'hey use their 

talents, accumulate money, carry on \'/Orldly affairs, cal-

culate shrewdly etc., etc •••• but themselves they are 
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not; ••• they have no solr.11 11 

Juxtaposed to his sensuous relationship with Sharon, 

then, is Binx' s relationship with Kate, whose mental sta-

bility is tenuous. Yet here his search finds strength to 

persist. Kate, aware of the ineffectiveness of aesthetic 

choices, is unable to determine functional alternatives. 

Consequently her despair is a result of her inability to 

develop inwardly, her "failure to appreciate that man is 

spirit ••• Aware of Kate's unstable nature, Binx 

moves out of the aesthetic realm, thus resisting impersona-

tion and deception in his relationship with Kate. Unlike 

her step-mother, Emily, and her psychiatrist, Merle, who try 

to appease her to prevent mental despair, Binx is truthful 

and honest: 11 1 tell her the truth because I have not the wit 

to tell her anything else" (176). Kate, in contrast to 

Sharon, is able to recognize an aesthetic existence, and it 

11 Kierkegaard, Sickness, p. 168. The similarity between 
Binx's deceptive plan to seduce Sharon and that of Johannes 
in "Diary of a Seducer" from Either/Or, Vol, I, reasserts 
Kierkegaard's influence on Percy and reaffirms the sensual 
aspects of the aesthetic stage. "• •• the strategic princi-
ple, the law governing every move in this campaign, is al-
ways to work her into an interesting situation. The inter-
esting is the field on which the battle must be ~mged; the 
potentialities of the interesting must be exhausted •••• 
Everything depends on finding out v1hat the individual can 
give and therefore what she must demand in return. For this 
reason my love affairs always hav0 a reality for myself, they 
mark a factor in my life, a creative period, of which I am 
fully aware; often they are bound up with one or another 
acquired skill. 11 

12Ibid., P• 192. 
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is for this reason Binx is honest. Therefore, it is the 

honesty Kate promotes in Binx tlw.t helps hj_m eventually to 

relinquish aesthetic choices and maintain the searche 

While Kate functions as a catalyst in this way 1 Sharon 

also modifies the aesthetic delusions perceived in Binx 

through the gradual demise of their relationship; and this 

modification is reaffirmed in Binx 1 s remark, "• e e I do not 

love her so wildly as I loved her last nic;ht 11 ( 135). This 

recognition proGresses until their relationship is entirely 

reducetl to an everyday affair in \'Jhich communication becomes 

increasingly difficult and the 111nalaise settles on [them J 
like fall-out" (166). Although a crisis situation removes 

the malaise 1 that solution is only temporary. 'l'heir car 

accident by its nature intensifies reality so that 11 By 

virtue of our misfortune we have become a thine to look at 

and witnesses gaze at us with heavyliddod almost seductive 

expressions. But D..lmost at once they are past and those who 

follow sec nothj_nr; untoward • 9 • • We are restored to the 

anonymity of our little car spaco11 (125). Binx perceives 

that ordeal and 11 rotation11 arc only temporary alternatives 

to alienation, since the despRir of everydayness increases 

as the newness of tho rotation diminishes. 

lCntc too recor;nizes the positive effects of ordeal evi-

denced in her remark that "only in time of illness or disa.ster 

or death are people real" (80). Both she and Binx have ex-

perienced crisis situations which heighten their perception 
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of reality. Percy expands on the effect of ordeal in one of 

his philosophical essays: "Only under condition of ordeal 

may I recover the sparrow. If I am lying wounded or in 

exile or in prison and a sparrow builds his nest at my window 

then I may see this sparrow. 111 3 Crisis situations, then, 

because they provide one with a perception of one's real self. 

as well as an awareness of one's concrete surroundings, offer 

increasingly valid alternatives to alienation. However, the 

fallacy of such a perception is that alleviation of the 

anxiety associated with trauma removes certification. 

Nevertheless Binx and Kate recognize that 11 one 1 s own exist-

ence becomes most acute in periods of extreme inner 

tension •••• Only then does one fully realize what it 

really means to be. 111 4 This realization illustrates the 

progressively positive aspects of their development. Sharon, 

on the other hand, remains unaware of the nature of crisis 

situations. 

Just as Percy juxtaposes Sharon and Kate to illustrate 

Binx's vacillation, he also juxtaposes Binx's mother, Mrs. 

Smith, with Aunt Emily to illustrate the various and en-

cumbering aspects of the aesthetic sphere. That is to say, 

just as Binx 1 s relationship with Sharon diminishes existence 

l 3Walker Percy, "Naming and Being, 11 Personalist, 41 
( 1960)' 154. 

1 4H~nry D. Aiken, The Age .Qf Ideology (New York: The 
New American Library, 1956), p. 228. 
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by emphasizing business and pleasure, similarly his mother 

reduces life to the ordinary, the simple and the commonplace. 

'I1he difference is that she, unlike Sharon, consciously seeks 

simplicity. lhnx's choice between the 11 sad little happiness" 

and 11 the big search for the big happiness" (136) illustrates 

his vacillation. 

Binx consciously begins to make this choice by 

returning to the past, to his mother, in an effort to inte-

grate the past with the present in order to derive a meaning-

ful existence. It is through Mrs. Smith's allegiance to the 

ordinary that Binx reaches the penultimate decision to con-

tinue the search and to subordinate aesthetic existence to 

more valid options. He realizes the constant depreciation 

of her 11 election of the ordinary. 11 She refuses to become 

involved in life's complexities; even God must be reduced 

to a simplicity. 

Sometimes when she mentions God, it strikes me that 
my mother uses him as but one of the devices that 
come to hand in an outrageous man's world 1 to be 
put to work like all the rest in the one enterprise 
she has any use for: the uncanny management of the 
Ghocks of life. It is a bargain struck at the very 
beginning in which she settled for a general be-
li t tl erncnt of everythinl}, the c;ood and the bad. 
She is as wary of good fortune as she is immured 
aeainst the bad, and sometimes I seem to catch 
sight of it in her eyes, this radicu.l mistrust: 
an old knowledgeable gleam, as old and sly as Eve 
herself. Losing Duval 1 her favorite, confirr.1ed 
her in her election of the ordj_nary. Ho more 
heart' G desire for her, than!-;: you. After Duval' s 
death she wanted everything colloquial and easy, 
even God. (142) 
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Her adherence to the ordinary makes existence easy, but in 

actuality it diminishes it and diminishes her; for, as 

Kierkegaard asserts, "only that man's life is wasted who 

lived on so deceived by the joys of life or by its sorrows 

that he nover became eternally and decisively conscious of 

himself as spirit. 11 15 

Occasi.onally Binx attempts 11 to shake her loose from her 

elected career of the commonplace. But her gyroscope always 

holds her on course" (152). Even her recollections of 

Binx's deceased father are diminished so that 11 It is not him 

she remembers but an old emblem of him 11 (152)o It is this 

"emblem" that she tries to communicate to Binx, who re-

quires a knowledge of his heredity as a basic ineredient in 

his search for self-knowledge. His father's existence was 

so absorbed in ideals that physical necessities, eating and 

sleeping, were impossible unless connected with the idea. 

One of these was Viar since it was a way for him to "do 

what he wanted to do and save old England doin5 j_t. And per-

haps even carry off the grandest coup of all: to die" ( 157). 

Life, for Binx's father, was a constant quest for ideals that 

would give meaninc; to his existence. 'rhe loss of inward 

consciousness illustrates the flaw in ideals based on outward 

abstractions. 'l'he result is the need to discover nevi ideals 

as the old ones cease to be a source of satisfaction. It is 

for this reason that Binx refers to his father's death as 

l5KierkeGaard, Sickness, p. 159. 
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"the grandest coup of all," since he no longer had to strug-

gle in ord!r to discover new ideals to live by. 

Binx's interest in his father illustrates his need to 

understand his heritage. He is capable of comprehending 

Aunt Emily's stoicism and his mother's simplicities; con-

sequently he rejects these options; they merely expand 

alienation and reduce inward conscio11sness. However, he 

must again return to the past in order to analyze his pater-

nal heritage. "The return [or the repetition as Percy calls 

it] is a return to the past in search of self--a coming to 

terms with a haunted and e;uilt-laden world, a theme that 

abounds in southern fiction. 1116 Repetition functions as an 

important aspect in Binx's development because only through 

returning to the past will Binx perceive the reality of the 

present and the necessity for the search. Therefore repeti-

tion becomes an increasingly valid alternative to alienation; 

"• •• gaining a history becomes the ethical victory of con-

tinuity over concealment, melancholy, illusory passion and 

despair. 111 7 

Because repetition and rotation are a consequence of 

an inward effort to perceive outward authenticity and to 

escape alienation and everydayness, they produce a more posi-

tive result. Rotation, however, frequently terminates in 

16Richard Lehan, 111rhe Way Back: ltedemption in the 
Novels of V/alker Percy, 11 'l'he southern Hevi ew, 4 ( 1 968), 312. 

l7Kierkegaard, Concept of Dread, p. 227. 
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boredom when the newness of an experience wears off, as it 

does in Binx's involvement with Sharon. In terms of Percy's 

interpretation of Kierkegaard's three modalities, repetition 

and rotation function as intermediary stages between the 

invalid and the valid, the aesthetic and the religious. 

Hence, such options parallel KierkeGaard's ethical stage in 

which the individual "sees that he himself is meanwhile in 

the process of becoming •••• 1118 Percy himself suggests 

that 11 The moments of rotation and repetition are of such 

peculiar j_nter-est to the contemporary alienated conscious-

ness because they represent the two obvious alternatives or 

deliverances from alienation. 111 9 That is to say, rotation 

and repetition are options frequently chosen by modern man 

in an effort to reclaim inward consciousness. 

Hartin Luschei seems to overlook Percy's essay and 

Kierkegaard's definition, as well as the effects rotation 

and repetition have on the revitalization of the search, 

when he sut:;r;ests that Binx "vaults over the ethical stage 

lSibid.~ p. 128. 

l9Percy, 11 Train," p. 481. In 11 Man on the Train" Percy 
defines repetition in his own terms and admits that his 
definition is an alteration of Kierkecaard's. "• •• the 
rider ••• voya.ges into his own past in search for himself•" 
Percy goes on to say that "we need not consider here Kierke-
gaard 1 s distinction that true religious repetition has nothing 
to do with travel but is consciousness raised to the second 
power • • • • " 
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altogether and lands in a definite posture in the reli-
. ,,20 gious. Althoueh at times this seems to be the case, Binx's 

relationships, especially his honesty with Kate and his 

perceptions of the aesthetic sphere, illustrate a growing de-

sire to discover valid alternatives. When Binx returns to 

the past he gains an ethical victory; consequently, the idea 

of the search becomes increasingly significant, and it be-

comes mandatory for Binx not only to break the grip of every-

dayness but also to move beyond a comprehension of the past, 

beyond the ethical staee, to seek permanently valid options 

in the religious stage. As a consequence of his return to the 

past and his understanding of it the search becomes more 

intense. 

The best I can do is lie rigid as a stick under the 
cot, locked in a death grip with everydayness, sworn 
not to move a muscle until I advance another inch in 
my search. • • • At last the iron grip relaxes and 
I pull my pants off the chair, fish out a note book 
and scribble in the dark: 

Remember Tomorrow 

Starting point for search: It no longer avails to 
start with creatures and prove God. Yet it is im-
possible to rule God out. '.l'he only possible 
starting point: the strange fact of one's own 
invincible apathy--that if the proofs were proved 
and God presented himself, nothing ~ould be 
changed. Here is the straneest fact of e.11. 
Abraham saw signs of God and believed. How the 

20Martin Luschei, The Sovereic;n Wa~farer (Baton Rouge: 
Louisiana State Univ. Press, 1972~ p. 10 • Mr. Luschei seems 
to be concerned with the universal aspects of the ethical 
stage, that is, one's responsibility to laws and rules; how-
ever, Kierkegaard expar..ds this definition to incorporate the 
necessity of gaining an ethical history, for 11 thc sole ethi-
cal interest is the interest in one's own reality." 
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only sign is that all the signs in the world make 
no difference. ls this God's ironic revenee? But 
I aru onto him. (1L16)21 

This note illustrates that the objective empirical method, 

that is, starting "with creatures to prove God, 11 is impossible; 

since there is no concrete verification of God's being, veri-

fication is contingent on what Kierkegaard terms the "leap 

of Fai th. 11 '.l'he reference to Abraham is an example Kierkegaard 

frequently uses to explain the leap.22 Abraham was willing, 

through his unwavering faith, to sacrifice his son for God. 

Sacrifice and especially faith of this nature illustrate the 

trials frequently encountered in the religious view, which 

requires continual development since fajth cannot exist in 

stasis. Yet, oven Binx realizes that contemporary society 

lacks the inward development and faith associated with the 

religious view. It is for this reason he believes that "all 

the signs in the world make no difforencc.11 Yet even with his 

new understanding, Binx yields slightly to aesthetic .;!]_ ter-

natives, specifically sensual pleasure, to circumvent the 

21 A cowparison of this note with that of Johannes in 
Kierkegaard 1 s HcpcU_ tion ( 119) again reaffirms, through the 
similarities, the influence Kierlrneaard has on Percy. "Here 
I sit. • • • I knO\'/ only this that I am sittinc and that I 
have not budi::;ed from the spot. Here I stay--whether on my 
head or my heels I do not know; I knO\'/ only this, that here 
I stay and that for a whole rnonth I have renwined suspenso 
gradu i'Ji thout dra\01inr; my food to\'1ard me or wakinr; the least 
movement.'' 

22Kierke.c;aard discusses Abraham's faith in depth in 
Repetition; hence Percy's knowledge of Kierkeeaard's works 
is again apparent. 
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malaise which settles upon him and Sharon as they return to 

Gentilly. "Sorrowing, hoping against hope, I put my hand on 

the thickest and innermost part of Sharon's thigh" (166). 
Recognizing the deterioration of their relationship and 

perceiving his inability to communicate the nature of his 

search, Binx succumbs to his former fluctuating nature. 

Nevertheless, as his relationship with Sharon declines, 

his association with Kate increases. It is through her 

dependency on Binx that Kate is eventually capable of sup-

pressing despair in a successful manner and of discerning 

alternatives which, although not of a religious nature, offer 

her some degree of stability. However, when faced with the 

concrete reality of her own existence, when she is "aware 

of her own breathing," she seeks escape through barbiturates 

in order to "break out, or off dead center" (181 ). Her 

dilemma is that she fears self-development yet refuses to 

defraud her existence by reducing it to everydayness. Sub-

sequently Kato rejects Binx's initial marriage proposal be-

cause she visualizes it as submission to an aesthetic alter-

native. 11 I 1m not up to it. Having a little hubby--you would 

be hubby, dearest Binx, and that is ridiculous. • • • Seeing 

hubby off in the morning, having lunch with the girls, getting 

tight at Eddie's and Nell's house and having a little humbug 

with somebody else's hubby, wearing my little diaphragm and 

raising my t\'10 lovely boys and worrying for the next twenty 

years about whether they will make Princeton" (194). 
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Aesthetic interests stress external values, and Kate like 

Binx perceives the inadequacy of these options. Yet unlike 

Binx who occasionally must remind himself of the inauthentic 

nature of the aesthetic views, Kate rejects them altogether. 

Through the gradation of their relationship, Binx and Kate 

seek increasingly valid alternatives, such as repetition and 

rotation, that provide a temporary synthesis of the external 

and the internal, yet gradually both perceive the short-

comings of these options. The rotation they seek in Chicago 

is ineffective because the "five million personal rays of 

Chicagoans" (201) penetrating them minimize their existence 

by making them aware of their anonymity. Hence, to overcome 

it they seek Harold Grabner, Binx's friend; otherwise "we 

cannot be sure we are here at all •• •" (206). 

It should be noted that although Binx became aware of 

the inadequacy of both certification and rotation during his 

affair with Sharon, what seems to be submission to inadequate 

or semi-adequate alternatives on his part is not the case. 

His previous search was an individual endeavor, launched 

solely by himself. The present search is a joint effort to 

achieve an intersubjective relationship, which again parallels 

Kierkegaard's ethical stage. Both Binx and Kate must recog-

nize the ineffectiveness and inauthentic aspects of their 

choices, which are based entirely on either external values 

or choices that fail to endure through time. Consequently 

Chicago is only "fit for a short rotation. 11 '11herefore, 
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although Binx vacillates between the two modalities, he does 

so with a definite purpose. 

Sexual fulfillment, too, becomes an ineffective option 

for them, since it emphasizes awareness of reality only through 

a unification of the physical, neglecting the spiritual. Sex 

in the physical sense offers no permanent rescue from alien-

ation. Consequently their desires are not fulfilled: "The 

burden was too great and flesh poor flesh, neither hallowed 

by sacrament nor despised by spirit (for despising is not the 

worst fate to overtake the flesh), but until this moment 

seen through and cancelled, rendered null by the cold and 

fishy eye of the malaise--flesh poor flesh now at this mo-

ment summoned all at once to be all and everything, end all 

and be all, the last and only hope--quails and fails" (200). 

As a result of their inability adequately to consummate 

their relationship, Binx and Kate perceive that sensual ful-

fillment must incorporate something more than physical sen-

sations. It must, to be a valid alternative to alienation, 

synthesize flesh and spirit, the finite and the infinite, 

eternity rather than temporality. 

Therefore, the trip to Chicago with Kate and the visit 

to Mrs. Smith's with Sharon are catalytic elements in re-

viving the search. Throueh them Bin.x perceives the fallacies 

and the ineffectiveness of the aesthetic sphere; in addition, 

he recognizes the impermanence of such ethical options as 

repetition and rotation. However, all these perceptions are 
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unable to withstand the force of Emily's ideals and moral 

code.23 Being a product of an essential heritage they can-

not again be overlooked. Emily visualizes Binx's behavior 

with Kate as a violation of her trust, and an exploitation 

of Kate's mental instability. The key to the affirmation 

of her suspicion is to discover whether Binx and Kate were 

"intimate." The followine reveals her reaction to Binx's 

answer 11 I suppose so, though intimate is not quite the 

word. 11 Emily in despair replies: 

All these years I have been assuming that between 
us words mean roughly the same thing, that among 
certain people, gentlefolk I don't mind calling 
them, there exists a set of meanings held in 
common, that a certain manner and a certain grace 
come as naturally as breathing. At the great 
moments of life--success, failure, marriace, 
death--our kind of folks have ali·1ays possessed 
a native instinct for behavior, a natural piety, 
or grace, I don't mind calling it. v:hatever else 
\'le did or failed to do, v1e always had that. I 111 
make a little confession. I am not ashamed to use 
the word class. I will also plead guilty to 
another charge. The charge is that people be-
longing to my class think they're better than 
other people. You're damn right we're better. 
~·1e 're better because we do not shrink from our 
obligations either to ourselves or to others. • • • 
Our civilization has achieved a distinction of 
sorts. It will be remembered not for its 

23similarly Lewis Lawson suggests1
11 An encounter with 

his aunt such as this has always left Binx in such a state 
of anxiety that he fairly lunges into fornication in an at-
tempt to escape his consciousness of anxiety. 11 HoV1ever, 
Lawson asserts that the novel ends with Binx an "ethical man, 
in Kierkegaardian terms"; my contention is that he becomes a 
religious man in Kierkeeaardian terms; see my conclusion to 
this chapter. Lev1is Lav1Son, "Walker Percy's Southern Stoic," 
Southern Literary Journal, 1-3 (1968-1971 ), 19. 
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technology nor even its wars but for its novel ethics. 
Ours is the only civilization in history which has 
enshrined mediocrity as its national ideal. • • • I 
did my best for you, son, I gave you all I had. More 
than anything I wanted to pass on to you the one 
heritaee of the men of our family, a certain quality 
of spirit, a gaiety, a sense of duty, a nobility 
worn lightly, a sweetness, a gentleness with 
women--the only good things the South ever had and 
the only things that really matter in this life. 
(223-22L1-)24 

Binx, unable to explain the fallacies he perceives in main-

taining such a heritage, is thus unable to communicate his 

discoveries to Emily. Consequently he experiences despair 

which temporarily annuls the search. 

Today is my thirtieth birthday and I sit on the 
ocean wave in the schoolyard and vmi t for Kate 
and think of nothing. Now in the thirty-first 
year of my dark pilgrim.age on this earth and 
knowing less than I ever knew bel'oro, having 
learned only to recognize merde when I see it, 
having inherited no more from my father than a 
good nose for merde, for every species of shit 
that f'lies--rny only talent--smelling merde from 
every quarter, living in fact in the very century 
of merde, the great shithouse of scientific 

24rn Lewis Lawson's article "Walker Percy' G Indirect 
Communications" he compares this speech by Aunt Emily, as 
well as others that are similar, to Percy's uncle William 
Alexander Percy, and especially to ·1'/illiam Percy 1 s book 
Lanterns .Q.!1 the Levy (Hew York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1941). 

This calls to mind Percy's definition of tradition in 
his article "A Southern View": "'rhere is a Southern heritage, 
and it has nothing to do with the colonel in the whiskey ad. 
It has to do with the conservative tradition of a predomi-
nantly agrarian society, a tradition which at its best en-
shrined the humane aspects of living for rich and poor, black 
and white. It i;ave i'irst place to a stable family life, 
sensitivity and good manners between men, chivalry toward 
women, an honor code, and individual integrity. 11 American, 
97 (July 20, 1957) 1 L~28. 
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humanism where needs are satisfied, 0veryone becomes 
an anyone, a warm and creative person, and prospers 
like a dung beetle, and one hundred percent of peo-
ple are hwnanists and ninety-eight percent believe 
in God, and oen are dead, dead, dead; and the 
ruo.laisc haD settled like fall-out and what people 
really f oar is not that the bomb will fall but that 
tho bomb will not f all--on this my thirtieth birth-
day, I know nothing and there is nothing to do but 
fall prey to desire. (228) 

Richard Lehan suggests that the question: "What if the 

bomb should not fall? ••• implies no hope of deliverance, 

no way of escaping what Percy calls 1 everyciayness, 1 no way 

out of the rat trap that the Bomb would bring so comfortably 

and so quickly [to an end]. 1125 Thus, as Percy himself 

states, 11 The contingency 'what if the Bomb should fall?' is 

not only not a cause of anxiety in the alienated man but is 

one of his fe\'/ remaining refuges from it. 1126 Anxiety, then, 

results from tho despair of an everyday existence, which 

immobilizes individuals and makes them "dead, dead, dead." 

Since crisis situations revitalize their existence, the 

bomb's falling acts as a deliverance from everydayness. 

Henry Aiken elucidates this significance of crisis situa-

tions in an essay concerning Kierl;:egaard 1 s philosophical 

discourses; his comments are applicable to the idea of the 

bomb falling: 11 • • • only in states of extreme emotional 

crisis, when one faces not just the possibility but the 

fact of one's ovm imminent annihilation can one finally 

25Lehan, "Tho Way Back: Redemption in the Novels of 
Walker Percy," p. 310. 

26Percy, 11 rrrain, 11 p. li-79. 
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grasp the significance of one's orm existence. For it is 

only then that one at last decides to live or to die, to be 

or not to be. 1127 Crisis situations, especially the idea of 

the bomb falling, are one of the major concerns of Percy's 

third novel Love ill the Ruins; there, however, he focuses 

upon the approach of the end of the world. 

Kate's appearance restores Binx's faith; and their 

subsequent marriage exemplifies their joint effort at 

achieving valid alternatives through intersubjectivity, 

"• •• That meotinc; of minds by which two selves take each 

other's meaning with reference to the same object beheld in 

common. 1128 Intersubjectivity is a unification between two 

people, but faith can only be achieved on an individual 

basis since it requires a leap that denies communication. 

Binx achieves this final religious view, which Kate 

neither recognizes nor understands. Several events exem-

plify his new understanding. Binx's honesty to his brothers 

and sisters concerning Lonnie's (their older brother's) 

pending death seems cruel and cold to Kate; yet Binx re-

fuses to mask the truth from them or make any demands as to 

how they are to act as a consequence of Lonnie's death. 

Lonnie's death helps Binx obtain an answer to the question 

27Aiken, 1'lllt Ace .Q.f. Ideology, p. 229. 

28·.valker Percy, "Symbol, Consciousness, and Intersub-
jectivity ,11 'l1he Journal of Philosophy, 55 (1958) 631. 
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of how to die. Kate, however, has not achieved this under-

standing; for her the "way back from despair is through 

shared consciousness. 1129 Consequently, faith, which can 

only be attained by the particular individual, is unattain-

able for her. 

In addition, Binx 1 s decision to go to medical school 

illustrates his resignation from worldly affairs. Al though 

it may seem as though he has capitulated to Emily's aspira-

tions, he has indeed achieved a harmonious balance, a 

synthesis which establishes his authenticity and eternal 

validity. Therefore, finite concerns no longer confuse him, 

and Binx 11 could willingly give it all up when it was re-

quired of him. He •sat loosely' to the world--was in it, 

yet not of it. 11 3° The others, especially Kate and Emily, 

do not recoenize the religious individual, for as Kierkegaard 

asserts, 11 0ne can discover nothing of that aloof and superior 

nature whereby one recognizes the knight of the infinite. 

He takes delight in everything and whenever one sees him 

taking part in a particular pleasure, he does it with the 

earthly man v1hose soul is absorbed in such things. He tends 

to his work. So when one looks at him one might suppose 

that he was a clerk who had lost his soul in an intricate 

29van Cleave, "Versions of Percy, 11 p. 1 002. 

30George c. Bedell, Kierkegaard .filll! Faulkner (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State Univ. Press, 1972), p. 237. 
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system of bookkeeping, so precise is hc. 11 31 1l'he final scene 

with Kate demonstrates this precision; although she neither 

comprehends nor recognizes Binx's faith, she realizes that 

he offers her stability. Part of what Binx deems as the 

job of a castaway like himself is to "listen to people, see 

how they stick themselves in the world, hand them along a 

wa:ys in their dark journey and be handed alone •• •" (233). 
This final scene shows Binx trying to hand Kate along on 

her journey, for he feels the necessity to help those along 

who may never attain the same passion, realizing that "for 

the man • • • who does not so much as reach faith life has 

tasks enough, and if one loves them sincerely, life will by 

no means be wasted, even though it is never comparable to 
32 the life of those who sensed and grasped the highest. 11 

This final scene 1 according to Lehan 1 is then 11 a moment 

of communion, more relic;ious than the ho st, and the only wa:y 

back for Kate; it is a communion throuch consciousness, the 

comfort that comes with the understanding of love, that 

overlapping of consciousness which Percy has described in 

a much different way in his learned philosophical essays. 11 33 
Al though this moment of intersubjectivity bet\·1cen I~ate and 

31Kierkegaard, ~ ,aru! TremblinAi, p. 50. 

3Zibid., P• 131. 

33Lehan, 11 The Way Back: Redemption in the Novels of 
Walker Percy," p. 315. 
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Binx is a moment of communion, it cannot, ho\·1ever, be con-

sidered religious in the Kierkeeaardian sense because faith 

can only be attained by the particular individual. Hence, 

this final scene illustrates what Percy calls the synthesis 

of two people through 11 intersubjectivity11 ; but it also pre-

sents Binx's religious faith through his resienation of 

worldly endeavors, his honesty and truthfulness and his per-

sistent attempt to help Kate along in the world. It is 

through discovering his purpose in existence that he perceives 

for himself 11 hov1 a man may live and die, 11 for Bin.'C knows he 

is a castaway, 11 a stranger who is in the world but who is not 

at home in the world. 11 3lt As a castavmy he must search for and 

listen to news from across the sea and 11live in hope that 

such a message will corne. 11 Such hope requires faith. And 

as Percy claims, 11 The Christian faith, ••• the news from 

across the seas--is an embrace of the Absolute Paradox • • • 
a setting aside of reason, a credo guia absurdum est. 1135 
Nevertheless, "• •• to the castavtay who becomes a Christian 

it is not a paradox but news from across the seas, the very 

news he has been vtaiting for. 1136 Binx's search, then, will 

continue on a religious plane because seeking a message from 

35Ibid., P• 429. 

36Ibid., P• 431. 
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across the sea is living in faith, the only valid alter-

native to alienation. Through faith, living is no longer 

reduced to a routine, and so the idea of nothingness vanishes 

and living becomes a procression towards inward consciousness. 

Faith, then, provides one with a purpose in life .:md an 

understanding of death. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE HAUNTED PAST 

In 1.b£ Last Gentleman, Percy's second novel, his charac-

ters continue to pursue alternatives to alienation. As in 

~ Moviegoer, the choices made by the characters range from 

aesthetic, or external, to ethical and, in several cases, to 

religious alternatives. But in this novel attacks of amnesia 
~· ' and assaults of deja .YJ! complicate the existence of the cen-

tral character. Such conditions not only intensify his 

alienation, but also exemplify his precarious mental balance; 

he may restore mental stability only if he discovers valid 

alternatives to alienation. JUthouch many of the possible 

options appeared in The Moviegoer, their ranee is here con-

densed, alloi·1ing Percy to elucidate the choices in more 

depth. 

Throueh the protagonist, Williston Bibb Barrett, Percy 

presents a highly complex vision of modern man's struggle to 

escape alienation, avoid everydayness, and achieve inner 

harmony. Barrett, or Will, suffers from amnesia, an af-

fliction which Percy perceives as 11 the perfect device of 

rotation. 111 / " He also experiences moments of deja 1,1!, 11 the 

strongest sense that it had all happened before" (11 ), that 

is, a repetition. In addition, he rrcqucntly experiences a 

1 Percy, 111rrain," p. 486. 

50 
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"strong feeling of dislocation, 112 or alienation. It should 

be noted that Percy discussed rotation, repetition, and 

alienation previously in his philosophical article "Han on 

the 'frain"; j_n that artj_cle dislocation was spacial; in The 

Last Gentleman, however, j_t is essentially temporal • 

.Since rotation pertains to the future, repetition to 

the past, and alienation to the present, Percy illustrates 

the effect of each condition on Barrett. lt i.s through these 

effects that Percy shows the need for Barrett to integrate 

the past and the future with the present in order to synthe-

size objectivity and subjectivity, the physical and the 

spiritual, the finite and the infinite. Unconscious that 

such integration would produce inner harmony, Barrett 

flounders temporarily in Kierkegaard's aesthetic staGe, 

remains for an extended time in the ethical stae;e, yet 

achieves what might be termed an ethical-religious modality, 

in which he perceives the necessity for establishing a 

meaningful relationship with other individuals; that is, he 

tries to achieve what Percy calls intersubjectivity. Such 

an achievement does not, however, complete the search for 

valid alternatives; and, consequently, Barrett realizes that 

he must continue to search and to wait, as Percy indicates 

modern man nmst, "for news from across the sea, • • • [and] 

2walker Percy, The Last Gentleman (lJev1 York: Farrar, 
Straus and Giroux, 196b), p., 11. Subsequent references will 
be inserted parenthetically following the quoted material. 
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live in hope that such a message will come • • • • 113 This 

hope, however, does not refer to Barrett alone, but, as 

Percy indicates in his article, to modern man in g·eneral. 

Although Will Barrett is the main character, Jamie 

Vaught, his companion and friend, is also important, since 

it is through the acquaintance with Jamie's faoily that 

Barrett is eventually able to perceive valid options, which 

in turn enable him to continue searchinc. In addition, 

Percy illustrates through Jamie, who has leukemia, not only 

the problem of how to live but also the problem of how to 

die. Hence, as ir. The Moviegoer, the attitudes and per-

ceptions of the minor characters prove catalytic to the pro-

tagonist's development. In this case, Jamie Vaught and his 

family allo\'/ Will eventually to deal with him.self as an 

individual. 

Barrett is initially seen as 11 an amiable young man" 

who exists "in a st ate of pure possibili ty 11 (4), and who 

must "know everything before he ••• [can J do anyth1.ng." 

This description calls to mind Kierkegaard's concJ.usion, that 
11 as a result of knowing and being everythinG possible, one 

is in contradiction with oneself, i. e., nothing at all. 114 
Yet the contradiction within Barrett is a consequence of his 

heritage. His crea t-grandfa ther 11 knew what was what and said 

3Percy, 11 l·iessage, 11 P• Li86. 

L~Soren Kierkegaard, The Present A);e, trans. Alexander 
Dru (New York: Harper & Rov1 Pub., 1962 , p. 68. 
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so and acted accorclinc1y 11 ( 1 0), but the succcedint; ,senerations 

became incroasincly heci tant because they pcrcoiv0d the various 

possible conocqucncos or their actio~s. crandfother 

11 seomod to know nhat V1ac v1hat but he was not really co sure. 

He \'Jas br.:ivo lmt he co.vo much thout;ht to the busi110cs of boinc 

bravo. • • • '11he father rm..s a brave r.wn too and he cc:d.d he 

didn't care v1lwt otlicrc thoucht l:lnt lie did care. More: than 

anythine el so, he r1ishod to act ni th honor o.nd to be thought 

V1ell of b:r other Ll8il11 (10). Bccau.so ho nanted to act with 

honor and to lJe recpoctcd, he, lil:.e hie con, 11 did not know 

what to thinl:.11 (10).5 But the father CO!'.:llliitted suicide, while 

his son Will instead seeks valid al ternati.ves. '11hroueh 

5rt is intc1·ostinc to compare l3arrett and M::; father 
r1ith Roony Loe ['_ntl hi.::; i'atl10r, l{obert L. Loo. Doth Noony Lee 
and hie fo.ther arc froquontly .:tlludcLl to Jn the novel; l/oony 
like 1~arrctt £.;OC:s to a northern sclwol--nool!~' \'lent to Harvard 
Collot;c, \'/h:Llc 130..rrctt r1011t to Prii.cGto11. Loth attoupt to 
upllolcl t:iwir inhori ted tradi tio11 r1h:i.lo in tho North. lroto 
the .similarity j_11 tlw foJ.lo\·1inc po.sco.i:_;c l'roL1 '11he Eclucu U.on 
of HenQ AclaL!_Q, by llonr:/ .Aclrunc (Uo:::;ton: IToucllton ltir'l'lin Co., 
196rr-p. 5?-'.)9: "Lee, knorm throu[;11 lif c us 1 l~oony, 1 \'ID.8 a 
Vircinia!1 o::: tLe cichtocnth century ••• '11.:i.ll, la1·Le1:/ 
built, lw.nusouo, ccnial •••• 11 Barrett is intrOdl~Ced as 
11 0.:niabl o • 11 AcloJ;is co11ti11ues 11 lJo o:c10 l~ncrr e:nouc_;ll to 1:1:0·:1 1101·1 
icnoron t lie m1c; hot·1 chil cU:Ll:c; how hclpl c;_;o before tllc co1:1-
pl e:~i t~r of o. ::~r::llool,. ••• the soutllGrner ••• \'ms o.:::; little 
fit to ct~ccced ill the struccl c of nodcr11 l:.Lf c ci s t!1ou~h he 
\'1ero still u !:1akor of stone o~ce;:;, livj n.:._; in caves •••• 11 

Go.rrct t too L:; lwlpl o:.:;::; o.ncl icno1·c:m L in tL.e li ortll; ho is 
capable onl.;r of irnpcr::.;ono.tinc tllc acqu:.LrcJ uannori1:;111s of 
nortllcrncrr; yet con:::; to.iitly clips 'uacl~ in Lo hL::; couthcrn 
indj_i::;ci1ouc ho2:-} tace. 13oth return to tl10 ~3on tl1 o.~111 n•Ji.ther 
comr:UDtes cci1ool--T:oony Lou us _t,_da1ds ;::;;_,i_y::; 11 ::;oi~od tl1t: cha!1ce 
of osca90 by accoptinc a commission of fcrod by General Win-
field .Scott •••• 11 Darrett return:::; ,Soutl1 ceekinc security 
r1ithin tho co11Linos of tho Vaut:ht fa111il:,r. Fiuu.lly both their 
fathers f o.cocl def co. t; horrnvcr, tho:i.r \'.'::1.y r:, of LJ.C CC::!)tin~ Llo-
f cci.t differed. 
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tracing Will's family's inability to act without hesitation, 

Percy exemplifies the declining sense of purposiveness in 

the modern world. 

Among the alternatives Will explores is psychoanalysis 

aimed primarily at establishing interpersonal relationships 

through group therapy. His five years of psychoanalysis fail. 

though, because Barrett uses such therapy for role-playing; 

that is, he assumes the traits of the others in the group. 

Although impersonation temporarily becomes an alternative to 

alienation, it merely expands the realm of possibilities, 

leading him further into contradiction with himself. When 

skiing with a group of Ohioans, "He hadn't been in their com-

pany a week before he became one of them: he called a girl 

named Carol Kerrell, said mear for mirror, tock for 

talk • • • In short, he became an Ohioan • • • 11 (21 ) • As 

a former student at Princeton and a Southerner, he assumed 

the roles according to the situation. "When he was with 

Princetonians, he settled his chin in his throat and stuck 

his hands in his pockets in a certain way. Sometimes too he 

fell in with fellow Southerners and in an instant took on the 

amiable and slightly ironic air which Southerners find nat-

ural away from home" (22). The barrac;e of possible impersona-

tions available reflects Kierkegaard's suggestion that when 

"Possibility ••• appears to tile self ever greater and 

ereater, more and more things become possible because nothing 

becomes actual •• • • At the instant something appears 
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possible, and then a new possibility makes its appearance, 

at last this phantasmagoria moves so rapidly that it is as 

if everything were possible--and this is precisely the last 

moment, when the individual becomes for himself a mirage. 116 

Barrett has indeed 11 become for hi1nself a mirage, 11 

evidenced by his amnesia, de.ja .YQ, and dislocation, as well 

as his problem of getting things backwards; yet he con-

sciously seGrches for alternatives that will alleviate these 

problems. However, until he becomes aware that his existence 

must derive meaning from an inward search, he continues to 

dwell in the aesthetjc stage. As Bedell sugr;ests, "The 

person in the aesthetic modality ••• finds meaning for his 

existence outside himself. He is \'Ji thout sufficient internal 

resources and is consequently dependent on external stimuli 

for making any sense out of the apparent nonsense of his 

environment. 11 7 That is to say, Barrett's search must change 

directions; instead of a vertical search based on externals, 

it must, if he is to discover valid options, become a 

horizontal or inward search. Althout;h he is dependent on 

external stimuli, as co.ch external option fails to alleviate 

alienation, he tries others. Consequently when therapy fails 

Barrett purchases an ~1800 telescope "with the finest optical 

elasses and quartzes, ground, annealed, rubbed and rouced, 

6Kie~~egaard, Sickness, p. 169. 
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tinted and corrected to a ten-thousandth millimeter ••• 11 (29). 
Because Barrett 11 sets great store by precision instruments 

like microscopes and chemical balances he couldn't help at-

tributine; mac;icaJ. properties to the telescope11 (29). There-

fore Barrett believes that by acquirinc the same decree of 

precision, that is, scientific objectivity, he v1ill be able 

to "engineer the future of [his] life accordine to the 

scientific principles and the self knowledr;e ••• gained 

from five years of analysis" (41). What he does not per-

ceive and what his search must ultimately provide him with 

is the realization, as Kierkegaard states, that "By positing 

as a task the scientific process instead of the existential 

simultaneity, life is confusect. 118 Barrett, then, must 

realize that 11 'l'he scientist • • • has abstracted fror.i his own 

predicament in order to achieve objectivity. His objectivity 

is indeed nothine else than his removal from his 01·m concrete 

situation. 11 9 

Although the teleocope fails to alleviate alienation, a 

subjective condition, in an objective manner, it illustrates 

Percy's hope for synthesizine objectivity and subjectivity, 

the abstract and the concrete. Hence, Barrett objectively 

observes things (items, objects and people, specifically the 

minor characters) throuEh the telescope; yet his subjective 

8Kierkegaard, Unscientific, P• 311. 

9Percy, "Message," P• 416. 
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needs seem to pull him through the telescope. In other 

words, the empirical instrument serves in fact to fulfill 

Barrett's emotional needs. Ironically, it is the telescope 

which serves to acquaint him with the Vaught family, a 

Southern family presently in New York visiting their ailing 

son, Jamie. Initially Barrett wants to make the Vaughts• 

acquaintance because of his fondness for Kitty, their 

youngest daughter, and a fondness for Jamie, their youngest 

son, whom he recognizes as an "initiate of science" like 

himself. It is through Kitty and Jamie that Barrett's 

dependency on externals becomes more apparent not only to 

the reader but to Barrett himself. Through Kitty, Barrett 

experiences the desire for sensual pleasure; yet the tradi-

tional code of his forefathers prevents him from seeking 

such satisfaction outside marriage. Hence, in one instance 

he wants to experience "the coarsest possible relations with 

girls" (385), and in the next he wants to court in the 
11 old style" (fl-1 ) • 

On the other hand, through Jamie, Barrett's interest in 

science intensifies; it is expressed in the books both he and 

Jamie read: The 'rheory Qi Large Numbers and ~ Theory Qi 

Sets. Yet when Hita Vaught tells him that Jamie has leukemia 

and will eventually die, Barrett becomes av1are of his own 

predicament. "Why is it that bad news is not so bad and good 

news not so good and what with the bad news being good, aye 

that is what makes her well and me sick? 11 (93). Rita 
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expected Barrett to ''join her, stand beside her and cele-

brate the awfulness" (93). But bad news or crisis makes 

Barrett aware of himself as an individual; while others die 

he remains and must still deal with his everyday existence, 

V1hich explains why he believes that 11 \Var is better than 

Monday morning" (94). 
Because Je111ie and Will share an interest in science, 

Mr. Vaueht suggests that Will return to the South as tutor-

companion to Jamie. Will's decision to return to the South 

is an effort to correct hj_s dislocation. He believes that 

if he leads an everyday existence his mental instability 

will correct itself. Hence, he resolves to work for the 

Vaughts because 

you do things by doing things, not by not doing them. 
No more crozy upsidedownness. • • • Good was better 
tlw.n bad. Good environments are better than bad 
environments. Back to the South, finish his education, 
mclte use of his connections, be a business or pro-
fessional man, marry him a wife and live him a life. 
What 1•1as wrong with that? llo more prensing against 
c;irls, rasslinc around in elevators o.nd automobiles 
and other similar monkey business such as gives 
you .stone pains and God Lnow what else. ~·/hat was 
~ronc vith a sood little house in a pretty creen 
suburb in Atlanta or Birminc;ham or Viemphis and a 
pretty little ~ife in a brand new kitchen with a 
red drecs on at nine o'clock in the morning and a 
sweet cood morninB kiss and the little ones off to 
school and a good old nanny to t~kc care of them? (88) 

The question that ho repeatedly asks hirnself about such a 

life pervadeo the novel, and he constantly acks other 

individuals in order to discover if an everyday existence 

will alleviate his present condition. 
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It is interesting to note that such everydayness is 

exactly what Kate in The Moviegoer refused to accept. An 

everyday existence emphasizes externals; Barrett seems to 

realize this, yet still hopes it can alleviate alienation, 

in order to avoid a self search. As Kierkegaard emphasizes, 

however, this type of existence 

permits itself as it were to be defrauded by the 
others. By seeing the multitude of men about it, 
by getting engaged in all sorts of worldly affairs, 
by becoming wise about how things go in this world, 
such a man forgets himself, forgets what his name 
is, does not dare to believe in himself, ·finds it 
too venturesome a thing to be himself, far easier 
and safer to be like others, to become an imitation, 
a number, a cipher in the crowd. This form of 
despair is hardly ever noticed in the world. such a 
man, precisely by losing his self in this way, has 
gained perfectability in adjusting himself to 
business, yea in making a success in the worlct.10 

Barrett's initial decision to return to the South is based 

on an attempt to alleviate alienation through such invalid 

or aesthetic alternatives. Once he realizes that the return 

only intensifies dislocation, amnesia, and d~j~ .YJ!, however, 

he seeks increasingly valid options so that the return 

eventually becomes a repetition, "a strugele to confront the 

haunted past to make the present a living condition. 1111 

Will is temporarily hindered when the Vaughts, believing 

that he prefers to remain in Nevi York, leave without him. 

1 o.. . k d ('. l 1 66 hler egaar , ~ictness, P• • 
11 Lehan, "The V/ay Back: Redemption In the Novels of 

Walker Percy, 11 p • .308. 
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Nevertheless, in an effort to carry out his decision, Will 

hitchhikes to meet them in \'Jilliru"!lsburc, Viq~inia. Al though 

he has attempted to reduce possibilities by m~tine a choice 

to return to an everyday existence in the South, his encounter 

with Forney Aiken, a photographer journeying South 11 to do a 

series on behind-the-scene life of the Het;ro" (130), inter-

rupts his journey. Through his acquaintance with .Forney and 

Mort Prince, Forney 1 s scriptwriter in this project, V/ill 

perceives the ineffectiveness of such aesthetic or external 

choices as role-}!laying and financial assets. Forney ha_s 

formulated this project not in the interests of the Negroes 

or their plight, but for the financial gains he will ac-

cumulate by publishing a book on the life of the Negro. 

Impersonation in Forney's case is not just a mental disguise 

of one's self, but a physical disguise involving professional 

skin colorine and speech imitation. Consequently, when he 

realizes that Barrett can help him improve his discuised 

speech, he offers Will a job at ten dollurs a day plus "a 

piece of the royal ties 11 ( 131 ) • 

It becomes clear as the novel progresses that Percy 

introduces individuals such as .Forney and Hort to illustrate 

how the ideals Will's father firmly believed j_n have been 

destroyed. 'l1lle assertions made by Hr. Barrett parallel the 

aesthetic attitudes of Forney and Hort. 11'1.'hcy [the blacks] 

fornicate and the one who fornicates best is the 

preacher. • • • But they • • • [lower-middl e-clasr; whites J 
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fornicate too and in public and expect them back yonder 

somehow not to notice. Then they expect their women to be 

respected. • • • One will pick up the worst of the other 

and lose the best of himself" (100) •12 Mr. Barrett re-

ferred to the deterioration of moral values in the South, the 

loss of a traditional heritae;e. Forney and Hort illustrate 

such deterioration because they wish to exploit, not to 

ameliorate, a serious moral issue. In addition, Mort is 

willing to sell his house in Levittown, Pennsylvania, to a 

Negro not because he is upholding any principles, but rather 

to defy his neighbors, who fear depreciatj_on in the value of 

their property. He threatens to sell in order to control 

others; hence his threat becomes a means of inflating his 

ego at the expense of his neighbors anrl any Negroes who 

might buy his house. 

Interspersed in Will's acquaintance with Forney are 

assaults of dejtt .Y.1!> that strone; sense that 11it had all 

happened before" (11 ). Forney and Hort represent the past, 

the loss of ideals, the decay of tradition, and the causes 

for Will's father's suicide, because their exploitation of 

individuals is like the exploitation Mr. Barrett witnessed in 

the South. Yet the incidents with Forney and Hort not only 

12Will's recollections of his conversations with his 
father pervade the novel, but once they have o.11 been read 
it becomes clear that he refers to 11 they11 , especially in 
this quotation, as respectively, the blacks and the lower-
middle-class whites. 
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foreshadow Will's ultimate confrontation with the past, but 

also and more importantly, they help him discover that 

neither external pleasures nor ideals will at this point in 

time offer valid alternatives to alienation. But Percy is 

not criticizing ideals; he is demonstrating that ideals that 

demand respect and adherence from others will not alleviate 

alienation; only an inward search can offer valid options. 

Will, however, has not yet realized that an unwavering 

belief in ideals abstracts one from existence; he does 

nevertheless realize through his association with Forney 

and Mort that alienation cannot be alleviated through the 

accumulation of external commodities, through impersonation 

or through sex. Both Forney and .Mort devise plans, such as 

a study of the Southern Negro, in the interests of money 

rather than people. In addition, Mort distorts orthodox 

Christianity into a belief that sexual satisfaction is the 

only means of salvation. As a result of these varying ex-

periences ·v·uill believes, as Mrs. Smith does in 'fhe Moviegoer, 

that by simplifying his existence, by. reducing it to the 

ordinary, he may regain mental stability. Consequently he 

leaves Forney and Mort to meet the Vaughts in Williamsburg 

and to "seek Q1i~ fortune and restore the good name of [his] 

family, perhaps even recover Hampton plantation from the cane 

brakers and live out [his J days as a just man and a little 

father to the f'ai thful Negroes working in the field" ( 151 ) • 

In his journey homeward Barrett, who has discovered the 
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ineffectiveness of externals as a means of alleviating 

alienation, must also discover that neither an everyday 

existence nor an idealistic existence are valid alternatives. 

It should be noted that the assaults of deja .YQ increase 

as Will journeys further south; and, because these momentary 

repetitions are always associated with the South and his 

father, they continue to assault him until he finally re-

turns to the home of his parents. Amnesia, a rotation which 

blots out the past, enables Will to experience the old as 

the new, and frequently follows ct6ja .Y.!:!• Hence, as Richard 

Lehan suggests in his examination of Percy's first two 

novels, "Perfect rotation can only be attained by a pro-

gressive amnesia in which the forgetting keeps pace with 

time so that every face is that of a stranger, every woman 

loved is a new affair. 111 3 In order for Will to overcome 

deja .Y.!:! he must face the past, a past which it seems he 

unconsciously wishes not to remember; for in his recol-

lection, he can never determine the reason his father com-

mitted suicide, or specifically how he died. Hence, amnesia 

becomes a means of forgetting that which he unconsciously 

wills to be forgotten. 

Deja .YQ becomes more acute as Will journeys south, 

particularly when he meets individuals like Forney and Mort, 

who base their existence on external commodities and sensual 

l3Lehan, "The Way Back: Hedemption in the Novels of 
Walker Percy , 11 p. 316. 
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pleasure. Because Forney and Mort are representatives of 

the aesthetic perspective and because Will is associated 

"·' with them on the journey south, which brings on the deJa .YJ! 

and consequent amnesia, Percy suggests a causal chain. 

Through this, it becomes increasingly clear that such 

aesthetic emphasis has contributed to a decay in moral stand-

ards; specifically, the traditional heritage that Mr. Barrett 

required of himself and other gentlemen is no longer 

operative. 

Will's return to the South then is not what he expected 

it to be, for he too recognizes essentially the same changes 

that caused his father's suicide. "The South he came home 

to was different from the South he had left. It was happy, 

victorious, Christian, rich, patriotic and Republican • • • • 
The happiness of the South was formidable. It was an almost 

invincible happiness. It defied you to call it anything 

else. Everyone was in fact happy. rrhe women were beautiful 

and charming. 'Jlhe men were heal thy and successful and funny; 

they knew how to tell stories" ( 186). 'l'he changes Barrett 

observed involved a change in values; previously the South 

felt the anguish of defeat, experienced poverty, and lacked 

allegiance; yet it maintained a cultural heritage. During 

the years of Will's absence, the South like the North began 

emphasizing external assets as a means of achieving happiness. 

His return consequently does not counter his dislocation; the 

repetition is ineffective and remains ineffective until 
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Barrett finally returns to the specific town of his child-

hood and "confronts the haunted past to malrn the present a 

living condition.11 14 
The Vaught family exemplifies the chane;es Barrett re-

coenizes in the .South. Mr. Vaught, owner of a Chevrolet 

agency, "the second largest • • • in the world" (189), per-

sonifies the materialistic aspect of the South, visualized in 

his emphasis on outwa.rd success antl financial assets. Rita, 

related only by riarriage to the Vaught family, trj_es con-

stantly to shov1 concern for other people. Her concern, how-

ever, is not for their inward harmony, but for their outward 

success. She helps Ki tty Vaught develop ballet skills, only 

that Kitty may secure trophies and awards. In addition, 

wanting Jamie to accumulate v10rldly oxperj.ence before he dies, 

she enlistG \'/ill' s aid to accomplish this. 11 rJ.1ake Jamie and 

get the hell out of here. Go roam the bywo.ys and have 

a roistering fool time of it. Find your solves a couple of 

chicks. You're bro i:;ood-looking fellows, you knov1" (159). 15 

ll~Ibi· ..::i •• P• 7 0" \l # :J o. 

1 ~Kichael T. Blouin compares the roles of Aunt Er:.'ltly in 
The Moviegoer and lh ta in s:'he Last Gcntle!1an. 11 '.Co seek to 
discover tho center of u malaise vitiatinc; the life of the 
Southern family as Percy describes it in these novels is to 
turn in the direction of the pceudo~jothers such as Aunt 
Emily in the 'J1he Hoviee;ocr or the pseudo- \'Ii ves as lU ta in 
'l'he Last Gentleman. It is in their martinet and fal:e-intel-
leCtual, fake-rie;hteous, fake-directive aspects that these 
two women most manifest their will for po\'/er and urge to 
control. 11 Blouin, 111l1110 Hovels of \/alt:.er Percy: An Attempt 
at Synthesis," ~(avier University Studies, 6 (1967), 36. 
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Hence, she represents the \·mrldiness Bc:i.rrett nor1 perceives 

in the South. In contra::;t, Val, Jc::.uie's oister, v1ho is a 

nun, trios to adJni11istor to his spiri tu<J.l needs; mid she, 

like Rita, enlists Barrott•~ aid. If .:J.l 1 ::3 ondcc:i.vor l• r• 
~) to have 

Jamie uncle:rct:rnll 11 tl10 oconoi!ly of soJ_vo.tion 11 (210) .7.nd tllo 

need for bapti:::;1,1. She bc:.i.Goc lier rcl:Li;ion not 011 l!lan 's inner 

spiri ttw.l d.cve:lo1i . .1c:11t, tut on ou t·.-1arcl doc trlnos espouced by 

the Catholic Cirnrch. iU tllou.:::;h her efforts u.ppc3r selfless, 

she failc to co21ciJer immrd sp:Lritn.:AJi ty o.nd hence doD.ls 

with rclicio11 :L11 tc:r1;1:s of commoditic::;. 1-Ir. Vaucht, Rita, 

and Val arc :rersonj_fications of tho chan13es Barrett per-

ceives in his return to the South. 

Dicconccrtccl and u:Lslocated, Will strives for an orderly 

existence involviEt;; the same objoctj_vc prccicion he 1n·c-

vionsly souc;h t 1·;j_ th tl:.o telescope. .Sclwol hE: believes 

offers such m1 option: 11 ••• their best 110pc lay in tho 

books thernsol vcs, tho orderly marcb_ of chD_ptcr and subhea.clinc, 

the ta bl es, the mu:11narics, the inclex, the i'ine fat in.tsc of 

typo" (201 ) • It bccon~cs apparent tlt,:J. t ·ahcE B.:J.rr~t t llecorr.os 

disloca. tod, confusccl, an cl alicna ted ho roturus to science as 

an optj_on o.nd is 11 content \'/ith a thin little volm10, 'l'hc 

Theory of Lar[';e fau:tlJcr:::;, that and his i__;liclc rule •• •'' (201). 

Yet Emch co~1tc11tucnt J.acl:.s cnduro.ncc; tho orderly objective 

existence of school 11 disarrnec.1 him for what cwne later" (201); 
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hence, he begins to realize how irrelevant school is. 

Because Will's immediate past suggests that neither 

role-playing, scientific objectivity, nor the return offers 

valid solutions to alienation, then dislocation, amnesia and 

d~.ja .Y.!! continue to placuc him. In such a state, he wanders 

up to the attic of the Vaughts• imaeining that he discovers 

his father's body. It is his father's suicide and the rea-

sons behind it that he must ultimately remember before he 

can discover valid alternatives to alienation; for he must 

rediscover tho past i.n order to face tho present. '.I1he pa.st 

them becomes a vital element in Barrett's search, for the 

past haunts hir:1; but as Kierkegaard relates, 11 0ne does not 

get the past as a thine; for itself but in simple continuity 

with the future •1116 '.l!he past, when faced, v1ill eventually 

become integrated with existence in the pre8ont and with the 

possibilities of the future. 

Because Barrett is unaware of the precarious aspects of 

his condition and bccanso he hos diocovcrocl no valid altorna-

tives, he scel:s answers from Sutter Vaught, an ex-diagnostic 

physician. Unlil~e his family, v1ho exist in despair yet are 

unconscious of it, Sutter recognizes that his despair is a 

consequence of his inability to discover valid alternatives 

to alienatjon. Sutter realizes that transcendence or 

abstraction from one's own existence causes modern man's 

alienated condition. Abstract thought itself is not c'.lt 

16-,. 1 d D d 8 hler{eEaar , rea , p. 1. 
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fault; it debilitates only when the in di vi dual emphasizes 

theory to the exclusion of his own concrete reality. ~.though 

he recognizes the fallacy of abstractions, Sutter is unable 

to unify abstract thought with concrete thought. As David 

Swenson states in Something About laerkeraard, "Abstract 

thought solves all the difficulties of life by abstracting 

from them, whence arises its complacent disinterestedness; the 

concrete thinker, \'lhO faces the concrete problem of real-

ity, ••• discovers that this problem brings his subjective 

interest to a climax, since it reveals a future presenting a 
1 7 critical and decisive alternative." Sutter 1 s treatment for 

the despair he recognizes in others is to force them to face 

"the concrete problem of reality." He therefore creates a 

crisis situation which, by its nature, removes external 

concerns, thereby forcing concrete reality upon the indivi-

dual; and this reality involves an awareness of one's 

aesthetic existence. He relates one such treatment to 

Barrett, who js seeking to discover from Sutter the nature 

of his 01-1m illness. Sutter' s example involves his patient 1 s 

experiencing dislocation and alienation as a result of per-

ceiving the everydayness of his existence. Relating this 

incident to Barrett, Sutter explains how l.Jy creatint; trauma 

the patient became awc:tre of his own concrete reality. 

l7David Swenson, Something About Kierkegaard (Minne-
apolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1956), p. 1520 
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One morning, • • • I got a call from a lady who said 
that her husband was having a nervous breakdown. I 
knew the fellow. • • • He was a Deke from Vanderbilt, 
president of Fairfield Coke and a very coed fellow, 
cheerful and healthy and open-handed. It was nine 
o'clock in the mornin~, so I walked over from here. 
His wife let me in. There he stands in the livinG 
room dressed for work in his Haspel suit, shaved, 
shonered, and in tho pink, in fact still holdir..g 
his attache case beside him. All in order except 
that he wD.s screaming, his mouth forming a perfect 
o. • • • I prescribed the terminal ward for him 
and in tITo weeks he was right as rain. (268) 

Sutter creates a crisis situation in order to make 

Scotty, his patient, realize that death is a possible alter-

native to alienation. HO\'JeVer, Scotty chooses life and re-

turns to an everyday existence as a preferable, althoue;h 

not necessarily valid, option. Upon hearine this incident, 

Barrett realizes that .Scotty's screams occurred as a result 

of perceivinc the ineffectiveness of an everyday existence 

which seeks fulfillment in external achieve~ents; yet he 

wants Sutter to rcenforce this perception. Therefore he 

repeatedly asks Sutter, "Why was that man screamine;?" (270). 

Since his decision to return to the South was based on 

acceptance of everydayness, he is afraid that such an 

existence V1ill eventually terminate VJith his own screaraing. 

Unlike Val and l~ita, who offer baptism and \'IOrldly 

experience as alternatives, Sutter refuses to offer Jamie 

and Barrett solutions to alienation. Yet it is throu[;h his 

refusal to help ther.1 discover valid options that the.;' become 

more attached to him. Barrett, especially, seeks answers 

from Sutter; as Richard Lehan recognizes, 11 he [Barrett] is 
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particularly drawn to Sutter for his own release, feeling 

that Sutter can give him the truths for which he is in 

search. What he wants more specifically is for Sutter to 

limit his sense of possibility, reduce the area of choice, 

tell him what to do. 1118 Jamie, on the other hand, needs to 

learn how to live and what to believe so that he may through 

this learn how to die. 

A~vare of the nature of Jamie's illness and the conflict 

presented by the invalid options suggested by Val and Rita, 

Sutter removes Jamie from the situation and journeys west-

ward to Santa .Fe. Nevertheless, he realizes the nature of 

Barrett's condition; therefore, he leaves not only a de-

tailed map directing Will to Sante Fe but also his diary, 

which elucidates the causes of Sutter's despair and explains 

the effects of despair; that is, it explains why sutter•s 

only suggestion to V/ill is ur--ornicate if you want to and 

enjoy yourself but don't come looking to me for a merit 

badge certifying you as a Christian or a Bentleman or what-

ever it is you cleave by" (225). For Sutter fornication is 

the only thing left: 1111here remains only relation of skin to 

skin and hand under dress11 (279). But Will is unable to 

accept this alternative; he cleaves to nothing except the 

bits and pieces of the past that he is unable fully to 
/ ' recollect; deja .Y1! constantly summons up the past, but 

181ehan, 11 The Way Back: Hedemption in the Novels of 
Walker Percy," p. 317. 
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amnesia erases it. ,, ' Aosaults of de,-ja .Y.ll and attacks of 

amnesia pervade the novel, increasing as Will comes closer 

to the home of his parents, until he finally recalls the 

past and his father's suicide. His journey westward, then, 

becomes a journey toward self-lrnowledt;e that will ultimately 

enable him to discover valid alternatives to alienation. 

Through the journey Barrett moves out of the aesthetic 

staee into the ethical; for as he eets closer to his home, 

he also gets clo.ser to "e;aining a history [which] becomes the 

ethical victory of continuity over concealinent, melancholy, 

illusory passion, and despair. 111 9 David .Swenson in his 

comments from Somethin_g About Kierkegaard clarifies the 

difference between the aesthetic and the ethical, especially 

as it relates to ~ill. 

The most concrete teneral expression for the esthetic 
is that it finds the significance of life in the 
extraction frorn it of the maximum amount of enjoy-
lilent, thus identifying hUI'.lan happineGs with enjoy-
ment • • • The ethicist identifies hu~an happiness 
with the realization of an obligatory task, so 
essentially relati:_;d to the personality as to be im-
manent v1ithin it, being not more nor less than the 
ronliL.ation of his true ar~d c:Lven self--given, that 
is, in the form of a task and a possibility, depend-
ent for its realization upon the individual's own 
free cooperation.20 

Barrett's obligatory task in relation to the ethical level is 

to return home, free his defunct land frorn the caneorakers, 

19Kierkegaard, Unscientific, p. 227. 

20.swenson, Something About 10.erker;aard, p. 166. 
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marry "him a wife," and be a father to the Nec;roes v1orking 

in the fields. In essence, his ta.sk parallels the task his 

father soucht to fulfill in regard to the IJ"egroes; hence he 

wants to becor.ie an extension of his father. Hov1ever, Will's 

real task bcc;inc with his journey westward, for in this 

journey he is tryine; to realize "his true and given self" 

rather than become an extension of his father. Hence, it is 

through his journey home and his journey toward Sutter that 

Barrett ascertains valid alternatives to alienation, for he 

begins movine beyond the ethical toward the religious, by 

continuing his search. 

Sutter's diary, throuGh its illustration of his despair 

in an aesthetic existence, offers Barrett clues in determining 

how to live and what to think; these recnforce the need for 

continuing the search. It is through these clues, as well 

as through Jamie's death, that Barrett finally discerns 

"how to live" and "what to think" (11 ). Sutter 1 s despair, 

as perceived in his diary, is a consequence of discovering 

no valid al ternativeG, of discovering causes, not solutions. 

Sutter cannot give either Jamie or Barrett answers. Yet 

he, like Barrett, ascertains valid options through Jamie's 

death; for as Kierkegaard suceests, "• •• when one knows 

it [that he is in despair] a hiGher form of existence is an 

imperative requirement.1121 

21 soren Kierkegaard, Either/Or Vol. II, trans. Walter 
Lowrie (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1971 ), 197. 
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Sutter•s diary records and elucidates the causes of 

alienation as he perceives them, and it is through these 

entries that Barrett begins to understand the ineffectiveness 

of external options. Hcvertheless, Will consciously tries 

to ienore the first entry since it is a discussion of the 

inability of science to deal with man as an individual. 

"Science, which dissolves concrete things and relations, 

leaves intact touch of skin to skin" (280). Subconcciously 

Barrett realizes that science does indeed "dissolve concrete 

things," but consciously he turns "with relief to the most 

practical matters" (282); however, in such a state he cal-

culated "almost instantly and clairvoyantly the distance to 

Jackson, Hew Orleans and Shreveport" (282). That is, he 

subconsciously calculated the dictance to his hometown, a 

geographic digression from bis journey to .Santa Fe. 

Before Will follows Sutter to Santa .Fe, he returns to 

the university to pick up his books and experiences another 

attack of amnesia after being knocked out in a student riot. 

The riot, which resulted from the admittance of a black 

student to the university, ae;ain reflects Percy's causal 

chain. It not only reemphasizes the chanees Barrett re-

cog:nizes in the South, but also, like the incident with Hort 

Prince and Forney, it illustrates man's failure to uphold 

principles and ideals. The riot, by reenforcing the changes 

Barrett perceived in the South, parallels the changes his 

father recognized. Mr. Barrett perceived the decay of 
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principles: 11 0nce they were the forn:Lcators and the bri-

bers and the takers of bribes and wo were not and that was 

why they hated us" (330); but he realized that this Vias no 

longer true. Likewise, Will returns home to live by up-

holding his principles but encounters chanees that thwart 

such endeavors. He cannot be a father·to the Negroes not 

only because the whites would frown on it, but also because 

the blacks are no longer looking for a father but for equal 

rights, which include an equal education. Hence the attack 

of amnesia erases not only the riot which destroyed his 

goals, but also erases the past that destroyed his father. 

Only when he meets Val at Phillips Academy, a school 

for retarded Negroes, is his memory partially restored; 

thereafter he is able to continue his journey, which now 

becomes a journey into the past in order 11 to mak.e the pre-

sent a living condition." Percy, in an interview with John 

Carr, explains the importance of this final repetition, 

"He [vv111] goes back home ••• and there he stands in front 

of his father's house. • • • I think Kierkegaard says 

'Every man has to stand in front of the house of his child-
22 hood in order to recover himself • 111 By doing exactly this 

Will recalls the circumstances leading to his father's 

suicide. As defender of the Negro cause, an idealistic man 

who sought honor and respect from others, Mr. Barrett 

discovered the loss of such a heritage in the South. 

22carr Interview, P• 328. 
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Consequently, after winning a legal case involving a Hegro, 

and after those that threatened his life left town, Mr. 

Barrett realizes that he achieved no victory. He realizes 

that those who threatened his life won (Percy seems to sug-

gest that 11 those 11 are people such as the members of the Ku 

IQux Klan); he tries to communicate this nense of loss to 

Will: "they don't have to stay. Because they found out that 

we are ljke them CJ.f ter all and so there was no reason for 

them to stay •• • • Once they were the fornicators and the 

bribers and the takers of bribes and we were not and that was 

why they hated us. Now we are like them, so why should they 

stay? rrhey know they don It have to kill me" ( 330). They J 

referring to the Ku Klux Klan, do not have to kill Hr. Barrett 

because the principles by which he lj_ved no longer prevail; 

his victory then loses its meaning because principles or 

ideals are no loneer respected by others; they are extinct. 

His return to the home of his parents seems to alleviate 

Will's assaults of deja .YJl and attacks of amnesia; but Will 

attempts to discern why the tj_mes chanced to such a degree 

that suicide rmo the only alternative his father could dis-

cover. 11 1 think he was wrong and that he was looking in the 

wrong place. Ho, not he but the times. 'l'he times were 

wrong and one looked in the wrone place. It wasn't even 

his fault because that was the way he was and the \'lay the 

times were, and there was no other place a man could 

look" (332). Yet it vras not actually the times that were 
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wrong; rather, there were no options other than the system, 

whose failure left him no alternative but suicide. Because 

Mr. Barrett was unable to look elsewhere for valid alter-

natives, he decpaired over man's present condition, and it 

was his despair that cauned his suicide. VJill 1 nevertheless, 

recognizes that his father's ideals removed him from con-

crete reality: 11 It was not in the Brahmn that one looked 

and not in solitariness and not in the old sad poetry 

but • • • here, under your nose •• •" (332). Barrett refers 

here to looking at one's own concrete existence. 

The revelation of Will's past clarifies Percy's causal 

chain; it therefore becomes clear that Forney and Mort repre-

sent the types of people and the chane;es that destroyed Hr. 

Barrett 1 s ideals. 1l 1hey have become the spokesmen, the 

fornicators and bribers that Mr. Barrett recognized in his 

town. Their names and actions signify tho decay of the 

principles that Hr. Barrett lived by: Forney symbolizing 

fornication and Nert Prince the death of principles. 

In contrast to Hr. Barrett's ideals, Fannin Barrett of 

Shut Off, his brother, leads a simple existence hunting quail 

with Merriam, his Negro servant, who is more friend than 

servant. Tlieir relationship, ulthoueh it seems ordinary, 

illustrates Percy's intersubjectivity: "that meetin~ of 

two minds by which two solves take each other's meaning with 

reference to the same object beheld in common.1123 However, 

23 Percy, 11 Symbol, Consciousness, and Intersubjectivity, 11 

p. 631 • 
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because society would frown on a relationship between a 

black man and a white man, Fannin pretends that Herriam is 

merely his servant. 

After cuppor thoy watched telcviaion. An old round 
eyed ijenith and t\'IO leatherette recliners, the kind 
that are c.tdvertised on the betel;;_ par;e of the comic 
section, had boen placed in a clearing • • • .. 'rl1e 
sentient engineer perceived immediately that the 
recliner he was given was Merriam's seat, but there 
was nothing he could do about it. Uncle Fannin pre-
tended the recliner had been brought out for the 
engineer and Merriam pretended he alvrays roosted 
hit:h in the darkness. But when they, Uncle .Fannin 
and Merrlam, tall:::od during the programs, sometimes 
the ':lncle, fori:;et ~iny, would speak to the other 
recliner •••• (31+2J 

Will recognizes his uncle's pretentiousness; but he also 

recognizes the importance of the relationshi1> between Fannin 

and Merriam. Al thouc;h their existence appears ouhmrdly 

simple, they share a sense of enjoyment Cllld pleasure, il-

lustrated in their joint reaction to Captain Kanearoo. 

Uncle Fannin and Merriam cackled like maniacs at 
the doings of Captain ~and Hr. Greenjeans, and 
the encineer wondered, how is it that uncle and 
servant, who ITere solid 3-D persons 1 true denizens 
of this I·Usty Natchez Trace country, should be 
tranoported by these sad gaes from Madison Avenue? 
Du t they l'!ere transported. 'I'hey 1·1ere merry ao could 
be, nncl he, the encineer, guessed that ~·ms all rieht: 
more power to Captain K. (.3L1.G) 

Hence, in contrast to Mr. Barrett, Fannin is unaware of 

ideals and principles; he lives a simple life, yet in its 

simplicity ho achieves self-fulfillment not by worshipping 

an idea, but by establishing an enrichine relationship with 
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.b . 2L~ another human e1ng. Neither F'annin nor Nerriam abstracts 

from their own existence in quest of the ideal, and there-

fore they are unaware of the despair occurrjng from the com-

plex abstract existence experienced by \'/ill, his father, and 

Sutter. Percy, however, is not promotine this type of 

existence since it is shut off from the mainstream of 

humanity; he portrays it to exemplify two extremes: a com-

pl ex idealistic existence and e. humble existence. Yet it is 

through this contrast that Percy is suggesting that modern 

man must attain a ba1ance between the abstract and the con-

crete, the ideal and the real, and possibly a more valid 

alternative than suicide. 

Mr. Barrett's reasons for suicide parallel not only 

Sutter's reason for despair, but also his reason for 

attempting suicide. Both recognize the deterioration of 

honor, ideal& and principles; yet neither is capable of 

ascertainins valid alternatives. Sutter denies religion as 

an alternatj_ve because he believes that current religious 

thought is h~rpocri tical. Percy clarifies this perception 

through Mort Prince, since J:.Iort uses reli.:;ion as a basis for 

24Michael T .• Blouin also refers to this contrast stating 
that "In the long aftermath of defeat a.nd death sometimes 
called the :New South, two modes of negation continued to sug-
gest themselves to the most sensitive of the privileged as 
pathological modes of avoidance and non-commitment; suicide 
or secltwion, suicide as a personal. reaction to irnpersonal 
def eat and non-commitment as a personal reaction to social 
defection from the ideal. 11 ( 11 The Novels of 1"/cll.ker Percy: 
An Attempt at Synthesis. 11 ) However Fannin's involvement with 
Merriam illuGtrates that he is not as secluded as Mr. Barrett. 
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fornication. sutter's perceptions concerning man's use of 

religion are recorded in his diary and are directed to Val: 

But do you realize what you did • • • ? You re-
versed your dialectic and cancelled yourself. 
Instead of having tho courage of your scand.:11 
givinc, you began to speak of the glories of 
science, the beauty of art, and tho dear lovely 
world around us! Worst of all, you even embraced, 
Jesus this is what tore it, the Southern business-
man! 'l'he Southern businessman is the new Adam, you 
say, smart as a Yci.nl:ee but a Christian withal and 
havine the traeica.l sense, etc., etc., etc.--When 
the truth of it is, you were pleased because you 
talked the local Coca-Cola distributor into givine 
you a ne·a gym. 
But what you don't know is that you are cancelled • 
.Suppose you did reconcile them all, the v1hi tes and 
the niggers, Yanl-(ees and K.K.K., scientists and 
Christians, where does that leave you and your 
Scandalous 'l'hine;? '1'/hy cancelled out I Because it 
doesn't mean anything anymore, God and relic;ion 
and all the rest. It doesn't even mean anything 
to your fellow Christians. And you know this: 
that ir; why you arc where you are, because it means 
somethinc; to your little '1.1yree dummies (and ten 
years from now it won't even mean anything to 
them; either they 111 be Muslims and hate your 
guts or they'll bo middle-class and buggered like 
everybody else). (308) 

Sutter recognizes the hypocrisy and decay in religion just 

as Mr. Barrett recognized it in tradition. The cancellation 

that Sutter refers to is that Val, by using money from 

Southern businessmen, forfeits the basic principles upon which 

she functions. By emphasizing the 11 e;lories of science," the 

"beauty of art, and the dear lovely v:orld, 11 Val emphasizes 

external achievement rather than inner development; con-

sequently, she has indeed reversed her 11 dialectic11 and can-

celled herself. Butter is trying to maJrn Val realize the 

hypocritical foundation of her beliefs. In addition, those 
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that she attempts to educate ( 11 the little Tyree dummies11 ) 

will, through education, either recognize hypocrisy and 

revolt or \'/ill accept middle class standards, an everyday 

existence. It should be noted that Percy takes up the idea 

of 'black revolt in his thjrd novel~ in the Huins; hence 

his reference to 11 ten years later they will hate your guts" 

alludes to one of the underlying themes tn Love in the Huins. 

Because religion as Sutter perceives it offers no valid 

alternatives, and becau:Je science hao abstracted from human 

existence, the only alternatives available are either suicide 

or sex. But neither helps answer the question of 11 how to live 

and how to die. 11 '110 Sutter sex is a diversion from his Oi'm 

alienation; in reference to sex E.ierkecaard sucgests: 

'l'he sensu-Rus first becomes sit.:;nificant for him [the 
aestheti~ only after he has lost an entire pre-
ceding world, but the consciousness of this loss 
is not erased, it is constantly present, and he 
seeks therefore in the sensuous not so much enjoy-
ment as diversion of mind. His doubting soul 
finds nothine in which it can rest, and now he 
reaches after love, not because he believes it, 
but because it has a present element in which 
there is rest for a moment~ and a strivinc which 
distracts and diverts his <:1.ttention from the 
nothin~ness of doubt.25 

When sex fails as a physical means of reentry, despair results, 

causing Sutter to attempt suicide. This reaction reflects J. 

Thompson's commonts in 'rl1e Lonely Lub.yrt::ith: "Despair ••• 

follows as a consequence of rendering absolute the principle 

25Kiorkegaard, Either/Qr, Vol. II, 204. 
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26 of enjoyment." Sutter realizes the causes of his despair 

exemplified previou8ly in his examj_nation of the bodies of 

four male suicides. He beEan his examination of these 

bodies in ordor to determine if suicide occurred as a result 

of failure on the physical level. Hecorded in his diary are 

the reasons as \'Jell as the results of those examinations: 

Man \'1ho falls yj_ctirn to tranr-;cendence as the spirit 
of f1bGtraction, i. e., elevates hiw·_;elf to posture 
over and acainst \'/Orld which is pari passu demoted 
to immanence and seen as exemplar and specimen and 
coordinate, and who is not at some time compensated 
by beauty of motion of method of science, has no 
choice but to seel;: reentry into immanent world qua 
illllnanence. But since no avenue oi· reentry remains 
save genital and since reentry coterminus c orc;asm, 
post-orgamrric despair without rer.10dy.. Of ruy series 
of four m~icidos j_n scientists and technicians, 3 
post-coital (spern:o.tozoa at meatus), 2 in hotel 
room. Hotel room = site of intersection of trans-
cendence and immanence • • • r1hore \'1ho comes up = 
pure immanence to be entered. Dut entry doesn't 
avail: one skids off into transcendence. 'l'here is 
nQ. reentry from the orbit Q[ transcendence. CY-1-5)'2'7 

The conclusion verifies Sutter's theory that the scientist 

who abstrncts from his own existence seeks reentry into the 

26 Josj_ah r_rhompson, IJ.1he Lonel;y Labyrinth (Carbondale and 
EdV1ardsville: Southern Illinois Univ. Precs, 1967) 1 })• 8L1-. 

27 Ellen Douclas sue;Gests that Sutter 11is a good doctor 
who first learns to transcend, to escape from, the enclosins 
world that ~·iill cannot support, throur;h the discipline of 
science, and then found that this transcendence did not solve 
the problem of how to be a man and to ljvo and to die. He 
sought to re-enter the \'/Orld of irrrmediate reality, of imma-
nence, throuch sex • • • • " Her coirunent, al thouch correct, 
seems sir.1ply to be a paraphrase of Suttcr's remarks. Walker 
Percy's 11 '11he Last Gentleman: Introduction and Commentary" 
(New Yorl:: Seabury Press, 1969), pp. 15-16. 
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concrete through sex; when sex fails, as in these cases, 

suicide results. Suicide, then, is a result of man's inabil-

ity to balance objectivity with subjectivity, the physical 

with the spiritual, transcendence vii th immanence, or abstrac-

tion vii th concretion. Sutter, like the four males he 

examined, believed that sexuc;il intercourse \'JaS the 11 only 

reentry into the world which remains" (351~). 

Althoush Sutter 1 s alternatives arc invalid, being 

aesthetic or external solutions, he is aware of the nature 

of man's alienation; but he can find no valid way to alle-

viate such a condition. Consequently, as R. Thornte suggests 

in Kierkegaard's Philosophy of HeLLri;:Lon, 11 • • • the aesthete 

finds his escape from reality in the bitter laughter of 

despair. By means of this laughter he soars above and be-

yond all demands of life.11 28 

JU thouch Sutter seeks to remove himself frorn the de-

mands of life throuc;h sensuality, he is avmre of his pre di-

cament and he is aware of Barrett's predic2JTient; he refuses 

to choose for V/ill, but at the sa11ie time he \'Jants to offer 

him options so that Hill can choose himself. 5utter 1 s 

perceptions concerning Barrett's dislocation and alienation 

reflect a seeminely universal situation. 1rhrouch Sutter' R 

record of Barrett, Percy seems to be exemplifyine that his 

symptoms are not particular but universal. 

Kierkegaard's Philosoph_y of l~elir;ion, p. 33. 
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Do.rrett: !Iis trouble is he vronts to kno\'l what his 
trouble is. Eis 11 troubl0 11 , llo thinl,~s, is a disorder 
of such a character that if only 11e can locate the 
right expert v1i tl1 tho right pr:;ycholoc;y, the disorder 
can be sot rich t .::md he can co about his business. 
11'11at :Lt3 to L;.::1.y: he wj_sho:::; to cJ.int_; to hi.o trans-
conJcmcc and to lo ca to u f cl low tran:..;ccncJor ( c;. c. me) 
who 1·d.ll tell h:Lrn ho\'/ to tral'fic 1·ri tll inunanencc in 
such a v10.y tlw. t llo will be 11.::ippy. • • • 
Yon, Bu.r-rott has cau.c;ht a 1•1hifi' of the tr.:.uwccnclcnt 
tran rnHl has cot the wiEd up. Uut v1hat can OilO tell 
him? ~/hat co.n you tell him, Val? 
Even if you were richt. Let uc say you were richt 
that a man is a ~·1.J.~rfo.rer r:ho thcrofor·e stand:-> in the 
l'ray of l1c: 1.rin~; a ricce of no•:rs \'lllicll i.s of the utr'!ost 
j_rnportance to hh:1 D.ncl which he hud Letter attend to. 
So you cay to hin: Look, Barrett, your trouble is 
clue not to a d:Lsorder of your ort;anism but to the 
human condition, that you do vell to be afraid and 
you do i·rcll to forgot everything \'!hich doec not per-
toj_n to your calvation. rL'hat ic to cay, _;rour a~~nesia 
in not a cymptorn. So you s<Ay: Hore ic tho picco of 
ne\'/s yon have Leen waiting for, and yon tell hi.!.1. 
~hat docs Barrett do? Ile attends in that eu[er flat-
terint 1·my of his and at the end of it he r.1i,::;ht even 
ca./ yoc! But he will receive tl10 110·,1.s frow his hit;h 
coat of trai1~:;ccr;.dcncc as one 1.1orc i.t0111 of psycholocy, 
throrr it ir;, to his immanent uoa t-!:;riwlcr, and waj_ t to 
cee if he feels better. (35L1-) 

Sutter recoc;nizes the human dilemma; man is unable to attain 

a balance; he either totally worships the idea and hence ab-

stracts frOlil his Ol'!ll ox~_stenco or, o.s in Sutter' G case, ho 

tries to allovi.::1.tc: al:Lenation, i'rll:Lcl1 is a rcrmlt of abstrac-

tion, b~r COl1crete ph~'s:Lcal touch. ;:.;utter Em;~~ests that such 

a rclia:r..ce upon the physical oxOi;ipli:fies '.'/hi tehead 1 s 11 dis-

placcr.10nt of the lic.:i.l" (280). 1l'llis refc.:rc.:nce to ·.ihitE:l:eud 

calls to Ld.!1J Percy' c article 11 'l'lie; LosG of the Crc2.tu1·c, 11 in 

which he sirnilarly olaboro.tec on tllC cli_;::;pL:i.ccrnent ol' the 

Rea1: 111:t:he do:_;fish, the tree, the sea.shell, the Auer·ican 

Necro, tho drca.i:1, [or in this case sex] is rond.c1·ed invisible 
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by a shift of reality from concrete thing to theory \11hich 

Whitehead lrn.G called the fallacy of misplaced concreteness. 

It is the miotcl:ing of an idea, a principle, on abstraction 
20 for the rca1. 11 -;; Porcy's comments reflect Sutter'::;, Hr. 13.:.tr-

rett•s, and Vill'a ruiot~~es; each focused upon a portion of 

reality, !1istaking the part for the r1holc; abstracting the 

part from the V1hole, Sutter focused on irnrnediacy, Hr. Barrett 

on ideals, and Will on scientific objectivity. 

Al thouch IJill no longer experiences de.jn l.11 or amnesia, 

he still feels dislocated; consequently, he continues to 

seek Sutter 1 s approval. Because he has decided to marry 

Kitty, settle <lawn in Alabama, o.nd vrork for Mr" Vaught 

leading an everyday existence, he 1·10..nts sutter's a:9proval. 

Barrett 1·mntr: to convince himself that such existence may be 

authentic, but he constantly recalls Sutter•s pati.ent, 

Scotty, screamine, which seems to su~:;gest that he is afraid 

he too may scream. In a.n effort to c;ain .Sutter•::-; a_Dproval 

he explains llic plans: 11 1(i tty and I are e;ettin~ m.:i.rrj_ed. 

I run goinG to take a eood position vtith your father, settle 

down on the South nidge, and I hope, raise a family • • • • 
I think I'm goine to be a pretty fair member of the commun-

i ty11 (_)8j-()lt). But becmrne Will knows that everydaynesr; will 

increase alienation, he wants Sutter to help him decide 

11 \.Vhat•s v1rone \'irith that'? 11 Yet finally still waverj_nG he asks 

29Percy, 1'The Loss of the Creature, 11 p. 12" 
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Sutter, 11 Why was that man screaming'?" (385). Sutter assures 

him that he will not scream; suggesting that because he 

understands the nature of his choice, and because he is in 

constant search for valid solutions, he io unlike .Scotty, 

who suddenly realized the inadequacy of professional achieve-

ment and material assets. 

Although Sutter is aware of the htunan condition, he 

discovers no vulid alternatives; and when physical pleasure 

fails as the "only reentry into the world II • • • (354), he 

attempts suicide; his suicide is a result of the "breakdown 

of the sexual as a mode of reentry" (372); that is, physical 

pleasure no longer alleviated despair. His despair at the 

time he had attempted suicide was a consequence of realizing 

that Jamie, stricken with leukemia, "would not die well 11 

(373). Sutter recorded the events which caused his attempted 

suicide in his diary: 

Here is what happened. I became depressed last sum-
mer when I first saw Jamie's blood smear, depressed 
not because he was going to die but because I knew 
he would not die well, would be eased out in an 
oxygen tent, tranquilized and uith no sweat to any-
one not even l~now what he was doing. Don 1 t mis-
understand me: I wasn't thinking about baptism • 
• • • Afterwards spied a chunky blonde by the pool, 
appraised her eye, which was both lewd and 
merry. • • • ~Je drank two gla.sces of straight 
whiskey. I spoke in her ear and invited her to 
her room. Afterwards very low. ~ent to ranch, 
shot myself, missed brain, carried away cheek. (373) 

Sutter realizes that sexual satisfaction, immediacy, provides 

no solutions; yet he continues to exist in this aesthetic 

modality since he can perceive no other valid alternative. 
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Sex in Percy's novels, as he state~, is "a cymbol of failure 

on the existential levc1. 11 30 Sutter in particular in this 

novel reflects that symbolic use of sex. He can perceive no 

authentic options. 

Novcrthclc:::;s, rcolizine; the prcccurc Jamie faccc with 

Val and Hita, one 0tressing the importance of baptism, the 

other emphasizing worldly experience, he t~~es Jamie to 

Santa Fe expecting as Darrett perceives that he [Jamie] 

might "die better" CS81). Jamie's gradual death, in the 

physical sense, does not improve; he dies as Sutter realized 

he would, his body decaying and "producing a foulness beyond 

the compass of smell. 1.I1his could only be the dread ultimate 

rot of the molecules themselves, an abject surrender. It 

was the body's dise;orc;ement of' its most secret shame" (401 ). 

But in a spiritual sense Jamie did "die better. 11 In the 

death scene Jrunie accepts the sacrament of baptism; his ac-

ceptance, however, is not of form but of content; he accepts 

on faith the belief that 111 God exists and that He made you 

and loves you and that he made the V10rld so you lili8ht enjoy 

its beauty and that He himself is your final end and hap-

piness, that He loved you so much that He sent His only Son 

to die for you and to found His Holy Catholic Church so 

that you may enter heaven and there see God face to face 

and be happy with Him forever"' (40.3). '.l.1 he relie;ious faith 

30carr Interview, p. 330. 
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Jamie accepted reflects Kierkegaard's religious sphere, and 

particularily what ~iorkegaard terms Relieion B or Para-

doxical relit:;ion, for Jamie does not accept the historical 

religious precepts of religion baaed on doctrinec, as Val 

does; he accepts and believes that God exists in time. Such 

a belief is not necessarily based on acceptance of organized 

religious doctrines but on one's own faith; Sutter realizes 

what is occurring, but nevertheless he is outwardly rude to 

the priest, not because he still rejects this faith but be-

cause the priest perJorms the baptism in a mechanical and 

routine manner. 11 As he [the priest] waited he curled his 

lip absently ac;ainst his teeth in a workday five-o'clock-in-

the-afternoon expression" (406). Althouch Sutter is irri-

tated by the priest, it is through Jruaie's faith and his 

death that Sutter and Barrett perceive valid alternatives to 

alienation. Sut tcr understands and accepts J-.::unie 1 s faith; 

but like Binx in The Moviegoer, he cannot communicate the 

nature of such i'aith. Barrett, however, lJlisses it and Geeks 

an explanation from .Sutter. Percy himself claimn that Bar-

rett misses it; 11 • • • he [Will] is aware of something going 

on between the dying boy Jamie and Sutter there across the 

room and the priest. .And he is aware that Sutter is taking 

this seriously. So after the boy dies, they leave and Bar-

rett catches up with Sutter and he says, he asks Sutter, 

'What happened there? Somethinc happenede ~/hat happened?' 

And Sutter brushes him off, as uGual.. 1 \ll.-w. t do you think 
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happened? You were there.• Well, it ends, unlike The 

Moviegoer, with Barrett missing it, like Kate missed it. He 

misses it! He says something to Sutter like, 'Why don't you 

come back to o. town in the South u.nd wake a contribution, 

however nwall? 1 So presw::iably, you see, Barrett, who existed 

in a religious mode of search, repetition, and coing into 

the desert, which are all in KierkeGaard 1 G relic;ious mode, 

at the onc.l rninses it. 11 31 Barrett, then, does not attain the 

faith and belief that 0utter and Jamie have attained~ but he 

does achieve, with Sutter's help, a valid alternative to 

alienation. 'fhe option he perceives is what Percy terms 

intersubjectivity: 11 'l'hat meeting of tv10 minds by which tv10 

selves t~~e each other's meaning's with reference to the 

same object hold in cownon. 1132 'l'hrough Sutter's underGtanding 

of Jamie's baptism and through Barrett's need for him, Sutter, 

like Binx, realizes that he must "listen to people, see how 

they stick themselves in the v10rlc.l, hand thern along a \'lays 
. ~ -?.. 

in their dark journey and be handed along. 11 .)..:> Consequently 

v1hen Will yells after Sutter "wait, ••• I need you, 11 

Sutter realizes that suicide is no alternative, that inter-

subjoctivity and faith offer valid options to alienation. 

31Garr Interview, p. 329. 
-, ') 
.)c...Percy, "Symbol, Consciousnecc and Intorsubjoctivity," 

p. 631 • 

33Percy, 'lhe 11·ovi· cr·oer 2·· · . 0 ' p. ))• 
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Sutter omere;eo as Percy's castmmy who does not 11 pretend to 

be at home on the island, 11 for Sutter rcDlizes that 11 '110 be 

a castmnty ir:> to bo in a grave predicament and this is not a 

happy state of affairc. But it i.s very much happier than 

being a casta\nt.y and pretending one is not, this is despair. 

The worst of all despairs is to imagine one is at home when 

one is reall,x: homeless. 11 34 Barrett, however, is a castaway 

pretending to be at home, yet feeling homeless; he wants to 

be at home on the island. The knocrledge he believes Sutter 

has and wants to liatcn to and understand is that he is a 

castavmy. Sutter, however, cannot communicate such a mes-

sage; Barrett must continue waiting to receive the message 

and hope that he, like .Sutter, will be capable of under-

standinc; it. 

34Percy, "Hessage, 11 p. 428. 
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11 'l'HIHGS FALL APAR'l'; THB Cf;lJ'l'El~ CAllNOT HOLD" 

w. B. Yeats 11 The Second Coming" 

Percy 1 s latest novel, Love in t.hc l<l1ins, c~•rrie~:.: h:i_s 

unlike hie prcvionc V:10 novel~::;, j I: j ~; <:t i1L.ArouJ set ir: f 1_i_tnrn 

time, specifically the 1930 1s. Beyond this difference in 

time, there iG also a difference in the degree of the central 

character's awareness of options and alternatives to aliena-

tion availaLle to him. Even thout;h this \'/Ork shares with 

'.I.1he Hovier;oc.r tho use of first person narration, here Dr. 

Hore, the protagonist, recognizes not only his own alienation, 

but also that of the other people he comes in contact \'1ith. 

Binx Bollin.,· in The hovieuoer, by contract, is initially 
0 - '? 

unaware of 11in im·wrd alienation. 1Uso, \'1hile Bctrrett in 

The Last Gentle1:ian was confnsod by the events in which he 

waG involved, !lore perceives in his situation indications 

of an ultimate detorrninati.on of valid options. 'i'he exter-

nal eventc, then, talrn on more significu.ncc in this novel, 

especially for Dr. l\iorc. 

Dr. 'l'hornas Hore awaits the end of the world on July 4th, 

1983. In order to explain hOVI the v1orld roached tho point 

of obli tero.tion, More recounts tho oven ts and clrnn[;es both 

in his communi t.:; Paradise Estates anJ in i.1i1nself that led 

up to this clay. Hore ends the book in 1900; therefore, it is 

apparent that the world did not end in 1933; yet substantial 

90 
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portions of the book record flashbacks to situations which 

seemed to precipitate the end. It should be noted that in 

"Notes for a Novel about the End of the World" Percy explains 

that 11 the end of the 'ilOrld [is J the passing of one age and 

the beginning of another" and that the writer dealing with 

this topic 11 must reckon • • • ~vi th changes in man 1 s con-

sciousness which may be quite radical. 111 

These changes are initially reflected in Dr. More him-

self and parallel the changes occurrine; among the inhabitants 

of Paradise Estates. More is aware of the causes of aliena-

tion and fraementation plaguing post-modern man; nevertheless, 

he knowingly permits himself to accept this condition. His 

existence, consequently, is what Percy in "1Iotes11 terr.ls 

"a monstrous bifurcation of angelic and bestial components. 112 

That is to say, More exists in two mod~_ities: inauthentic 

and authentic; he exists both in Kierkee;aard 1 s aesthetic or 

immediate level and in the ethical level. In one instance 

he is concerned only vii th pursuing his ovm selfish goals, and 

in the next he endeavors to bridc;e 11 the dread cha sill betvrnen 

body and mind that has sundered the soul of 'i'Jestern man for 

1 ·1'/alker Percy, "Notes for a novel about the End of the 
World," 1\atallagete (Journal of the Committee of .Southern 
Churchmen, 1;ashville) (Winter, 1967-68), p. 12. Subsequent 
references to this article will be abbreviated as 11 Notes. 11 

2 Percy, 11 Notes, 11 P• 12. 
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five hundred years. 11 3 'l'hese two sides of his per[JOnali ty 

pervade the novel. 

As a result of this dichotomy, when immediate pleasures 

dominate he asserts, 11 1 love women best, music and science 

next, whiokey next, God fourth, and my fellow man hardly at 

all" (6). He bases existence on external pursuits, cub-

ordinating God and Christendom in the process. Throuc;h cuch 

subordination l'-Iore admits that 11 The old Christ died for our 

sins and it didn't work, vie were not reconciled. 1.i..'he new 

Christ shall reconcile man with his sins. 'l'he new Christ 

lies drunk in a ditch 11 (153). By acknowledeing such an at-

titude Nore may be vj_ewed as a personification of mankind; 

that is, man, ecpecially in 1983, has subordinated God, 

Christ and Christendom for material commodities, empirical 

knowledge and physical pleasure. 

The novel opens with More sittine in a pine grove 
11 Vlaiting for the end of the world 11 and contemplating his 

future vii th three females whom he is protecting from the im-

pending disaster by keeping them in a ruined Howard Johnson 

motel. His thoughts produce a mental imace of the three 

women, which illustrates the selfish or immediate aspect 

of his personoli ty. "Even if worst co1Jles to worst 1 is there 

any reason why the four of us cannot live happily together, 

3Walker Percy, Love in the Rui..!l§ (New York: Farrar, 
Straus and Giroux, 19?TT; p. 90 • .3nbsequent references will 
be inserted parenthetically within the text. 
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sip toddies, eat Campbell's soup, and spend the long summer 

evenings li.stening to Lola play the cello • • ? 11 ( 8). Dr. 

More visualizes the three girls, Hoj_ra, Lola, and Ellen in 

terms of thej.r outward appearance, that is, their external 

or physical selves. 11 [Moira] I always think of so, standing 

barefoot in her slip at the washstand, lees planted far 

apart and straight, even a bit past straight, so that the pad 

at the back of her knees stands out as firm as rubber; yel-

low eyes musing and unfocused as she puts her things to soak 

in Lux. Lola • • • I always see playing the Dvorak concerto, 

hissing the melody with her tongue against her teeth, strad-

dling the cello with her splendid knees. Ellen Oglethorpe 

appears in my mind as • • • a stern but voluptuous Presby-

terian nurse • • • II (14). 

More's interest in Lola is stimulated by her musical 

abilities. I3ut More's interest in music lies only in its 

ability to stimulate erotic impulses. rrhis brines to mind 

Reidar Thomte's assertion in Kierkegaard's Philosophy of 

Religion that 11Husic ••• is the only medium that can express 

the sensuous erotic in its immediacy. 114 Like sensual pleasure, 

however, "music exists only in the moment of its performance. 11 5 

4Thomte, Kierkegaard's P.hilosophy Qf. nelifil...Ql!, p. 24. 

5soren Eierkegaard, Either/Or Vol. I, 
Swenson and Lillian H. ~wenson (Princeton: 
Press 1 1971), p. 67. 

trans, IJ~vid F. 
Princeton Univ. 
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Hence, the pleasure experienced in music and eroticism exists 

only momentctrily. Lacking endurance, it failn to off er valid 

alternativeG to alienation, for, as Kierkegaard contends, 

"Music has time as its element, but it c;ains no permanent 

place in it; i tn sicnificcmce lies in i tG conGtant vaniohing 

in time; it emits oound in time, but at once it vanishes and 

has no permanence.116 

Beyond seeking pleasure, More also strives to achieve 

fame for scientific and hie;hly empirical discoveries; con-

sequently, he 111::.eeps imaginine the scene j_n the Director 1 s 

office the day the l'!obel Price is avmrded [him}• ( 7). He 

further admits that the prayer of the scientist would be 

"Lord, grant that my discovery r.my increase knov1l edt;e and 

help other men. Failing that, Lord, grant that it \·1:Lll not 

lead to man 1 r:> destruction. I<'ailine that, Lord, grant that 

my article in Brain be published before the destruction takes 

place" (7-8). More's values, as he has admitted, emphasize 

sex, music and science; they are outward exploits that fail 

to offer immrd development or harmony. 

It becomea apparent that the cause for Here's present 

condition, hj_s intere.st in momentary pleasure and his ne,slect 

of inward development, j_s the passinc; of the 11 best of 

times ••• when Samantha [his dead daughter] and I r1ould 

Vlalk home in the viol et dusk, we havin.::; received Comuunion 
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and I rejoicing afterv1ards, carinr; nou5ht for my fellow 

Catholics but only for myself and Samantha, and Christ snal-

lowed, remembering what he promised me for eatine him, that 

I would have life in me, and I did, feelin~ so cood that I'd 

sing and cut the fool all the way home ljke King David before 

the Ark11 (12-13). Theoe best of times have been replaced by 
11 the Chrint-forgetting Christ-haunted death-dealinc Western 

world" (3). Hore perceives the 1'/estern world as on the brink 

of catastrophe because man is spiritually barren, or, as 

Kierkegaard claims, is unable 11 to appreciate that • • • [he J 
is spirit. 11 7 In 11 Eotes11 Percy questions what alternatives 

are available to a man experiencinc such barrenness: 11 What 

does a Chrisitan do with his God dead and his nair..e erased'? 

It is pro1)oced that he c;ive more time to the political 

party of his choice or perhaps to malrn a creater effort to 

be civil to saleGladies and shoe clcrkse 11 0 rrhe inhabitants 

of Paradise EGtates r;ive time to political parties, material 

objects, and scientific pursuits; yet it ic these abctractions 

that cauGe the ciichotomy or 11 bifurcation11 of man and thus 

precipitate the eiid oi' the wo1~1ct. 

In 1983, especially in Paradise Estates, man exists in 

a state of spiritual barrenness. 1rhe population of the 

7Kierkoeaard, Sickness, p. 192. 

8Percy, 111ToteG, 11 :p. 12. 
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U .s.A. is half Knothoads who "fall victj_rn to unseasonable 

rages, delusions of conspiracies, hi.c;h blood pressures and 

large bowel complaints" (20), and half Lcftpapasans who are 

"apt to contact sexual impotence, rriorninc terror, .::rnd a 

feelin~ of abstract:i.on of the self frorn ib3clf 11 (29). Also 

within this society racial tension increar.;es; the church 

celebrates Property Rites; Christ is no longer Savior but 

"the greatest Pro of' thern all 11 ; euthanasia is encouraged as 

a means of oxterminatinG 11 oldsters11 who "suffer and cause suf-

fering to other people" (22); and va[;inal computers are used 

to measure sexual fulfillment. Those who reject such an 

existence arc either reconditioned in the .Skinner box or vol-

untarily beco!!le exiles in Honey Island Swamp, where Bantu 

guerillas, castoffs and "young v1hi te derelj_cts" ( 16) di,·1ell. 

All of these external conflicts are symptomatic of man's 

failure to develop inwardly, and the only person who recog-

nizes this is Dr. More; he is the only one who notices the 

significance of the political splits, religious schis1ns, 

sexual impotence, racial tension, sproutinc; vines and in-

creasing atrocities. "Americans he.VG turned against each 

other; race against race; rieht aeaj_nst left, believer 

ae;ainst heathen, San Francisco againGt Los Angeles, Chicago 

against Cicero" (17). But more importantly he recognizes 

the causes: 11 The center did not hold. HO\'Fever, the Gross 

National Product continues to rise" (18). Outward proeress 

has replaced. inward growth. 
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Because external success, especially empiricism and 

consumerir:m, has become the foundation of their existence, 

the inhabitants of Paradise Estates remain abstracted from 

their own concrete predicament; that is, they have rendered 

themselves <Jnd their follo 1.v man invisible by what Percy terms 

11 a shift oi' rea1ity from concrete thing to theory which 

Whitehead has called the fallacy of misplaced concreteness. 

It is the mistvkine; of an idea, a principle, an abstraction 

for the reci1.1 19 So abstracted by empirici.sm are the in-

habitants of Paradise Estates that the~r not only ignore the 

racial problem but expand it by reducing the Negroes to 

categories: "The Negroes around here are generally held to 

be a bad lot. The older Negroes are mostly trifling and no-

account, \'lhile the younc l'Je5roes have turned mean as yard 

dogs. Hearly all tho latter have left town, mainly to join 

the Bantus in the m·1amps11 ( 1 7). Alienation, oppression, and 

tension j_:ncreane when individuals or races are reduced to 

categories. Hore, i·1ho recoc;nj_L-es .sicns of racial uphea.vcil, 

exclaims: 11 '1'ho U.S.A. didn't world" (56). He concludes that 

God so.id, "• •• here j_t is, the nevi E;den, and it is yours 

because you're the apple of my eye; becaur.;c you the lordly 

Westerners, the fierce Caucasianc-Gontilo-Visigoths, believed 

in me and in the outlandish JoCTiah Event even though you were 

nowwhcre near it and had to hear the no\'/s or j_ t from strangers. 

But you believed and. no I gave it all to you, • • • 11.nd all 

9Percy, "The Loss of the Creature, 11 p. 12. 
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you had to do was pass one little teat • • • One little test: 

here's a helplocc lllon in Africa, a11 you have to do j_s not 

violate him. 'l1hat's all. One little test: you flunk! 11 (57). 10 

Yet the "fierce Caucasto.n-Gentile-Visit;otlu}' are unaware that 

they fl unkcd. :Jt~cccr~c, coriunoditiou, pl'Oty'or;c, and cmpiricicm 

obsess them to such an extent that their attitude toward the 

Negro is one of indifference, nec;lect, or Dtereotyping. 

Percy also elucidates this situation in 11 i!otes 11 where he 

asserts that "Americetnc have sinned ac;ainst the Heero fror1 

the beginninc, continue to do so, initially with cruelty and 

presently with un indifference which may be even more destruc-

tive.11 11 It is because of this neglect and indifferonco 

that the Bantu cuerillas eventually try to t~~e over Paradise 

10rt is interesting to note th8 similarity between this 
passac;e and a lonc;er one cuggcstive of this sai:ie point in 
section four of Faulkner 1 s 11 '11he Bear. 11 'I'.!10 fol lo wine is an 
abbreviated secm0nt of the po.ssage: 11 He had created them, 
upon this land thi:::; .South for which IIe had done so much • • • 
and saw no hope anywhere and looked beyond it whore hope 
should ho.vc been, \'!here to Bast Horth anu West lay illir:1it-
able that wholo hopeful continent dedicated as a refuge and 
sanctuary of liberty and freedom frou \'JhClt ~rou called tho old 
\'/Orld 1 s t·1ort!llecc evening and saw the rich <lcscendcmt.s of 
slavers, foualoc of both sexes, to Y1l1om the black they 
shrieked of wac another specimen another exainple o •• until 
not only that old t•1orld from which He had rescued them but 
this :r..er1 one too i'!hj_ch He had reveoled and led them to c..s a 
sanctuary and rcfucc were become the same wortl~ess tideless 
rock coolinr; j_n the last crirwon eveninc • • • so that He 
said and not in t;rief either Who had wade them and so could 
know no more of grief than He could of pride or hope: 
Apparently they £§ill learn nothj_ng ~ throur;h suf fcrj_nr.~, 
rmnember no thin:;· save when underlined in blood • • • • " 
(William Faulkner, Go Down Mose::.> [Irew York: Modern Library, 
1955], pp. 28j-286.~ 

11 Percy, "Notes," :p. 111. 
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Estates. Not only the young "mean as yard doc; 11 blacks, but 

also many of the oll!cr "trifling and no account" blacl~s plan, 

under the leadership of Uru, a black militant from Michigan, 

to t~ce over Paradise Estates. What the Bantu cuerillas 

seek is an ex5_stcnce equal to that of the white ci tizcns 

of Paradise EGtates, but what they fail to realize is such 

an existence leads only to inward alienation and "abstraction 

of the self from itself11 (20). 

The minor characters, inhabitants of Paradise Estatea, 

are unaware of the j_mpendj_nc; disaster, just as they are 

unaware of their spiritual alienation; yet the catastrophe 

is foreshadowed by such unnaturc:U phenomena as vines 

sprouting in concrete slabs, flowers blooming on the side-

walk, and the return of the ivory-billed woodpecker. Hore, 

a perceptive psychiatrist, notices and mentions this pe-

culiar developr.ient to several neichbors and collea[~ues, 

yet they pref er to ignore it: 11 'rhe vines began to sprout in 

earnest a couple of months ago. People do not like to be 

told about it. For some reason they'd much rather talk about 

the atrocities that have been occurrinG ever more often: en-

tire families riurdered in their beds for no good reason" (9). 
What this indicates is that More once again perceives causes. 

Hence, the sprouting vines fored1adow the eventual broa.1-\.-up of 

Paradise Estates and its society; juct as the concrete is 

broken by the vines, so the society's falAe foundation will 

be broken by its inevitable destruction. Hore is the only one, 
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again, who notices both the vines and societal decay, the 

only one who ultimately sees the weakness of empirical solu-

tions to alleviate alienation. 

In creating and applying his lapsol!leter, Nore becomes 

aware of the various levels of alienation; however, he can 

only diagnose them but cannot cure them. When a cure is 

found through the modification of the lapsometer, Nore is 

unable to cure his own alienation because he perceives the 

faults of an empirical solution; that is, he realizes that 

"Science can say everythinr; about a man except what he is in 

himself •1112 As a result he foresees "an unprecedented fall-

out of noxious particles" which 11 do not burn the skin and 

rot the marrow; rather do they inflame and worsen the secret 

ills of the spirit and rive the very self i'rom itself" (5). 

Obliteration, then, will not be from bombs, but from the 

destruction of man's spirit, and it is Hore V1ho sees the 

process of this destruction. 

With the noble effort of reuniting the mind and body of 

Western man, More's ethical polarity is evidenced. More is 

aware of the causes of alienation, particularly in Paradise 

Estates, whose citizens exist in a state of spiritual barren-

ness; nevertheless, More's authentic efforts fail to endure 

because he must cure himself first; he must complete the 

phrase "Physician heal thy ___ 11 before he can guide others. 

Because he knowingly permits aesthetic or immediate desires 

12c I . arr nterv1ew 1 p. 320. 
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to dominate his existence, he experiences symptoms similar to 

his fellow citizens: t1rnornj ng terror, elation, depression"; 

consequently, he is unable to suggest al ternat:Lves for his 

patients that will endure throur;h time. Until he 1mts his 

own external desiren j_nto perspective, he is incapable of 

pe:rcei vine; valid options for otherr; and therefore can only 

discern temporary alternatives. With the aid of his lapso-

meter Hore is able to determj_no the causcc of alien<o•tion, 

abstraction, and frac;mentation; but he can only offer his 

patients, aa vcll as himself, temporary solutionG that lack 

endurance. Because the lapsometer ia initially capable only 

of diagnosin.:::; not of curinc the malaise, Hore, like other 

scientistc, 11 has abstracted from his Oi'lll prodicwacnt in order 

to achieve objectivity. lLi_s objectivity is indeed nothinG 

else than his removal frorJ his own concrete situation. 111 3 

Hence More recocnizes, objectively, tho cause of man's ill-

ness, but cannot cure it. He is unable to offer his patients 

alternatives that r1ill endure throush tiue. 

P.·r. Dledsoe, a prominent and successful Paradiso busi-

ness.'"!lan, is 11 :::rnbject to seizures of race and blinding head-

aches and ic convinced of several conspj racj_es at;ainst 

him. • • • He \'lac certain that the Her;rooB and Cor:ununicto 

were after him • • • as rrnll ao a Jevlish organiza.tior. that 

he called 'Dildeber3ers' •• • • His arnbi tion \·ms to r:iove to 

Australia" (30-jl ). He hoped to make thin move becauce he 

13Percy, 11 Hessacc, 11 p. Li-1 G. 
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believed that blacks were not allOi'Jed in .Australia. Able to 

locate and meacure the intensity of Bledsoe's headaches with 

his lapsorneter, Dr. Hore is unable to cure it scientifically; 

he sur;~cctt.>, concequently, that P.'i.1 • move:: to Aur.;tralia. Such 

a rotation offers an attempt to "e:~perience the no1·1 beyond 

the expectation of' experiencing the new • 111 4 But the newness 

of the experience is only temporary; hence, it produces no 

permanent solution. Dr. Hore, \'1ho recogniL'..es the imperma-

nence of thin suggestion, prescribeG it anyway; hence, it may 

be visualized. not only as a rotation, but also as a capitu-

lation. Hore, nevertheless, recommends this type of therapy 

because 11most people nom1days are possec::>ed, hurborins as 

they do all i.1anner of demonic hatred and terrors and lusts 

and envies, that princi::palitien and pouers are nearly every-

where victorioun, and that therefore a doctor's first duty 

to h:5-s patient is to help him find breathint; roor,1 and so keep 

him from going crazy. If P.T. can't ntand blacks and 

Bildebergero, my experience is that there is not enough time 

to get him over it j_f I could11 ( 31 ) • Because there is in-

sufficient time to cure P.T.'s prejudice, More capitulates 

to a semi-valid al tcrnativc. 

Another patient, Ted •rennis, cufferc: from ''massive free 

floating terror, identity crisis and sexual impotence ••• "; 

and his scientific mind enables him to recite 11 hic sy!i1ptoms 

with precision and objectivity .... 11 CS~)). Al thou.sh 
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experiencing an identity crisis, Ted shows his knowledge of 

psychiatric jargon. Ted's knowledgeability parallels the 

"assertory identi ty 11 Percy discusses in 111rhe Symbolic 

Structure of Interpersonal Process"; Percy :;:;tates that a 

patient like 1l 1ed "is an educated layman, the sort \'1ho takes 

pride in being well informed in scientific matters, especially· 

psychiatry, and in his use of psychiatric jargon. 111 5 In 

order to relieve sexua.l impotence Ted wants a Bayonne-rayon 

sex organ so that at least his wife Tanya may "achieve an 

adequate response" (33). Dr. More, however, seeks first to 

discover the causes for impotence. His lapsometer diagnoses 

the causes; Ted has "abstracted himself from himself and the 

world around him, seeing things as theories and hiQself as a 

shadow, that he cannot • • • reenter the lovely ordinary 

world" (3Ld. Dr. More suggests "recovery of the self through 

ordeal" (37) as a possible remedy, explaining that "until 

we make a therapeutic breakthrough comparable to this 

diagnostic breakthrough ••• the only way to treat a disorder 

like this is by rough and ready empirical methods. [we rely 

on empiricism because] we don 1 t know much about angelism 

[excessive abstraction] 11 (35). As James Hoggard in "Death 

of the Vicarious" said of Binx, "A sense of danger, then, is 

the only thing which ••• can restore vitality to life and 

l5Walker Percy, 11 The Symbolic Structure of Interpersonal 
Process," Psychiatry: A Journal f.Q£ lli Study of Interper-
sonal Processes, 24 (Feb., 1961), 49. 
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cure the r:1alaise. 1116 11herefore, irwtead of driving to and 

from v1ork 111ec1, follov1ing Nore' s advic c, hiked six mil es home 

and 11 staGeered up his back yard ••• half dead of fatieue, 

havin5 been devoured by 1r1osqnitoec, leeches, vampire bats 

and tsetse flies, snapped at by allieators, moccasins, cop-

perheads, chased by Bantu guerillas •• •''; and then he 
11 fell into the arms of his good wj.f e Tanyn, and made lusty 

love to her the rest oi' the nigh t 11 C:S7).. Hore' s cure, the 

ordeal, obliterates abstraction. '11ed must become concerned 

with himself and how he is to overcome the obstacles en-

countered in his six mile hike; hence, theories, precision, 

objectivity are forfeited, and in an effort to survive Ted be-

comes concretely aware of himself as an individual and 

temporarily reenters the ordinary world. Ordeal and the 

remembrance of ordeal have throughout time emerged as a 

means of recovering oneself. Through crisis or ordeal "it 

is possible • • • to be dying and alive at Verdun and alive 

and dying as a booster of the Hittany Lions" (190). 

Battleground experiences frequently illustrate life in 

death, and for clarification Nore cites such an example: 

"for fifty years followine the battle of Verdun, French and 

German veterans used to return every sur.r.mer to seel~ out the 

trench where they spent the summer of 1 916. l'/hy did they 

choose the very domicile of death? Was there life here'?" (190) 

Percy suggests that there was 11life here"; moreover, he 

l6Hoggard, "Death of the Vicarious," p. 368. 
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contends that there is also hope, for 11 what man finds in him-

self and in other people--is a new breed of person in whom 

the potential for catastrophe--and hope--has suddenly es-

calatect.1117 Henry Aiken, in his c:U.scucsion of Kierkec;aard's 

philocoph~', clabora tc.s on this quection and on Percy 1 s answer: 

" ••• only in states of extreme emotional cr~.sis, \'1hon one 

faces not just the possj.bili ty but the fact of one 1 s own immi-

nent annihilation can one finally crasp the si;snificance of 

one's own existence. For it is only then that one at last de-

cides to lj_ve or die, to be or not to be. 1118 'l'ed 'l'ennis, Dr. 

More, and the veterans of World War I seek crisis or ordeal in 

an effort to "crasp the significance of [their] existence." 

Ordeal, however, offers only temporary relief; it fails to 

endure throuc;h tiri1e and is consequently only temporarily 

valid. It is bocc:i.use of its failure that the veterans re-

turn to the battleground; they are soekine; lj_fe there, and 

must return yearly for temporary hope and reassurance. Simi-

larly, Ted 1 s remedy works only temporarily; he too must seek 

an alternate method, and his sucgestion is that Dr. Hore 

watch Tanya and him during intercourse, hoping that bej.ng 

spied on will help restore potency. Ordeal or crisis offers 

only immediate hope; and it ic, consequently, an invalid 

17Percy, 11 Hotes, 11 p. 11 • 

18Aiken, The Age of Ideolocy, p. 228. 
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alternative. 

Percy clarifies the frequent references to ordeal in 

his novels, so.yinc that "the pre:::;ent-day novelist is more 

intcrectcd in catactrophc thnn he :Ls in life wnonc tho flower 

people. Uncertain himself about what hCtG cone \•1ronc;, he 

feels in his bones that the happy exurb stonds both in dan-

ger of catastrophe--and somehow in need of it. Like Thowas 

More and st. }~ancio he is most cheerful with Brother Death 

in the neighborhood. 111 9 Man doesn't fear death; he fears 

life. Thatic to say, man doesn't fear the possibility of 

the bomb falling, but rather the possibilit;:/ of it not fal-

ling; for, ac Hichard Lehan asserts, this 11 irnplies no hope 

of deliverance, no nay of' escapin.s \'/hot Percy culls 'every-

dayness, 1 no i:1ay out of the rat trap that the Bomb v1ould 

brine; so comfortably and so quicld.y •1120 

Repetition is another example of Dr. Horc's temporarily 

valj_d al ternativcs to alienation. He sur.;cects such an option 

to Charley Parlrnr, tho Po.radise c;olf pro and introuucer of 

night golf, ~lw experiences depreccio~ and ic unable to deter-

mine tho caur.wc. 11 1 Hi:.:;torical th8rapy 1 • • • a i·ecapture of 

the past and one• s self 11 is the solution Hore offers. In 

recapturin.'.; the past, Charley must face tile fact tlw.t his 

19Percy, 11 Hotes, 11 p. 10. 

201chan, 11 'l'he Way Back: Redemption jn the hovels of 
Walker Percy," p. 310. 
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son has rebelled not aGainst a paternal relationship, but 

against Charley, ac a representative of a dehumanized 

society, a member of a consumers' Paradise. If Charley is 

to exist in the present he must face the :past, er:;pociully 

his GOn'G self-i111poced exile on Honey Icland S1·101rip, ond in 

accepting this he must forfeit his drewac of a college bound, 

success-oriented son. Charley personifies the type of 

buninessman diccussed by Percy j_n 11 Hotes11 as one who ·11 feels 

that somethinc has t;one badly v1ronc in the ever~rday round 

of business activity, i~ his office routine, in the routine 

life at hotle, in his Sunday morning church going •••• 

Even though by all objective criteria all i.s \'/ell \'/ith hj_m, 

he knowG that all is not 1Tell • 1121 Charley experiences 

this type of depreosion and calls on Dr. Hore for a. solution. 

By referrinc to Chuck's rebellion and exile, More attempts 

to explain Chucl~'a action as an attempt to avert everyday-

ness, the form of despair Charley is experiencing. 

Just as Charley conctantly mentiono his son's rebellious 

behavj_or Rnd r:mst face tho past, Dr. More similarly refers 

to his ancestor, Sir Thomas More, and questions his own 

inability to follow in Sir Thomas More's footsteps: "Why 

can't I follov1 Hore' D example, love rnycelf lees, God and my 

21 Percy, 11 Notes, 11 p. 10. 
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:>2 
fellowman more, and leave whiskey and \'/Omen alone" (23). -

Tom, like his neighbor Charley, and like Binx in The Movie-

goer as well as Barrett in The Lant GentJ.erno.n, must "con-

front • • • the past to mal:c the present a li vine con di tion. 1123 

Because tho past haunts Tom, he seeks escape through 

immediate pleosures; but the past, a:::; Hore experiences it, 

impinges on the present; for when in the mi_dst of an affair 

with Moira at the Ho\'/ard Johnson ruins, ho oxclains, 11 ••• 

suddenly I ll.l!l thinh:int; not of .Moira. but of .Samantha my dead 

daut;htor, and the times she and I a!1d Do:i_~is used to travel in 

the Auto Ace all over the u.s.A. 11 (138).2'-i Dr. !'-lore seeks 

distraction from the past in sensuous immediacy; that is, he 

seeks a rotation, 11 Hy life is a lon,'.5inr; 1 longinc;s for \'/Omen, 

for the Nobel Prize, for the hot bosky bite of bourbon whiskey, 

22nr. More's ancestor, whom he refers to repeatedly and 
wishes he coulc1 imitate, rms a 16th centur~' Chr:i_stian martyr. 
Accordi!1C: to '.L'he Oxford Comnanion j;o E1wl:Lsh Literature Sir 
Thowas I·Iore s1·1ore 2lle;cia11ce to tho no\" Act of .Succescion 
but "refused to take <UlY oath that should ir11pugn the Pope 1 s 
authority, or assuE:o the justice of the lc:i.nr;'s divorce fro111 
Que on Cci.thorj_no, 1 5311-; he 1·1as therefore conuni t ted to the 
Tower of London • • • • He was indicted of high treason, 
found cuil ty, and beheaded in 1535. 11 (Paul Harvey ed., 'rlrn 
Oxford Connx1nj_on to :t;nr;lish Litcrci.ture, 11th od.) (oxford: 
Oxford Univ. Pross, 1967), pp. 558-59. 

2-· 
_)Lehan, 11 'rho l/ay Bacl;:: Heder:1r:itton in the Novels of 

Walker Percy, 11 p. 308. 
21trt i.s important to note the symbolin111 in the name 

Moira; accordinc to George Bedell in Kierl·:cFaard Q!Hl 
Faull:ner, p. 32 1 Moira or Fate is 11 'l'he c;roa t syubol for· the 
objectif'yins sensuousness of the ancient Greel-;: world. 11 
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and other great heart-wrenching lonc;ings that have no 

name" (23). .such immediate longings parallel Kierkegaard's 

perception of the causes for individuals' sceldng momentary 

pleasure: 

'l'he sensuous first becomes signifj_cant • • • only 
after ho lw.s lost an entire prccodi11c world, but 
tho consciousness of this loss ia not erased, it is 
constantly present and he secl~s therefore in the 
sensuous not so rauch enjoyment as a diversion of 
the rnind. His doubting soul finds nothing in 
which it can rest, and now he reaches after love, 
not because he believes in it, but because it has 
a present element in which there is rest for a 
moment, and a striving which distracto and diverts 
his attention from the nothingness of doubt.25 

The past .More seeks dj_version from is not only his saintly 

ancestor Sir Thomas More and his dead daughter Samantha, but 

also his wife who died shortly after leaving '11om for a 

misdirected inward search. Tom cannot understand why Doris 

deserted him for a heathen, pretentious Enelishman v1ho, 

"while swilling my scotch and eating three-dollar rib eye 

steaks • • • " would "speak of higher things, of the law of 

life--and of the financial needs of their handicraft retreat 

in Mexico. 'l'here in Cozwnel, was the last hope of the 

Western world" (67). Tom recognized the speciousness of the 

Englishman, but was unable to convince Doris, who left him 

to join Alistair in Mexico. Tom al so recoc;nizes that Doris' 

search is also false since she does not seek inward knowledge 

but rather justification for Sa~antha 1 s death. He offers no 

251aerkegaard, Either/Or I, p. 204. 
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justification; he merely offers distraction in the form of 

sensual pleasure. 

Dr. More uses sex and whiskey as alternatives to 

alienation; but because they are invalid they arc frequently 

countered by 11 attacks of elation aml depression, as m;)ll as 

occasional seizures of i;1orninc; terror11 ( 11 ) 11 Such at tacks 

are a consc<J.uence of experiencing despair, and as Josiah 

Thompson SUGt:;ests in 'i1he Lonely Labyrinth, 11 Despair ••• 

follor1s as a consequence of renderinc absolute the principle 
-:>r 

of enjoyment. 11 L
0 Because the aesthetic modality offers only 

invalid options, and because the ethical offers imperrjanent 

options r11om must put these levels into perspective in his 

ovm life; that is, he must complete tho incompleted state-

ment that per1.rRdes the novel: "Physician heal thy " 

before he \'/ill be able to heal the soul of western man. 

Being aware of alienation and its causes is insufficient; 

valid alternatives must be discerned on an individual basis 

before it is resolved. 1-lore must recognize that 11 'l'he real 

action is not tllG exter:r..al act, but an internal deci.sion in 

which the individual puts an end to the :mere possibility and 

identifies himself \'6th the content of his thought in order 

to exist j_n it. 1127 

Z6Thompson, The Lonely Labyrinth, p. 8~. 

z7,, · i d u · t · r · -,o') hlerceGaar , nscien 1 ic, p. ~ Lo 
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Unable to put his existence into perspective, unable to 

polarize the dichotomized self, that ir;, unable to recognize 

the ineffectiveness of pleasure and unable to face the past, 

More's mental stability is precarious. Yot even in this 

unstable condition ho recoc;nizes tho ou tvmrd sir;ns of inward 

deterioration, exemplified by his constant awarenecs of "the 

encroaching vines" (179). This parallels More's increased 

awareness that 11 the center is not holding"; that is, the 

individual self is decaying. 

More'n increased awareness of such external phenomena 

as the "vines sprouting" symbolizes his alienation, for as 

Percy discussed previously in "Man on the '£rain, 11 11 the hearts 

desire of the alienated man is to see vines sprouting 

throughout the masonry. 1128 rrhe alienated man savors such 

unnatural occurrences because they make him concretely aware 

of his existence. But beyond this, the frequency of these 

occurrences parallels the decline in inward development or 

subjectivity. '.l'hat is, only those who become conscious of 

man's increasinely alienated condition become cognizant of 

the vines. 

Al though Tom realizes that he and his fellm·1 man are 

alienated, he is unable to determine options that endure; 

consequently, he and his patients must ultimately diecover 

permanent options. More, unlike his colleagues, notices not 

28Percy, •irrrain, 11 P• 4 79. 
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only the increased disorders and splits in parties and 

races, but he 6_lso notices the self-decay rrhich causes the 

center or tho individual to fraGmont. 'l'his decay culminates 

in Toa and results in voluntary hoi:~pitalization. In 11 i,rotes" 

Percy suu:;e::;ts v1hy tho protacon:Lct in thiG type of novel 

experienceG such instability: 11 '11110 subject of the post-

modern novel is a man ~10 has v~ry nearly come to the end of 

the line. Hov very odd it is, when one coues to thi~t of it, 

that the very womont he arrives at the thre~1old of his new 

city with all itc hard-won relief from the sufferincs of the 

past, ha ripens to be the same moment ho runs out of r.ieG_!ling.11 29 

Hore' s diagnosis of his illness, "perturbations of the 

sonl, 11 is considered by his medico.l col1eaeues as "rather 

metaphysical," implyinc; that "depression, elation, and 

morning terror" must be diagnosed in accord l'li th medical 

terminoloey uhich gives "Habitation and name" to his illness. 

Max Gottlieb, director of the hospital, therefore terms 

More's condition "mood swings." Percy elaborates on this 

need to nar.110 thinr;s in 11 Eaming and Beine'' where he states, 

11 1'ven in its most primitive form, namine; is a kind of judge-

ment. It i.s also a kind of primitive abstraction. If I an 

determined to rlisposo of you by formulation, I had better 

not look at you."jO I-lax ignore.s Dr. Uorc the individual; 

2 9Percy, "l'{otes, 11 p. 12. 

30Percy, 11 Naminc; and Being, 11 p. 1 56. 
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he merely diacnosos a patient; hence he disposes of More 

throuch for11111la tion, throu:.:;h obj cc ti ve 01:i1iirical metllodG, 

itjnorinc tho individual • 

.Simila1·ly, Percy discusses the cm:p-Lricul at ti tu.c.le to-

ward "perturbation::.; of tllc coul 11 j r1 11 ;:.:y!:1L0J u;_; 1!c1·111cneutj_c in 

Existential.is::t11 ; tl~cre lie states, 11 In the c:rnpirical mind, 

existential catecories are apt to be c"i:i_si:::Lss•Jd as c·!:1otional. 

manifestation::.;, that is a dr[1matj_c r3z:pression or a p:::trticular 

historical circumstance, or--r1hat is \'/Orse--as exhort.::-1.tory 

and deservin~ tho cruae attention aa any other pulpitcering, 

such notions cu::; Dread, liasein, boredOli! 1 awl t!ie clichotornics: 

authcnticity--unauthonticity, freedom--ffilling prey to, 

esthetic--oLiiccil rdll :i.ncvi ta bl c et pp car a::; roduci bl o ;~--if 

they havo an:r r.1canin£~ at all. '1/!wi... ever :.;j_c;nificance they 

have will be assuaed to yield itself in their objective 
.· 1 

correlative.s. 11 .J Dy comparison, thon, 1'1ore's schizophrenic 

condition has boen recll~ced to 11 uood m1in[~s. 11 Subjectivity 

is viewed aB a detririw~1t to ccicntific uupiricisw; but such 

objectivit~r c.lostro~rs J;ian's imrard ::mbjoctivo develop:.1ent and 

leads to diGorders of the nind or soul, as Eore experiences. 

The external dicorc1crc are merely outuarJ ex1)ression of in-

ward turt:oil; Percy rococ;~1izos tlliG not only in hirnsoJ.f, but 

also in hi::; .l.'elJovr n.:u~: 11 It's not tho u •. 'J.A., it'.:; the .soul 

of Vlostcrn 111.:.:i.n that j_c in tho very act oi.· flJinc o.po..rL~ il.t;llli 

-, 1 
:; PercJ, 11 0yubol as Horuene'.ltic jn r.;:d.r~tonticJ.i~u," 

P• 52L1- • 
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'l1he outvnird sit;ns of internal dj_r3order and of jr:i-

pending disaster not only include llian 1 s obsession i'Ji th 

scientific LOO.ls and indj_fference::: tovw.rd racial tension, 

but al so cm Li rnore importantly the en tire proc<:rns of scekir1t; 

cures to the ills of the soul throHtsh eL1pirical lll~tl!ods. 

When the llold.E.>ters11 ex1Jerience depression or 11 1)8have anti-

socially the;y 1 re shocked into bliss •• II • • 'l1hey are 

prevented from experiencinc melancholy, depression, aliena-

tion and fron belwvinc; antisocially. 'l'he middle-aced 

citizens of' Paradise .L:.;states experirnent \'litli vat;inal com-

puters to measure sexual fulfillment; problems of potency 

are overcome by sensory equipment. 0e;c too has become a 

commodity rcdticod to methods and techui<1ucs of discovering 

stimulation. 

11/hen ordeal no longer serves as an option for 'I1cd and 

Tanya they enter "Love Clinic" where seusory equip~wnt is at-

tached to the participants, and observers record data on the 

level of sextial potency, thus red.ucint; sex to empirical. terms. 

But in 198j sex is 110 longer a physical, spiritual or emotional 

union; rather it is, as Sutter in 'l'lie Last GentlernaYI sugt;ests, 
7 ') 

"the only re en try in to the world \'!ilich rt;woins. 11-F-- ii. t 

-, ? 
.)~Pere./, ;i1he Last Gentle1:1an, p. 3~A. 
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"Love Clinic," which is in the experimental stages, "volun-

teers ••• get paid fifty a crack, which beats giving 

blood" (131 ). Sex has been reduced to a profitable commodity; 

such reductionism, hovrnver, results in despair. The despairing 

individual c:i.ccording to Kierkegaard seeks escape from despair; 

therefore 11 he will seek forgetfulness in sensuality, perhaps 

in debauchery, in desperation he wants to return to immediacy, 

but constantly with consciousness of the self, which he does 

not want to have. 11 33 Although More too seeks forgetfulness 

in sensuality, he is aware that his neighbors and colleagues 

do also; but more importantly he tries through his lapsometer 

to discover more valid alternatives. 

Such an incredible desire to cure the ills of the soul 

is a misune of scientific knowledge. •rom himself believes 

he cannot only diaGnose but eventually cure alienation 

and the 11 perturbations of the soul" by discovering a thera-

peutic device to add to his lapsometer in order 11 to weld the 

broken self whole" (.36), so that "Nan can reenter paradise ••• 

and live there both as man and spirit, whole and intact man-

spirit, as solid as a speckled trout, a dappled thing yet 

aware of itGolf as a self!" (36). Man in not aware of him-

self as Gpirit, however, and empirical devices cannot, by 

nature of their objectivity, a.chieve a balance between body 

33Kierker;aard, .Sickness, P• 199. 
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and mi!1d, man flesh :_i~1d. man spirit. Pl'oblems of the spirit 

cannot be deciJ_ t r:i th in abstract terms; as Swenson says 

concerning Eicrl:sc;::Jo.rd' s statement on abstract thou5ht, 

II • • • j_ t ::::0:1_ '!Ci:> o..ll the difficul tics of lif c by abstracting 

fror.1 tiiem r:hence arises its coei:;Jlo.cent diuinterestedness; 

the concrete thl!1~~er, \':ho faces the concrete problem of 

rcali ty ••• diGcovers that this problem brj_ngs his sub-

jective interest to a climax, since it reveals a future 

presentinc; a critical and decisive alternative. 11 3Li 

·i'he cit:i_zens of Purac.lise Estateo, however, attempt to 

disrC[_;arci problems of the soul, or problems of subjective 

int erect; they believe that scicnt:Lfic and empirical methods 

can solve such problemc. They depend, therefore, on such 

i11vc11 tions as VL?.[;irn1J_ sornrm ters, s;~j_nncr rccondi tionins 

boxes and other alternatives to treat "perturbations of the 

soul," so that they r:my remain in paradi.se. Paradise Estates, 

or oilet;orically tlle .r_;arden of Ede1!, is only paradise in 

terms of \':llite upperclass affluencr.;. 1 t is a paradise based 

on one's soc~i..c:1l success, on the accmnulaU.on of material 

conmodities mid on one's ouhmrc1 objectj_vity. In an effort 

to maintain c1.1_E)iric::l_l o1Jjectivit,y the citizens of Paradise 

Eotatec yield to temptation; but tcuptation leads to the 

f2ll. Art ln!r.0 0lnwnn, \'/ho may, if the ull ec,orical 1 evel is 

purGued, represent tho devil, offers em_pirical temptation, 

7J 
..J ~Swenson, Something about KierkeDci.arcl., p. 152. 
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that is, the temptation to acquire empirj_cal knov1ledge 

about curing the ills of the soul. '11he inhabj_tants of 

Paradise Estates accept Immelmann's therapeutic device 

which, whon attached to More's lapcomoter, is cupposod to 

cure the ills of the spirit. Paradise citizens fail to con-

sider, as did Adam and Eve, the dancers produced through 

misuse of knov1ledge. 

Art has discovered 11 the possibility of treatine; personal-

ity disorders with Heavy Sodium and Chloride " (211 ) • But 

he ignores the fact that "sodium radiation is a two-edged 

sword" (211 ) • 

Dr. Hore is the fj_rst to experience the effects of the 

therapeutic device. After a brain massage More sees him-

self concretely for the first time; 11 1 notice my hand 

clenched into a fist on my knee, I open it slowly, turning it 

this way and that, inspecting every pore and tendon. 'Nhat a 

beautiful strong hand! The tendons! the bones! But the hand 

of a stranger! I have never seen it before" (212). 

Similarly, in "Notes" Percy clair;1s that "When the novelist 

writes of a man •coming to himself' throue;h some such 

catalyst as catastrophe or ordeal he may be offering obscure 

testimony to a gross disorder of consciousness and to the 

need of recoverinc oneself as neither angel or organism but 
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as intact creature some\'lhere in betvteen. 11 35 More's constant 

references to the Verdun battlefield and to Stedrnann 1s book 

enti tlecl '~"lorld ·~·1o.r I support Percy 1 s assertion that ordeal 

provides one moans of recovering oneself. Additionally, 

his use of tl10 modified lapGometer in order to "come to 

himself" reenforccs Percy's claim. Yet after Dr. More exper-

iences the noVJ device for his lapsometer he realizes the 

dangers; 11 If one of these fallc into the \'Jrong hands it could 

produce a chain reaction in the Heavy Sodium deposits here-

abouts or a. political explosion between knotheads and 

Lefts" (217). 

Al though 'l'om realizes the dancers, he uses it for selfish 

purposes. Durine; a debate between himself and Dr. Buddy 

Bro1·m over the diagnoses of "oldster" Mr. Ives, More produces 

his machine to expose Buddy's real self to the audience. He 

does this by massaging the erotic area of Buddy's brain so 

that his concentration is no longer on the debate but on 

j5Porcy, "llotes, 11 p. 12. In this diccussion Percy sug-
c;ects that the post-modern, success-oriented businessman 
livinc in a typ:i.cal surburban conswner area i'lill eventually, 
as a result of a crisis, "come to himcelf • 11 Percy's elabora-
tion on this topic chould be noted, especially the similarity 
to Dr. 1-iore. 11 Such a businesoman \"/ill on his Wa;J home have a 
severe heart attack and will be tcl~cn off the train at a 
commuter 1 8 station he has r.een a thous.J.ncJ times but never 
visited. 1i11on he rccains consciousness, he finds himself in 
a strange hospital surrounded by stranGers. As he tries to 
recall \'/hnt _htls happened, he catches cich t of his OV/n hand on 
the counterpane. It is as if he had never seen it before: 
he is astounded by its complexity, its functional beauty. He 
turns it thin i'/D .. y and that. What has happened? Certainly a 
kind of natural revelation, \'/hich reminds one of the experiences 
induced by the psychedelic drugs. ( ••• this kind of reve-
lation • • • can only be called a revelation of' being ••• 11 ) 
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f em;:U e o bservcrs. Hr. Ives, whose an ti social behavior was 

not reduced by treatment in the Skinner box, should, according 

to I3ucldy, be sent to Happy Isles. Dr. Nore, however, sug-

gests that Hr. Ives is capcible of walkinc, talkine and 

beha.vin0 accordj_::ig to social standards but refuses to. In 

an effort to o.chieve victory Dr. Hore uses the revised 

lapsometer on Suddy to "inhibit the inhibitory centers 

[erotic .clreas] and let Buddy be what he is" (226). While 

Buddy is distracted from the debate, More suggests the 

reasons why Hr. Ives ref1J.ses to spec::ik or walk: 11 1 can assure 

you [the audience] that speech and locomotion are no problem 

here. What is interesting is the structure of his selfhood 

as it relates to his fellow seniors in the Tampa settlement 

Rnd to scior:tists here" (228). However, Ma..x Gottlieb, the 

director, refuses to accept Hare's subjective analysis, 

"S})aro us the metaphysics, Doctor, • • • the best proof that 

a man can talk is hear"Lnc hj_m talk. And r1alk" (228). Be-

cause More cannot explain his analysis in objective terms 

and because he seeks victory, since victory may help him win 

the l!ol>ol Pr:Lze, Loro use::; the revised lapoometer on Mr. 

Iveo, after r1htch Ives w::ilks, talJ;::s, and explainG his be-

havior. JU thov.ch 'J'om wins tho dclJa te, the dancers of the 

machine beco~c actualized. Art distributes the machines to 

the audience durint; the debate, incree.sing ionization to 

5_ncrease the erotic--and chaos results. 
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'l'he chaos, which ironically occurs on July 4th, takes 

the form not only of disorders among Paradise Estates 

citizens, but also among the Bantu guerillas who start, as 

planned, to take over Paradise Estates. But Dr. More's 

neighbors and colleagues remain abstracted and indifferent 

to the impen~ing catastrophe. Their primary concern is that 

the Pro Am Golf tournament proceed as scheduled. Although 

the modified lapsometer can reduce alienation, Immelmann 

uses it to increase abstraction and, subsequently, alienation. 

Used either way the modified lapsometer relies on empirical 

methods similar to the Skinner box; but by doing so it 

destroys man's individual freedom, since when misused as 

Immelmann misuses it, it controls man's responses. By 

increasing ionization for the "pilot" test Immelman may, as 

Nore fears, render man "totally abstracted from himself, 

totally alienated from the concrete world, and in such a 

state of angelism that he will fall prey to the first abstract 

notion proposed to him and will kill anybody who gets in his 

way, torture, execute, wipe out entire populations, all with 

the best possible motives and the best possible intentions, 

in fact in the name of peace and freedom, etcetera" (328). 
While the inhabitanta of Paradise remain abstracted due to 

the increased ionization, the Bantu guerillas move in from 

the swamp in an attempt to "build a new GOcicty11 (300). 

Yet Paradise Estates citizens who have been treated by the 

lapsometer ignore the signs; they are more concerned with 
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the t;olf tournament, political issues,or re1icious de-

bates. 36 Charley Parker fears the cancelln t:i..on of the tourna-

nent bccc:tur30 or the sodium radiation omer~ing like smoke from 

a hole in the col f courco; u. t 11 Lovc Clinj_c 11 Father Kevin con-

tinuc0 to sit 11 at the v;:i.G'in<JJ_ concmlc reo.ci.inc Commonweai 11 (329). 

Hore too attcrnptc to icnore the disa::;tcr; he returns to the 

Ho 1.rn.rcl Johnson l~uins to his three female coT:1panions: Moira, 

Lola, <1lld Ell en, his nurse, nho attcrapts to stabilize More 

b~,r rcmindinc him of his lopsometer and his obliGations to 

Paradiso Esta tcs. Lola 1 s mu sic, l1owevcr, rescues More from 

ethical duty, restorinc desire for aesthetic or immediate 

pleu.sure. 111-lusic," I-:ore claims, 11 ransor.is us from the past, 

cleclc..res -~mnec;ty, br;:i.ckots and sets aside the old puzzles. 

,Sin::; o new .sonc. .Gtctrt a new lif o, [;et a Gj_rl, look into her 

Sllado '"" eyc 0 <--n11· 1 e 11 ( ,. 7 0) 'r'r1·>t J·.r::, 1nu.c:1· ~ rer::cues '-·lore from 0 . I< .J LJ J U • . _)..) _; • U. ~ ~ \, - ~ 1" 

the immediate past, Paradise Estates, hj_s deceased wife and 

dauch ter, a.ncl from. the distant past, his ancestor Sir Thomas 

Iiore. But it is Ellen v1ho interferes to bdnc; More back to 

tile prer:ent, to the catastrophe of July 11, 198_5. 

Althouch the catastrophe is minor, tho effects illus-

trate the conr:equences of modern .man 1 s 0.bstracted and frag-

P.J.cntcd cxi.::.:;tcnco. Cl:orle~' Parl:er, tho c;olr pro, futilely 

jGPcrcy'c perception of ChriGt bccominc the Greatest 
Pro of them c:J.11, as 1·.1cll as post-modern man 1 s obsession with 
col f, brinc;s to mind '11

• S. Eliot's passace in 'l'he Rock; their 
pr;rceptions :::;ecm siJ11ilar: 11 Eere were clecerit c;odl ess people:/ 
rnwir only rnonurnont the asphe.l t road/And a. thousand lost t;olf 
b~l s." ('r .~.''..>. Eliot, 'l1lie no ck [London: Faber and Faber Ltd., 
1 9 .)l1] ' p. ..:>0. ) 
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tries to put out the fire in the sandtrap so the golf 

tournament may continue; Ted and Tanya continue experimenting 

at Love in order to overcome sterility; and Ken Stryker is 

adversely affected by the noxious vapors, v1hile Chuck Parker 

(Charley's exiled son) comesout of exile to observe the 

catastrophe, calling the scientists "killers of subjecti-

vity11 (367). Dr. More is the only one who recognizes the 

danger signs, but more importantly he realizes the danger of 

being "abstractly all-sided" as Kierkegaard defines this 

individual who "imagines that he sees everything through the 

one-sidedness of the intellectuai.1137 

More realizes the potential perils of the modified 

lapsometer; Art Immelmann, allegorically the devil, however, 

operates on "the cardinal principle" which states that "We 

facilitate social interaction in order to isolate factors. 

If people show a tendency to interact in a certain way, we 

facilitate the interaction in order to a.ccumulate reliable 

data" (363). Under this principle, then, man is not an 

individual but a commodity; hence the data collected exem-

plifies the extremes modern man takes in pursuit of empirical 

knowledge, disregarding the spiritu<ll or inward individual. 

For Mor~ however, the catastrophe forces him to confront the 

past, and by doing this he recognizes the speciousness of 

the present and contemplates: 

37Kierkegaard, Unscientific, p. 312. 
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I wonder: did it breok my heart when Samantha died? 
Yes. Thero was even the knowledge and foreknowledge 
of it while she lived, knowledge that while she lived,· 
life still had its same peculiar tentativeness, peo-
ple living as usual by fits and starts, aiming and 
missing, while present time went hummine;, and fore-
knowledge that the second she died, remorse would 
come and cive past time its bitter specious whole-
ness. If o~ly--If only we hadn't been defeated by 
humdrum humming present time and missed it, missed 
ourselves, missed everythine. I had the foreknow-
ledr;e while she lived. Still, present time went 
humminc. 'l1hen she died and here came the sweet 
remorse .lil:e a blade between the ribs (374). 

The defeat Hore refers to is everydayness, the same af-

fliction boGeie;ing Bi:nx in ~ Hovicr;ocr and Barrett in The 

Last Gentleman. His remorse is that even if he had fore-

knov1ledge of her death existence would still have been 

specious because man has been defeated by everydayness, and 

hence is unable to determine any valid opU.ons to his 

alienation. This revelation forces More to recognize the 

fallacy of such an existence for himself; in addition, he 

also realizes that, although Samantha suffered and died, 

"there [had] been times when [he] was not above enjoying 

it" (374). He enjoyed it because death momentarily destroyed 

the everydayness of his life. It is throue;h "coming to him-

self" in this way that More recognizes the necessity of 

inter.;ratinr; the past with the present, man spirit with man 

flesh, objectivity and subjectivity, and of rejecting a con-

sumers' paradise whicl1 emphasizes eoods and objects rather 

than individuals. 
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'l1hrough the catastrophe, More recognizes that his own 

instability is a result of accepting a consumers' paradise, 

where people fall prey to goods and neglect themselves as 

individuals. But more importantly he recognizes the futility 

of his or anyone's efforts to help the Bantus or the Negroes. 

In tryine to explain this futility to Uru, the Bantu leader, 

he confesses that he can't help them because "You got to get 

to i·1here you 1 re coing or where you think you' re going--al-

though I hope you do better than that, becauoe after all 

nothing comes easier than that, being against one thing and 

tearinc down another thing and talking about peace and 

brotherhood--I never sm1 peace and brotherhood come from 

such talk and I hope you do better than that because there 

are better thines and harder things to do. But, either way, 

you got to get to where you're going before I can help 

you. • • • You got to get to where we are or where you think 

we are and I'm not even sure you can do that" (372-73). 
Percy could have (and probably should have) ended the 

book with this revelation as well as with the recognition 

and acceptance of the past; however, he chose not to and in 

choosing so he added a fourth section, an epilogue, entitled 

"five years lotcr. 11 In 1988 Dr. Hore is married to his 

nurse Ellen. The Bantus have gotten to where they think we 

are; "Paradise has cone 99 percent Bantu" (385); they won by 

"exercisine their property rightstt (385) on Honey Swamp 

Island which contained oil. They have achieved the same 
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economic, social and material level as their white peers; 

they live in a consumer paradise that emphasizes goods 

rather than individuals.38 

Dr. More has also changed within the last five years, 

but the revelations of 1983 seemed to predict such a change. 

In 1988, More, who haG reached Kierkee;aard's religious state, 

not in terms of faith but in terms of inward development, 

reflects on the differences between the two ages, stating: 

"How while you work, you also watch and listen and wait. In 

the last aee we planned projects and cast ahead of ourselves. 

We set out to 'reach e;oals 111 (381-382). More also continues 

working on his lapsometer; he asserts that 11 1 still believe 

my lapsometer can save the world--if I can get it right. For 

the v10rld is broken, sundered, busted down the middle, self 

ripped from self and man pasted back together as mythical 

monster, half angel, half beast, but no man" (382-383). 
Hore recognizes the changes in himself and admits 11 1 can't 

3BThis passage too seems suggestive of Faulkner 1 s "The 
Bear"; the sie;nific<:lnt difference is that F'aulkner, by 
never writing a novel of the future, never depicted the ef-
fect total equality would have on the Negroes. Percy, not 
only states that the Negroes "want to get to where we're 
goine," but in this particular !'lovel they GCt there. 
Faulkner in "'l'he Bear" merely states that one day they will 
be on the same level as the wlli ten. 'l'he s:Lmilari ty in ideas 
here should be noted: "The whole land, the whole South, is 
cursed, and all of us who derive from it, whom it ever 
Guckled, white and black both, lie under the curse? Granted 
that my people brought the curse onto the land; maybe for that 
reason their decendants alone can--not resist it, not combat 
it--maybe just endure and outlast it until the curse is lifted. 
'rhen your people's turn will come because we have forfeited 
ours. But not now. Not yet." Go .QQE,u Mosen, P• 278. 
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Gay thine;G !w.vc clw.~1(Jecl much. ·mw. t has chanced is my way of 

cl e.-:i.ling 1·:i th it'' ( 30\). Conr.>cio'..lsncss, not thj_ncs, has 

clwnceC .• 

1 t r~cci'l:; mmcce::os<Jry, therefore, to include the epi-

hims cl f ( un.lil~e Percy 1 s t1·10 prev:L ou.s novels), since it 

ac l:ualj_zec the courr]c of evenb.; occurrinc to Hore, Paradise 

.Sstatc:..; ,::md :i_ [;c; ci ti2;011G v1hi.ch 1·1crc predic tcd during the 

catccstrorhc of 1 <;Sj. i)y includin~~ rc;uch an epilogue Percy 

co11Lrudicts ~il.s contcncion in "~!otec" i'Jhere he claims that 

11 ·,·ihether or not catnGtrophe actvo.lly befalls us, or is 

deserved; v.rhetlwr reconciliation and renem::il may yet take 

place, it ·i <"" not the novelist to 
·)0 

It to for SPJ.y • 
II_., ./ seems ~~') 

!~1c tllat Percy takes the lj_berty, in the epilocue of Love in 

the 1-~uins, to say that the catastrophe waf; deserved and that 

a rcne·,·!al, a1 tl1ouc;ll lirni tecl, did taJ:e place especially for 

Dr. t:ore, eyicJcnced by his c:it tendance and confession at Mass 

on Christmas, oncl recnforced by hie ho1Je tlw t 11 some day a 

mnn \::ill r1alk j_nto m~' of J:Lce Ds cllost or beast or ghost 

beast 0~1d rro__l;: out nc n :-Jan, which is to SD.J' sovereir;n wan-

dercr, lorrlly exile, worker and waiter and 1mtcher" (383). 

That i_f'., !11;111 ·:::ill ono chy be an i11tccr<1tcd, unified indivi-

uual, ralhcr llw11 an o.lienatcd and frctcincnted member of a 

consu~ers' society. 



COl:CLUS10lT 

,Jalker Percy' G novels rrhe Hoviq;oer' 'l'he Last Gentleman 

ancJ Lov8 :Ln Jlw fo1_:Lrrn, o.s \'loll aG hir3 pllilosophical essays, 

no L 0111.:,' j_llui1lirw.tc his perccptio!1 of tho hw11an condition but 

also present tho dilernn~ci. of post-modern r.1an. He sees man as 

.g]_icnated and frac;r:1cnted. Han's obl:;ession with scientific 

empiricism nc[;ci.tes subjectivity; his desire to accumulate 

com1:1orUtj_e:::; r3treGses conswnorisr:1; and the decay in Christian 

rnorali ty dcstro.)'S troclition. 'l'hese coals cause and increase 

alienat.:i_on, frcicuentation, and anxiety. .3uch conditions 

force 1;10.n to r;earch for more valid. alternatives, which at 

timcP secu rnnbicuous and contradictory to a l1ighly developed 

and tcclmolor_;ical society. Yet such al tcrna tives, al though 

not valid according to Percy, offer the indiyidual options 

\'lhicll provide temporary or inrnediate solutions. Through a 

cradual reali~ation of the inadequacy of their choices, the 

prota.:;onistc in each novel o.re able ul tiuately to discern 

valic1 options to reduce alienation. These options parallel 

I·~ierkec;ci.o.rd' s relic;ious star;e; ;;ct they are slightly altered 

to meet th0 clem.::1.11cls of the twentieth century, which differs 

sicnificontl~-' frou i~ierlrnc;aard' s nineteen th century. Hence, 

ln hie ovcrvieCT of co11tcmporary man Percy a~scsses the various 

levels of exjGtonco as well as the options associated with 

each. JLL t!1ouL)1 mn..n;y opt:Lons, especially those associated 

r;i th tl:.e aesthetic L~odali ty, arc invaJ.icl or impermanent, 

they are, nevertheless, frequently selected by contemporary 

127 
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and post-modern m~n. Percy recoenizes the anxiety and 

alienation that forcG 11odern man to select these options. 

One of t.he m:=i.jor causes of alienation, as Perc:' sees 

j_ t, :Ls 11 ever,Iciayncss," an af flic ti on \'rhj_cll re due es existence 

to o. routine co.uGinc uan to loce hi:~wclf as an individual. 

As Percy- succccts, II ••• he feels that ;::;0111etl:ing has gone 

bc~_dly \7ronc j_n the everyrla~r round ol' buciness ac ti vi ty, with 

tl10 office ro1_1_Li.Ec, j_n the routine at h0i:1e •••• though by 

all objective crite:rin <Jll :i.s rrell with him he knorrn that 

all ic not r;cll >'rith h:Ln. 111 noutinizcrJ pa.tterns that mech-

anize man provide no inrrard developnent; and, consequently, 

the indivichtc:J.l seeks escape fron the rat trap of this exist-

once. Numerouc options are available, but fccr enable the 

individual to "come to himself•" Tho optio1rn Percy's pro-

taconj_st.s and his uinor characters chooGe represent options 

chosen by modern man and at the seine time parallel 

l~ierkeca.si.rd' c three staces of existence. 

Al though everydayness is one cause for ::nodorn man's 

dile1ima, nnot~wr is, as Percy aGsortc, "the absorption by the 

la;/Ji12J1 • • • [or] tllc na.[)-cal a 1.1ra of science \'1hose creden-

ticls he accepts for all sectors of roal:L t~r. 'l'hus in the lay 

cvlture of a scientific society nothinc; is cDsier than to 

fall }Jroy to a Li11cl. of ocduc tion wl:ich sunders one 1 s self from 

j_ tself into an all-transcending 'objective' consciousness 

1 Percy, "Hotcs," p. 10. 
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.:-incl a con:Juner-:::;olf ·.·dt~1 a list of 'neecls' to be satis-
2 fiec1. 11 PcrcJ terms thi.s absorption a 11 monst:rouG bifurcation 

of man. 11 'l'hL-_; bifurco_tion is e:xornpl:Lficd in Binx, Barrett, 

and Dr. !lore as \'1011 2.s a host of r.1inor characters; however, 

the pro 1-,aco11ir_;t:::; evcntucilly r00.lize that .science abstracts 

froi;1 cx:i::;loncc, tlwt 11 :.Jcionce cnn r;ny everythinc about a man 
7. 

e;:copt v1hat ho ir:-; in himc:;olf • 11 ;; 

.Al thou[)1 each of hj_:::; protaconisLs eventually realizes 

tlu:1.t e:11p:i_rici<:1:1 ccu:noi: tee.ell a I!It:u1 11 :r10rr to live and how to 

die," !'1a~;:,T of the minor chc:iracters never at to.in this revela-

tion; llw.t is, they never "coE1e to themselves." Consequently, 

the~,. c!~oose cu ch optiono ns sex, certification, crisis, im-

pcr.sonc.i.t:i_on, ro l~c.. ti on, and repetition., which fail to endure 

thrOV.£)1 time 2..llci oven tl.:olly increase clc:::p.':l.:i_r and alienation. 

'l'hrouchout his Eovels sex, an aesthetic or immediate 

al ternati vc, rcpreGcn ts the co1nrnon al torna ti ve to alienation; 

but as Licrl:rc·[-;<J.::i.rd pcrcei ved, 0ensuous pl easuro exists in 

the nornont a11d r:llen t:1e moment ends the pl ca.sure does also. 

Percy elaboru.tes on this option recocnizj_ng tlw t for con-

tcmriorar:' nan cex i.c; n1 so 11 a r.iode of reer~ try from the pos-

tu re of tro.nsc endcr.c e, 11 for 11 Sci once, r1h:Lch Jj_Gsol ves concrete 

th_i_1~cs o~~d rola ti on, 1 cc1.ves int2ct touch of ck.in to sldn. 11 Li-

2 1' . d u:L • , p. 12. 

_)Carr ln~crvico·.r, P• _520. 

l • 'Percy, 'l'ho Last 9cntle111a,n, pp. 372, 2GO. 
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ii0:r..~.· of Pere.]' 1:::; !:1:LH01· cl!o.rac terG con tin no to believe sex is 

iJ mode of rccl1try ( 1"ol~nc~', llort of 'l'i1e Ln::;t Gentleman, and 

mu;1orous m1nor characters in Love :Ln the P.uins, especially 

'l'cd D.~Hl 'l1;:i1 1.:,:c.i oncl tho::;c c..ssociated \'.'i th the Love Clinic, 

do :::;o); their incrc<J c;ed number ir.. the J.a:::;t novel exemplifies 

Percy 1 :::; percept:Lon of po st-modern r:i.:rn. Du t Percy 1 s pro-

taconists illustr~te his hope for uan. 'l'hey temporarily 

flounder i.11 irc.:1wdici.c:/, h11t graduaJly th:t'OU[;h the ineffective-

ncr;s of this al ternc;_tivc th8~7 realize that 11 .flesh poor 

fle~_;h • • • mUillnOHed • • • to be all and everything, end all 

and be all, the last ancl only hope--quails and fails. 11 5 

CrisiG or ordcci.l, another option to alienation, offers 

tlle indiviuual temporary deliverance. Percy's repeated use 

of thiG option illuGtratcs the extremes contemporary man will 

see]-;: in an attempt to "vrnld the broken self 1'1hole. 11 Again 

Percy's prot3c;onisto perceive the effectiveness of trauma; 

yet as Ol!O catastrophe torrninates, o.notlter is Goucllt in order 

to I'.1.J.intai:n the effect of heigh toned reall ty. Binx, Barrett, 

Dr. I·Iore, as \'iOll o.s such minor characters ac ::>utter and 

Late, r0:;iJ.izP tb1.t "onl~' in time of ill!1ccs or disaster or 

death a.re pco11le ro.~.i1. 116 ConsOf!llently, Percy Guggests that 

11 pcrbo.p;:; i '~ j_,:, only throuch tll0 conjurj.nc up of catastrophe, 

r· 

_;Pcrc,y, j'lw I;ovic1:oer, P• 200. 

6Ibid., P• 00. 
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the destruction of all Esso signs and the sprouting of vines 

in the church pews, that the novelist can !lake vicarious use 

of catastrophe in order that he and his reader may come to 

themselves." 7 Al though man may come to himsalf, this self-

revelation, when attained through ordeal, lacks endurance; 

modern man, consequently, like the veterans of World War I 

who return to the bottleground at Verdun "every summer to 

seek out the trench vrherc they spent the summer of 1916," 

seeks "recovery of the self through ordeai. 118 

In addition to sex and crisis, repetition and rotation 

emerge, as Percy himself admits, as "the two obvious alter-

natives or deliverances from alienation. 119 Yet even they 

fail to endure throueh time, so that contemporary man must 

realize that the constant quest for the new eventually in-

creases alienation and frae;mentation by virtue of its cyclic 

process. Repetition or deja .YQ, the constant recollection 

of the past, is only valid when the individu<li faces the 

past in order ''to make the present a livine condition.1110 

By doine so one [;a.ins his "historical validity," a character-

istic of the ethical modality. Used in this way repetition 

functions as a catalyst to aid man in continuing his search 

() 

0 Percy, kQ.yQ ill~ Ruins PP• 190, 37. 

9Pcrcy, "Han on the Train," p. 481. 

l OI,ehon, "The W~ Back: Redemption in the Novels of 
Walker Percy," P• 308. 
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for o.utllcn tic:L t;y. 

One of the prii:w.r.'/ reasons for modern man's aJ_ienation 

ar..d fracLien ta ti on, .J.s Percy sceu it, is that "Christendom 

f.:rcnt] cloi'm tl!c: drn.i.n. 1111 He sees this rejection of 

Chrictcndo1i1 2.c especially prevalent in America. 

It is si[:nj_fica1~t that the failure of Christendom 
in the Uni tecJ. States has not occurred in the sector 
of thcoloc;y or r,ietaphysics vr:!_tll \'ihich, also, the 
cz~LGtr.mtia.lj_sts cincl ne•;; tl:.colocians CJ.re concerned, 
anc1 to\·'.CJ.rd r111ich .r~r1orican:::; have DJ. i'1ay s been in-
dif f erc;1'~, but rv.tl~er in tlle ;.cc tor of everyday 
r~oroli cy 1·1hich lw.s acutely concerned Americans since 
the Pvri to.ns. Americans talrn pride in doing 
ric;h t. • • • A!ncricans have :::;inned against the 
Negro from the beginninc, conti~ue to do so, ini-
tially rli th cruelty and presently \'Ji th an indif-
ference which ma~r be even more dcstructive.12 

It is for thL3 reason that Christianity seens to have gone 

do·an the dr2.in for tho protaconists in Percy 1 s novels. Yet 

Percy, a Co. tllol:i..c novelist, docs not vi err rclit,ion as dead; 

thus his protaconists ci.ttain or become cot,;nizant of Kierke-

caard's rolicious stac;e, for "tho rcliciouG consists pre-

cisoly in boinc rclitiously concerned about oneself in-

fin:Ltcly. 111 3 Concern for oneself :i_nfini te1y lini tes the 

~Lnclivj_C.::.ual, reunifio:::; the fra1:;i1JGnt0d self :::_;o that "man is a 

r;,;-ntllc::;L:.; of r:;ouL and body custainccl by cpl.rit. 11 1L: Percy 

12 PercJ, 11 HotcG, 11 p. 8. 
l ],, . 

l\.lerkoc;:J..ard' Stacos ill.! Lif 0 Is v1DS' P• L1.38. 

Concept of Drec:i.d, p. '79. 
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elaborates on this stae;e, alterine it to meet what he deems 

as the Gpecific need;; of the twentieth-century man, for he 

believes 11 tho world is much more fragmented, people don't 

understand thcmsel vos as v1ell or what they are doing as 

we11. 111 5 Each of his protagonists achieves an intersubjective 

relationship nith another human bein5; intersubjectivity, 

defined by Percy, is "that meotinc of minds by which two 

selven take each others' meaning with reference to the same 

object beheld in common. 111 6 Beyond this, however, two of 

his central characters,Binx and Thomas Hore, achieve a faith 

that will endure through time. This movement,Kierkegaard 

says, "I make by myself, and what I gain is myself in my 

eternal consciousnesc, in blissful acreement with my love for 

the Eternal Being. By faith I make renunciation of nothing, 

on the contrary, by faith I acquire everything, precisely in 

the sense in which it is said that he who has faith like a 

grain of mustard can remove mountains. A purely human 

courage is required to renounce the whole of the temporal to 

gain the eternal. • • •111 '?The faith that Binx and More as 

ITell as Sutter achieve io the belief that God exists in Time 

and that God io eternal. 

l 5c I t . 2°0 rcmeens n ervicw, p. o • 

16Percy, "Symbol, Consciounness and Intersubjectivity," 
p. 631 • 

17Kierkee;aard, Fear .QLl.£ Trcmb1inp;, p. 59. 



Fw·r inclj_vid.uo.lc D.ttain the fo.ith to i;1oJ:e this movement~ 

f.'or rn.:in iG a r:ayfaror, a castavmy, et stra!1cer, "For v1ith the 

Lnor1ledce ho achiove.s, all hiG art "1.nd philosophy, all the 

. l ' 1 tt t • t t' . . . ' II 1 8 is_ o.no 110 1.·rc ic i~a,Ys a ·en ion o, some ·nine :Ls unssing. 

And it is t!1:LG souothinc that th0 cc.i.strnn1y, contemporary 

man, sLould soarch for. But this does not mean that he 

"throi·rn over ccience, throns over art, pays no attention to 

. 1 ' l f; :l.!1U 1181.".' S > foru;ctc to CG t and sl ocp and love • • • it 

means tho. l: one cearches novortheJ OGG and that one lives in 

hope that such a mcssaco will come, and that one knows that 

the message 1·rill ••• [oe] ne1·1s from across the seas.11 19 

Percy here moans that one should live in faith, that the 

m0s::::;a1;0 he hope0 \'!ill .:i.rrive ''is flll embrace of the Absolute 

Parnclox ••• D sotU.nc aside of reason, a credo oua 

o.bcurdwn er; t • 1120 .!Jut only the nw.n 1·rho knorrs he is a casta-

1·1ay, \'/ho rccoc;i1izcs that some thine is missing, is capable of 

hcarins, roe 0:i_ v inc, o.ucl. unclcrstar~dinc this mcsGage. Of 

Percy's protaconists only Binx in '1'he Eovie;\oor and Dr. More 

l 9,l'hi:::; tJ.1:Lrd cotccor,y of Pcrc::,r' s d:Lrectly parallels 
Lier!:cc;:J:J.rc.l. 1 c perception of men of fo.i tlt: "'~'hey call them-
~.:;olvs:::: lJr;lic'1er;:; n.nrl m0an by thnt th:.it t:1c:";· 0rc pilcrims, 
straut;.crr; .-:i~1rl o.1io11c::; in the \'1orJ cl-111orcovcr, a pil~rim is not 
r.;o r.ert«..,:l.n1;y rccocn:Lzcd by hiG stnff a:.o the fact that he calls 
ll:i.m~c:lf .'J. lJcl.i_cvcr :in cc11cra.L b<);:tr13 '.'Li..tnc:..;:; t,o the fl"\ ct that 
lie L· Oil .. _, jo1tr11c:;' for r.:._d.Lli uc:m;; ju.::L l.l:;d·; tlwt \'!hat I 
.se-:J!:. L~ not l·crc, 1·1ll:i.cli iG rrccir;ely the reason I believe it. 
Faith sienifies precisely the deep, stronc;, blessed unrest 
~hich urges on the believer, so that he cannot find rest in 
th~Ls world. 11 

20Pcrc~r, 111icssace, 11 P• Li29 • 
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in 1!r:!...2. j_n tlrn l{ui,J£ ·,ni:L t for ncr;s; !10·.rnvcr, Sutter rather 

tlio_n Do_rro t t in 'l'he ;Lic.u:;t Gontlei:10.n uncJ.erGtonds the "news 

froli1 aero ss the soa. 11 Percy secs co:::iten:porary r.1an as dwel-

l:i_nc ln throe catecorios and those cntcco:ries 8.re akin to 

Licrl~_oc-J.ci_rr1 's ;:;t<:~-r;e;:;. 'l1ho first catecor,y is tho man r1ho is 

m1a·;,·c1_ro that ho ic a co.c:to\'1ay. Ernil~r and Jules Cutrer, 

I:ittic and Hito Vuucht, HoirD. .:md Lola, and Ted and Tanya 

arc juGt a fe·a c~c.:_1.::lplco from his novolG. Ue::t is the 

indi v:Ldual wl10 l~nows he is a castarwy, realizes his predi-

ca:nent, sc0-rchoc but docs not realize that he must wait and 

live in hope for a messace. I:atc, Barrott aYid Ellen Ogle-

tllor11c exemplify this cat.ec;ory. Percy's final catec;ory 

conc5_Gtc of the individuai \'1ho l:nor1S he is a stranger, 

yet wl:o t'l<J.i ts .::i_l1d live::; in hope tlw.t such a mos::w.ge will 

come, and will listen and understand the bessace. Percy 

portrays Di1E, f~utter and Hore as such indi,1iduuls. These 

catecorics Hhicll parallol ICierl:ecaard' s three stages clarify 

Percy's vicv of contemporary man. 
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AL'l1EWiA'fIVES TO ALIEIJA'l'IOH 

IH THE HOVELS OF 

\'JALEBR PEHCY 

bv ., 

Janet H. Hobbs 

( ABS'l'HAC'l') 

Eci.ch of 1.'/all:er Pere;{ 1 s three novels and many of his 

philosophical essays ezplore the al t.erne.tives to alienation 

chosen by modern man. These alter1w.tives reflect Soren 

Kicrkeeaard's three staees of existence, and hence illustrate 

the influence ICiorl.:.a.c;aarcl had on Percy's 1·1ri tines. The 

options chosen by the central characters in Percy 1 s novels 

demonstrate their L1.ttomrts to suppress alienatj.on and avoid 

an everyday existence. Many of the options fail because 

they depend on momento.ry pleasure, fail to provide permanent 

solutions, or are rooted in tho paGt and tradition. Conse-

quen tly, each pro taconist, alone 'Ni th sevcro.l important 

secondary cllaro.cters, seeks increasingl;/ v~llid GI ternati ves 

that r:ill one.lure throuc;h tine. 

Th:Ls thc:::.;:i_c cxcu1linos tho variour> opt:Lons selected by 

Pr:rc,y 1 s major c 110.ractcrr;, their l'C;:u30!1s for such :::;elections 

and sven tua..l ro j cctj_orn.>, o.G \'!ell ac; the gro.dual discovery of 

valid al tornad.ves to clienation. The invalj_d, se!!li-valid, 

and v.::i.lid options :Darallel l(ierkc00.ard' G aesthetic, ethical 1 

and rclici.ous sto.c;er.> of o;d.stence a11d the precise 
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intorrolat:Lon;;hip ic: the subject of th:i_,s tllGcis. 
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